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The North Memphis Civic club
v as responsible for the mo v e
wh
hich blocked the application of
e Memphis Housing Authority in
having the area where many Ne-
groes have built their own homes
rezoned from R-3 residential and
C-2 commercial to R-4 multiple
dwelling.
•
Leaders Gird To Fight 'Tricky' Law Proposed
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EW LEAD IN MURDER OF LOUIS THOMPSON
Leaders To light!
'Tricky' Measure
By STAFF WRITER
If an ordinance introduced at
the last meeting of the mayor and
commissioners for the city of
Memphis ever becomes law, it
will not have been for lack of pro-
test by Negro leaders who recog-
nized the dangers and were pre-
pared to fight it from the start.
4111 When the Memphis officials met
"The K.K.K.
Re-Learns a Lesson"
•
Read How The Nation Is
Chuckling About Sheeted
Gang's Disgrace In
"For The Record"
on Page 3
recently, on hand to introduce and
request passage of the law pat-
tcrned after the ordinance which
forced the NAACP in Little Rock,
Ark., to reveal certain informa-
tion from its files, was a short,
ell - dressed and polite young
man, whose bearing had not the
slightest resemblance to that of
rabid John Kasper, and those of
his ilk.
The inan who filed the proposed
ordinance to be studied by the le.
gal minds for the city of Memphis
was Willie E. Ayres, jr.. a sales-
man, ard above all a dedicated
segregationist whose appearance
before the body caused newsreel
cameras to start grinding and
photographers' lights to start
flashing.
ATTY. ESTES ALERT
On hand to file a petition object-
ing to the enactment of such a
law was Atty. J. F. Estes, presi-
dent and general counsellor of the
Veterans' Benefit association, who
was acting in behalf of the group,
See LEADERS Page
•Tells Of MHA 'Threat
To Take His Property'
A North Memphian resident told members of 
the
North Memphis Civic Club, meeting at the Trinit
y CME
church last Wednesday that a Memphis Housing 
Authori-
ty representative had threatened to have his ho
use con•
demned, after trying unsuccessfully to purchase it.
Elmo Logan an employee at the 
Illinois Central mail terminal, loss of their homes. He told Oro
said that one of the representa- members that he hoped their suc
-
lives of the group had called and cess on that occasion would inspire
asked him to sign an option for them to remain in an organized
the six-room house at 1091 Wood- body and prompt them to regis-
lass St., and after he refused, ter and yote.
told hint that they had already The club members elected Atty.
succeeded in having two houses J. F. Estes as the official attor-
in the area condemned. ney of the organization, Atty. Es-
tes represented the group recently
before the Memphis and Shelby
County Planning Commission
when the Memphis Housing Au-
thority attempted a rezoning of
the area.
An appeal was made for volun-
teers for a voting committee, and
at the end of the meeting several
persons answered the call. They
Presiding at the meeting was were W. C. Spearman. James 0.
James T. Walker, president of the Martin, Mrs, Ethel Caple, Mrs.
organization. 0. T. Westbrook was Emily Jones, McAdam Sloan and
present and commended t h e Mrs. Catherine Johnson.
group for the organized efforts, Approximately 75 persons attend-
that they made to prevent the I ed the meeting.
Metropolitan To Hear
Montgomery Leader
By STAFF WRITER
Rev. D. Abernathy, vice president of the Montgomery
Improvement Association, of Montgomery, Ala., will be
the guest speaker at Metropolitan Baptist church.on Sun-
day afternoon. Jan. 26, at the annual Men's Day program.
A large crowd is expected to he present to hear the
young minister, who served in
the number two position with Dr.
Martin Luther King, jr., of Mont-
gomery, Ala., in ending segrega•
lion in that city, to bring about
the end of Jim Crow on city bus-
es there, after a year-long boycott,
and a decree from the U. S. Su-
preme Court,
Rev. Abernathy is pastor of
Montgomery Historic Baptist
church, a former teacher at Ala-
bama State college and a mem-
ber of the American Sociological
society. He is on the executive
board of the NAACP in the city
which became universally famous
for the defiance of segregation by
Ak passive resistance' advocated by
IP le* HEAR 'age REV. ABERNATH1
Where Popular Memphian Met Death
THE DEATH SCENE —
Sketched in is an artist's con.
ception of Louis Thompson as
he sought to hold on to his
automobile after an unknown
killer fired four shots into his
body as he stepped from his
car early last Friday morn.
ing. Looking on are the dead
man's brother, Joe A. 'Thomp-
son, partially hidden, and Trl•
State Defender reporter, M. L.
Reid. (Photo by Withers)
Huge Pageant Feb. 12
Seek 1,000-Voice Choir
To Aid Voting Campaign
All church choirs in the Memphis area have been in-
vited to participate in the 1,000-voice choir to be featured
in the pageant, "The Negro Sings From Auction Block to
Glory." to be presented at Mason Temple on Feb 12.
The pageant has been written by Dr. W. Herbert
Brewster, pastor of the East 
Trigg ave. Baptist church, and Ends Gonna' Be," composed re.
will be performed under his direc- cently by Dr. Brewster.
tion. In addition to choral voices, The speakers during the opening
part of the meeting and while a
late dinner was being served in-
cluded Rev, Henry Bunton, pastor
Ella Clarke Williams, his private of Mt. Olive Cathedral; Rev,
secretary, by calling WHitehall 8- W. Norsworthy, pastor of the Mt.
7378. Moriah Baptist church in Orange
The program is being given to Mound, who received a round of
stimulate interest in voting an d
registration in Memphis and Shel-
by county.
PREVIEW OF PROGRAM
Those who were present at the,
Elk's Rest were given a preview
last Tuesday night of what is in
store for the audience on Lincoln's
birthday, when members of the
choirs sang "My Lord is So High,"
with Miss Odessa Reed taking the
solo part, and "My Lord What A
Morning," with Lee Cunningham
singing the lead. The group also
sang "I Will Wait on The Lord."
Also included in the program
on that evening was a selection,
"r Will Wait and See What The
many speaking parts remain to
be filled, and those who would like
to take part may contact Mrs.
Bury Rev. Collins
Pastor Of Keel
Bautist Church
Death claimed a veteran Mem-
phis minister last Friday morn
ing, following an operation at E.
if. Crump hospital.
He was Rev. J. F. Collins, who
for 30 years was pastor of Keel
Avenue Baptist church in Mem-
phis and for 34 years pastor of
First Baptist church, in Bartlett.
Tenn For the past three years.
Rev. Collins had served as mod.
See PASTOR Page 2
applause when he told the assem-
bly that he had succeeded in get.
ting all of his 500 members who
are eligible to vote on voting regis-
tration rolls; Rev. E. J. Wilson,
First Baptist church on Beale st.;
Rev. H. C. Nabrit, pastor of First
Baptist church Lauderdale; and
Rev. C. M. Lee, pastor of Pilgrim
Rest, Kennedy st.
CHOIRS ALREADY SLATED
Other speakers during the eve-
ning were Lt. George W. Lee, W.
W. Walker, Rev. Gaylor King, as-
sociate pastor of the East Trigg
Baptist church, and Dr. Brewster,
who was the master of ceremony
for the evening.
Cited By AKA Group
BETA TAI' CHAPTER of Al-
pha Kappa Alpha sorority at
LeMoyne college observed the
50th anniversary of the found-
ing of the organization with a
Founders' Day Program last
week. Instead of citing one of
its sorors the ;group honored
Miss Alma Christine Hansen,
who for many Nears was treas-
urer of LeMovne, and whose
presence on the campus Is still
an inspiration to students and
faculty. Beta Tau chapter cit.
ed Miss Hansen for her loyal
devotion, and deep interest in
having an unselfish attitude
which has led her to work
untinngly and never expect or
desire reward ..." Miss Han-
sen (left) is shown AP she was
being cited by Sono- Moselle
Woodson. of LeMoyne.
Church choirs already schedul-
ed to participate in the pageant
include those from East Trigg
Baptist, Pilgrim Baptist, Mt. Ol-
ive CME, Mt. Gilliam Baptist, St.
Peter Baptist, Trinity Baptist,
Greater Mt. Pleasant, Columbus
Baptist, Bethlehem North. Gold-
en Leath, St. Matthew, St. Paul,
Pilgrim Rest, Hopewell, Progres-
sive, Collins Chapel CME, Mt. Pis-
gah, St. Andrew AME, Trinity
CME, Walker Memorial Christi-
an, Pentecostal Temple of the
Church of God In Christ, and
Bloomfield Baptist churches.
The choir from the Lakeview,
Miss., Baptist church will also
appear in the pageant with the
multi-voiced choir.
Pro-Southerners,
Bias Group, Now
Begging Support
By STAFF WRITER
The Pro-Southerners, a segrega-
tionists group in Memphis, needs
money, and anyone interested in
maintaining the""status quo" can
pump new life into the organiza-
tion with a $3 donation.
Distressed at the failure of the
governor of Tennessee to join their
organization and give it the pro-
per leadership, the Pro-Southern-
ers have been reduced to begging
and issued a pamphlet to gain
membership and finance.
Entitled 'The Last Frontier
'You The People' " the pamph-
let poses the question Under a
Bible opened on an American and
a Confederate flags, "What would
you I tin if your school integrated
tomorrow?"
SO•CALLED PURPOSE
The organization lists its pur-
pose as being "to elect people to
office who believe as We do, that
the Ancialist and communist de-
See BIAS Page 2
Despondent Wife
Tells Of Crime
An unidentified woman who called Thompson's Sun.
dry store at 5.13 Miss. blvd., late Friday evening to verify
the death of the owner, Louis C. Thompson, who was shot
to death as he stepped out of his car earlier that morning,
may have information which would lead police to the
BUSINESSMAN SLAIN —
Louis C. Thompson, owner of
the Thompson's sundry store,
is shown making recent Christ-
mas donation of food to the
needy, a projection which he
always joined each year, and
killers.
Joe Thompson, the slain man's
brother, told the Tri-State Detend-
er that he was at the store when
a woman called and said, "I heard
that Mr. Thompson got killed. Is
that true?"
When he told her that the re-
port was correct, he said that
the caller then said, "I heard that
they got a sack of wieners instead
of the money." He asked her to See MYSTERY
was known for his generosity
to elderly residents and shut-
ins in his own community. Mr.
Thonipson was shot to death
and police are still looking for
the killer.
repeat the statement, Mr. Thoinp•
son said, and he told the woman,
"They didn't 'et the money."
MISSING WIENERS
Louis C. Thompson was slain
early Friday morning as he arriv-
ed home after having driven some
of his employees home front the
store, by a gunman who pumped
four bullets into him before es.
Page 2
Everybody's Job IHelp Catch The Slayer
(An Editorial)
The apprehension of the party or parties who shot, and
killed Louis E. Thompson last week should he the 
int.
mediate concern of everybody in Memphis.
Mr. Thompson, a businessman, met his death in a man.
ner that points up a standing menace to every la
w-abiding
citizen of this community, so long as his slayer 
remains
uncaught. The great menace is that the same or other kill.
era may seek other victims.
Here was a man going about his legitimate business.
After closing his establishment, seeing that his employeeS
reached home safely, he drives into his own yard, and is
shot down, and left to die by unknown assailant. The rea-
son for their act was not immediately oparent. Mr.
Thompson was not robbed of a considerable'sum of money,
on his person. No attempt Was made to take his car. NO
one knew of any previous difficulties he had had with any.
one.
But regardless of the reasons for which he was slaln.
Mr. Thompson's killer should be caught and punished. And
it is the duty of every citizen of Memphis to aid in this
apprehension in whatever way he can. Any bit of informa.
tion should be given immediately to the Police, if it is felt
it will aid in the solution of the crime.
Those who are reluctant to contact the Police_Depart-
ment may give their information to the Tri-State) Defen-
der, who in turn, will place it before the proper author'.
tr.
This slaying of a man who was a community asset, law.
abiding and constructive, should well serve as the spring-
board for full community action to foil the menace of law.
less elements among us who have no respect for life or
property. The tradition that a Negro's life in MemphiS
means nothing must be ended. The shooting down and an.
saultimr of citizens must he made a major offense in the
minds of all of us. An aroused community should go all aut
in the Thompson case to set a pattern of community co.
operation that will deter others who may have similar de.
signs.
Uncaught criminals are a continuing menace to a corn.
munity. It is the responsibility and duty of every decent
citizen to aid in their capture and control. Otherwise, no.
body' in the communit) is safe, white or Negro. Let's Web
the police,
2: TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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WAR ON POLIO — In order
to raise funds to hell) eradicate
future attacks of infantile pa-
ralysis on children and young
adults, district leaders and
their assistants have planned
a "Mothers' March on Polio,"
to be held from 6:30 p.
until 7:30 p. m. on Jan. 30.
Participants in the program
are, seated, from left: Mrs.
Cooper F.. Taylor, chairman of
the Mothers' March; Mrs. W.
A. Sloan, of Manassas; Mrs.
Rosa B. Haynes, advisor; Mrs.
F., McGhey, Mrs. P. F. Car-
ruthers, Mrs. Addie J. Rule,
Mrs. Zeddie Miller, of Hamil-
ton; and Mrs. Zelphia Bentz,
of Florida. Standing, same or-
der are Onzie Horn, co-chair-
man of the March of Dimes
drive; Harold J. Whalum,
chairman of the drive; Wilbur
Jennings, Mrs. Lucille Price,
in charge of transportation:
Mrs. Willie Mae Fonder, Mrs.
Marie Adams, Mrs. Lillie E.
Leaders
(Continued From Page 1.)
and accompanied by representa-
tives of the association.
Though Mr. Ayres said that he
was filing the proposed ordinance
as an individual, it is said that
the bill is being promoted by is
group known as the "Pro-Souther-
ners," whose objective it is to de-
stroy organizations sponsored by
Negroes, such as the NAACP and
the Urban League.
If a sufficient number of indivi.
duals show, by signing a petition
and appearing before the commis-
sioners to protest the passage of
such a law, the attorney for the
veterans' organization said that
such a proposal would be defeat-
ed.
WOULD DESTROY RIGHTS
Should the ordinance become
law, Atty. Estes said, it would
"destroy the private rights of cid.
rens," and could be used as an
effective weapon to spoil the ef.
fectiveness of Negro political or-
ganizations. private and social
clubs, welfare clubs, local unions.
ministerial alliances, and could be
cited to- investigate churches.
If the ordinance is adopted, any
organization, upon the request of
the mayor, city commissioners city
tax collector, or the city attorney.
would be required to submit the
name of its eroup, its place of
meeting or doing business, t h e
names of all of its officers, agents
and employees, and their salaries,
the organization's purposes, and a
financial statement listing "dues,
fees. assessments. and-or contr.'.
betions paid, by whom paid," and
what disnosition was made with
the funds.
Appeerine before the commis.
stoners with Mr. Ayres was his
attorney, William I Wier. whe re-
ceived a copy of the Petition fil-
ed by Atty. Estes. Atty. Leffler
then gave the veterans' represent-
ative a copy of the proposed ordi-
nance which would make it a nits.
demeanor for anyone to withhold
such information. A fine of $50 a
day would be levied turn the or
ganization, until its officers or
members revealed the requested
Information.
NO ABUSE OF PRIVILEGES...
Acting in behalf of the veterans.
Mr. Estes' petition stated that
there had not been any evidence
of organiaatiens abusing nrivileg-
es which they enjoy under tares.
cot laws, and that the passage of
the ordinance is unwarranted.
"This nronosal is designed to
disturb hearts." the petition read.
"It will destroy sincerity, belief
and enefteteere[ in the atahility of
our existing Law of this City. A
will he established by an ill-advis.
ed and encautinned prenosal. It...
does not serve for the common
good of all nor in the best public
Interest and welfare of the citizene
of this Municinality.
The nronnsed ordinance was re-
ferred by the mayor and city com-
missioners to the city's legal de.
partment. City Attorney Frank
Gianntti told both parties that the
Issue would he studied. but that
'be could not say lust when a re-
port revardin. what action would
be taken emit(' MVPT1
1111InnEws JOINT comMITTEE
In the petition Atty. retes asi,ed
that the nroposed ordinance be
submitted to a joint committee of
both white and Negro ritiezne—who
would study and annraise it. and
then deride as to whether or not
It would he a "ornner measure"
for the city of Memphis.
Mr. Ayres told the Tri-State De-
fender that the law was not aim-
ed at any racial segment of the
community, but that he had ex-
pected the NAACP to oppose it.
The report of the missing wien-
ers, which Mr. Thompson w as
bringing to his dog, Brownie, was
the first lead that robbery might
be the real motive behind t h e
slaying of the businessman as he
stepped from his 1954 model auto-
mobile at 1187 Cannon st.
It is believed that no one but
the killer could have known what
was contained in the bag for the
dog.
Inside Mr. Thompson•s overcoat
pocket in another paper bag was
his receipts for the day, $111.53
whioh was found on him when he
arrived at John Gaston hospital,
where he was pronounced dead.
As homicide authorities sought
to gather enough information to
solve the killing which shocked
the residents of the well.icept
community, neighbors dropped by
to comfort his widow, Mrs. Ber-
nice Thompson, a mathematics
teacher for the seventh and eighth
grades at Carnes school
"I don't have any words to ex-
press how I feel about this," Mrs.
Thompson said.doubt that I
will ever get over it. We were
so happy together, and we were
trying so hard to get into our
new place by Feb. 1."
'Recounting the incident to a
neighbor, Mrs. Willie Farmer, of
1160 Cannon at., Mrs. Thompson
said, "Every time I closed my
eves last night, I could see Louis
just as he appeared when I open-
ed the door, and he said so piti-
fully, "They got me,' and slump-
ed to the d "
"I ran out there and tried to get
him into a sitting position, but
couldn'tbudgeI screamed
for the neighbors, and then ran
in and called an ambulance from
the Hayes Funeral home, but it
was too late," she remembered.
"It would have been much eas-
ier to give him up if he had been
sick and died, but he was in per-
fect health, and he often said that
he was going to live as long as
his grandmother, who is still liv-
ing at the age of 102 with a grand-
daughter in Chicago."
The women recalled how Mr.
Thompson • always remembered
the shut-ins and elderly persons
in the block at Christmas and
sent them money at that season
of the year. He also gave basket
of food to the needy.
WORLD WAR II VET
Mr. Thompson was a veteran of
World War II, and served in the
Asiatic Pacific Theatre of war.
where he received a. campaign rib-
bon and was awarded the Good
Conduct medal.
After leaving the service, Mr.
ThoMpson, who was a bellman at
the Chisea and Peabody hotels pri-
or to being drafted worked in the
Pullman service. During the late
Forties he opened his shop on
Mississippi blvd.
, Besides his brother, Joe, who
lives at 2239 Brown ave.. Mr.
Thompson is survived by three
sisters, Mrs. Future Golden, Mrs.
Ruth Swingler, and Mrs. Kather-
ine Butts who motored here from
California to attend his funeral.
Services were held on Wednes-
day night at the St. John Baptist
church with Rev. A. McEWen
Williams, pastor officiating Inter-
ment on Thursday morning was in
National cemetery here.
LEADERS TO FIGHT
The NAACP in Little Rock, Ark.,
111 19 the target of a similar ordi
=Ns enacted In that city, and
Little, co.chairman of Leath;
Mrs. B. W. Edward, of Mel.
rose; Mrs. Ruby Smith, Ilyde
Park; and Mrs. Lizzie Wil-
liams and her daughter, Carol,
age it, who was a victim of
polio at the age of 2. Also par.
ticipiating in the Mothers
March here are: Mrs. B. D.
Cross, of Douglas; Mrs. Wit.
ham Fort, of Kiondyke; Mrs.
Lilly D. Buttort, of Grant;
Mrs. Bilbo Jones, of Caldwell;
Mrs. I,idia Robinson, of Lest.
Mystery
(Continued From Page 1)
Cr; Mrs. Loretta PrestOn, of
Leath; Mrs. Vera Bogen, of
Porter; Mrs. Thelma Rush, of
Lincoln; Mrs. Bell Pettigrew,
Davis, of Alonzo Locke;
Memphis Postal Club
Organizes For 1958
The Memphis Auxiliary of the
National Alliance of Postal Em-I
ployees met at the home of its;
president, Mrs. Marvel Cot to n,
last Saturday evening to elect its
new officers for 1958.
The group regretted to learn
that Mrs. Cotton; who had serv-
ed as president of the organiza-
tion for the past three years.
14th Ward Club
Maps Objectives
The 14th Ward Civic club elect-
ed its officers for 1958 recently,
and installations services will be
held on Monday night, Feb. 10,
at the Lelia Walker home at 719
Walker ave.
At the last meeting the club
members outlined their objectives
for the year. They plan to have
Ford pl. from Walker ave. to Wil-
liams ave., repaired and curbs and
gutters added, and a culvert In-
stalled on Ida pl., to eliminate
an open sewer, which has been
a sanitary hazard to the citizens
in that area.
Its plans also include the ob-
taMing of proper drainage for an-
other street, and the razing of a
building located at Lauderdale and
Georgia and Mississippi blvds., to
I eliminate the traffic congestion
near the schools located in the
Mrs. R. C. Jackson, of Dunn section.
Road; Mrs. Canary Pope, of
Carnes; Mrs. Percy Ward,
Magnolia; Mrs. Amantha
Steel, Kansas; Mrs. Pearl
Martin, of Wisconsin; Mrs. E.
Crump, of Ford Road; and
Mrs. Mary Louise Davis, the
coordinator.
Bias
(Continued From Page I)
caping. ment must be weeded out," and to
organize (sic) into neighborhood
groups which can eliminate !cl-
eaned "do gooders' from our Civ-
ic clubs. . .which are trying to
brainwash our American youth
into accepting 'ONE WORLD.
ONE RACE' Chmmunist inspired
DICTATORSHIP of the world"
The National Board of Directors
of the Pro - Southerners are O.
H. Carter, chairman; Mrs. A. H.
Sullinger, secretary: Robert 3.
Reif. W. G. Bethune. Sam Craw-
ford, A. H. Sullinger, J. Maxie
Dye, M. G. Joyner, and James
Escue.
The group said that it organiz-
ed shortly after the "infamous"
decision outlawing segregation in
the public schools.
"Since then," it states, "we
have met with the Park Commis-
sion 'in numbers' °Meeting to the
netitions and demands of the trou-
ble making or unthinking Negro
for the untimely Integra-
.
leaders,
tion of Our public narks. Without
the efforts of the Pro Southerners,
or narks would be Integrated,
which would have created hatred.
knifings. rape. and other unwant-
ed hardships on the white and Ne-
gro alike."
'NO ENCOURAGEMENT'
In an effort to gain more sup-
port for their organization, the
group said Mt members went
to Nashville. where they had a
special meeting with Governor
Frank Clement, but he offered
them no encouragement, as "he
had ether irons in the fire, name-
ly. being president or keeping
friendship with the NAACP'.'
To hack up its segregationist
stand. the Pro Southerners said,
''We believe that the Holy Bible
teaches segregation. not in any
one passage in particular, but all
became the first victim after it
became law.
Responsible leaders who w e r
present at a meeting last week
refused to accept Ayres point of
view. The petition being circulat-
ed by Veterans Benefit will get
full support of church, civic, fra-
i ternal, and nobtical groups in the
Negro community.
Hear
the way through."
In their final paragraph plead-
ing for funds, the racists cites
the NAACP, a non-partisan organ-
ization, and falsely accuses the or-
ganization of maintaining its pow-
er through a voting "block."
Those who believe in "States
Rights, the original Constitution,
and segregation," are with them
already. To become a bonafide
member all they have to do is
give up $.3, and come to a meet-
ing. What will eventually become'
of the money is anyone's guess.'
the late Mahatma Ghana who
led India to freedom from British
rule
There will be considerable in-
terest in what the young minister
has to say because of the pend-
ing suit regarding seating arrange-
ments on the public transporta-
tion in Memphis.
The Brotherhood of the Metro-
politan Baptist church is in charge
of the services on Sunday, and
other activities have been plan-
ned for the Memphis public. Fol-
lowing the morning service. din-
ner will he served from 1 p.m.,
until 2:30 p.m., and the guest
speaker presented at 3 o'clock. At
7:30 p.m., Rev. Abernathy will
appear in an open forum, and the
audience will have an opportunity
to question him on various aspects
of the Montgomery bus strike.
The final service of the day will
begin at 8.
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
In charge of the Men's D a y
program as general chairman is
Lewis Twigg, jr., and E. L. Wash-
burn. Chairmen and co-chair-
men of the other committees are
T. R. McLemore and Robert
Jones, activities: W. A. Hodge
and S W'. Banks, evangelistic;
Levi Watkins and T. I. Wallard,
speakers; C. II. Flyans and Rev.
I. A. Watson. program; Prof. J.
W. Whittaker, music: Freddie Pru-
itt and A D. Strickland. tele-
phone; Dr. N. M. Watson and Z.
L. Guest, entertainment; Chancy
Johnson and J. W. Powell, cat-
teria; .Iesee Turner and Atty. H.
T. Lockard, boosters; and T. J.
Johnson and 3 R. Ruffin.
Rev, S A. Owen, pastor of the
church, assisted the men in plan.
ning the program for the day.
Baptist Laymen
To Be Enrolled
Z. L. Bonner, of 703 Saxon at.,
was recently appointed a state
ebputy by the National Baptist
Convention, USA., Inc.
As state deputy, Mr. Bonner's
tulles will be to enlist and enroll
men belonging to churches affiliat-
ed tvith the parent organization
Into the National Baptist Laymen
Movement.
The present drive for member-
ships is listed as the "March For
Christ," and men 18 and up are
eligible to join,
would not be able to serve in 1958.
The newly elected officers for the
group are Mrs. Theodore Williams,
president; Mrs. Houston Collier,
vice president' Mrs. W. L. Jami-
son, secretary: and Mrs. W. J.
Bergeron, treasurer. Installatiou
services were conducted by W.
J. Bergeron.
WHO CAN JOIN
Following her appointment Mrs.
Williams appointed Mrs. C. A.
Shumpert, program commit-
tee chairman: Mrs. J. A. DeWalt,
chairman of the contact commit-
tee; Mrs. J. A. Somerville, chap-
lain; and Mrs. Floyd Cawthon,
membership chairman.
Membership in the auxiliaty is
open to wives, widows, mothers,
sisters and daughters of postal
employees, and meetings are held
on the third Saturday evening of
each month.
After the business of the eve-
ning was completed, Mrs. Cot-
ton delighted the members by
serving a buffet supper.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Houston Col-
lier, reporter and vice president
of 'the organization, at 1430 Elis-
ton road. All members and those
eligible for membership are invit-
ed to attend.
Pastor
COACH TURNS AUTHOR—C.
E. Lomax, member of the
Booker Washington High school
coaching staff for two years,
has completed the manuscript
or, a handbook of definsive
line play, which has attracted
favorable comment as a guide
for coaches and players. It is
entitled "Hold That Line." Mr.
Lomax is a former Southern
university grid star, and play-
ed high school football at Book.
er Washington. He lives with
his wife and infant (laugh.
ter at 1407 Barksdale.
Blame Driver For Not
Serving Rev. Williams
The refusal of an airline limou-
sine driver to transport R e V.
Charles F. Williains, Grand Mas-
ter of the Prince Hall Masons of
the jurisdiction of Tennessee to
the Memphis municipal airport
last Tuesday was a "Definite er-
ror on the part of the driver."
Ted Baucum, manager of the Air-
line Limousine Service told the
the city and Bartlett. Tri-State Defender last week.
lie is survived by his widow, Rev. Williams was one of the
with whom he lived at 2889 Prince- six persons In Memphis who at-
ton st., in Binghamton for almost tended the Minority Community
a quarter of a century. Also sun. Resources Conference in Washing-
viving him are two brothers. Mee- ton last Wednesday at the invite-
Ankara — More than 1,500 new srs. Richard and Emerson Col- lion of Vice President Richard M.
primary schools are under con- lins, Funerals were hheld Sun- Nixon, chairman of the Presi-
struction now in various parts of day and Monday at both churches. dent's Committee on Government
modern Turkey. Burial was in Ellendale, Tenn Contracts.
(Continued From Page 1.)
erator of the Friendship District
Baptist Association. He was 62.
Rev. Collins had been failing
in health since last March, when
he began suffering with yellow
jaundice. However, he had con-
tinued active in his pastoral and
religious activities until he enter-
ed the hospital early last week.
He was a native of Somerville,
Tenn. but had spent most of his
active life in Memphis, dividing
his time between his church in
Mrs. Harold E. Robbins, Under Secretary of Labor J. Ernest Wilkins and William Thompson
Secretary of Labor James
FIVE HUNDRED LEADERS
of business, civic, fraternal,
professional and social or-
ganizations were In Washing-
ton Jan. 15, when the Presi-
dent's Committee on Govern-
ment Contracts held a one-day
meeting to mobilise community
support in the National Equal
Job Opportunity program. Is
the top photo, Under Secre-
P. Mitchell and Dr. Willa Player
tary of Labor J. Ernest Wilk-
ins, center, voltam out to at-
torney William Thompson,
president of the National Bar
Issoclation and Kona.' City
civic and business woman Mrs.
Harold E. Robbing one of the
exhibits on display at the Wil-
lard Hotel session. Mr. Wilkins
is a former member of the
President's Committee and re-
Hobson Reynolds and Vice
tenth, was named a member
of the newly-created Civil
Rights Commission. He is also
a member of the President's
Committee on Government
ployment Policy. In bottom
photo, right, Vice President
Richard Nixon, chairman of the
Presidents Conwnittee on
Government Contracts, who
presided at the sessions greets
President Richard Nixes
Hobson Reynolds, Philadelphia
civic leader and an official of
the Elks fraternal group. Secre-
tary of Labor James P. Mitch-
ell, Vice Chairman of the Com-
mittee, discusses some of the
Employment Policy. In bottom
issues of the conference with
Dr. Wills Player, president of
Bennett College, Greensboro,
N. C. (lower left.)
Going to the Peabody hotel
I where he expected to receive pas-
sage Rev. Williams was told by
the driver, who leaded the white
passengers and their baggage "I
can't carry you." The man then
drove off.
If a friend had not come by
shortly afterward, the Tri-State De.
I fender was told, and carried the
minister to the airport. He would
pessibly have missed his flight to
Washington.
When told of the incident, Mr.
Baucum said, "The only thing
that I can say is that it was rude-
ness on the part of the driver,
something that we will not toler-
ate. It may have been that he had
other drivers to pick up enroute
to the airport, but he could have
at least informed the passenger
that he could receive service on
the next limousine "
Several hours later the manag-
er of the Airline Limousine Serv-
ice called the Tri-State Defender
office and said that some effort
had been made to locate the driv-
er who had been involved in the
incident, and that all men work.
log that shift had been questioned.
None of the men admitted driv-
ing off and leaving a Negro pas-
senger standing at the Peabody
hotel, he said.
The refusal of the driver to ac-
cept the minister as a fare, he
said, does not mean that the or-
ganization has returned to its pre-
ViOUS policy of carrying white nas-
sengers only. For the past two
years, the limousines have been
carrying individuals without any
regard to color.
City Commissioner Stanley Dil.
lard, in charge of the city's fi-
nances and institutions, was sur-
prised to hear about the incident.
lie told the Tri-State Defender
that someone had called him the
night before and had informed him
that Rev. Williams was planning
to use the limousine service to the
airport.
In order to pave the way for
no unpleasantness, the city offici-
al said that he called the airport
manager, Roy Wheat, and had him
check to see that Rev. Williams'
journey to the airport would be
handled smoothly.
Although he said that he knew
that there were members in the
man's church who would have been
glad to come by and drive him
to the airport, the commissioner
said that he offered to come by
and pick up Rev. Williams in his
own car and take him to the
station, in spite of the fact that no
one had reported any slights to a
Negro passenger since the policy
of non-discrimination was put into
effect.
Commissioner Dillard was at a
loss to explain what had gone
wrong after he had gone to so
much trouble to have arrange-
ments well ordered.
Back in Memphis on Friday,
Rev. Williams explained that he
had sent his secretary. Miss C.
D. Armstrong, to the American
Airlines ticket office to get his
reservations and she was inform-
ed that no limousine services ex-
isted for Negroes.
Later he said, Roy Wheat the
Peabody
airport manager called and said
that he was to be at the 
hotel at 5 p.m., on Tuesday. He
was there but the driver, ha said,
Ignored his baggage. When he in-
formed him that e wasgoingto
that he was to be at the Peabody
formed him that he was going to
the airport, the man said rudely,
"I can't take you," and left
him and his baggage on the side-
walk.
The elimination of segregation
In the limousine service had re-
Milted in more business for the
airlines serving ,Memphis. Negroes
who at one time excluded air-
lines from their common mode
of travel because of the difficul.
ties involved in getting to and
from the airport had welcomed
the change of policy.
Rev. Williams said that he jot.
led down the license number of
the man who refused to drive him
to the airport, and will make a
report on the Incident later.
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EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
K.K.K. Re-Learns A Lesson
From Maine to Florida and
from Mississippi to Califoenia.
thousands of good citizens of this
country are still chuckling about
how the infamous Ku Klux Klan
got its comeuppance at the mod-
ern day Little Big Hem n Max-
ton, N. C., last Saturday evening
The bed-sheeted gang decided
that it was time to put a stop to
Indian integration — that is, the
mingling of descendants of the
first settlers in this country with
whites.
Tb.e Kluxers went about the busl-
neess of waring the 30,000 Indiana
of the Lumbee tribe, who live in
North Carolina's Robeson county,
In the routine manner. They
burned two crosses last week. in-
stead of taking to the teepee. hills
and bush, the Indians whose his-
tory does not in the least smack
S of "chicken," issued a warning oftheir own — to the effect that if
the Klan marched and rallied, the
tribe would be on hand to wipe out
the "white eyes" at the KKK
picked "big corral."
The Lumbees weren't bluffing.
They stocked up on arms and
ammunition for the showdown.
When the "brave, red-blooded
pack" of Klansmen heard of this
preparation they were inclined to
hack down After all they wouldn't
he dealing with a few cowed Ne-
groes. Indians would hardly take
such as the castration of Aaron
Judge, Negro of Alabama, as in-
flicted by "courageous whites in
Alabama" to demonstrate fitness
for the Hooded Order.
Anyway the Kluxers decided to
hold the rally and to come armed.
It is evident there was some re-
luctance in making the derision.
Saturday. Jan. 18, the date of
the meetine ^PIP,,, The KICK
came, Pnd the hour came for the
rally to begin.
The Indians probably didn't
know, and cared less. that when
James Cole, of Marlon. S. C..
"self-styled grand wizard" of the
North Carolina Klan tried to
reach the speaker's platform, he
was going there to cancel the
meeting. Cole had smoked out the
situation and found that the In-
diens were really prepared to go
en the warpath.
Indians were everywhere, war-
whooping their steam up. And
many of them significantly, were
teenagers.
Just before Grand Wizard Cole
reached the speaker's platform. a
young brave shot out the lights.
That turned the big corral into a
"Little Big Horn." That's when
all Hades broke loose.
Unlike Custer's brave soldiers,
the Klansmen — most of them —
fled for their cars in most un-
dignified withdrawal. A number of
them dropped their weapons In
their hasty retreat, giving the
tumbees more arms and ammu-
nition.
From the reports reaching this
desk. Grand Wizard Cole's with-
drawal from the scene cannot in
any sense of the world be likened
to Custer's stand at the Little Big
Horn.
•
Inc the effort.
Nordics mingled with Indians
ever since Columbus landed In
America. Whites have mingled
with Negroes ever since the first
boat arrived with slaves from Af-
rica. But the heat and fever cur-
rently over integration has brought
forth some half-baked thinking
based on deliberately brain-washed
memory.
Nevertheless, the Lumbee have
notched another victors, in the
proud history of the Indians and
that during this modern day in
the struggle over acceptance of
all people without regard to race
creed or color.
For certain, Pro-Sege can't
blame President Eisenhower for
what happened at Maxton. The
one paratrooper on hand report'
edly is on the casulty list, put
there by Indian gunfire.
The mounting cry now is: "Send
for the Indians." They'll help pull
the pressure off the NAACP pron-
to. Declared one prominent citi-
zen: "The descendants of the
Cherokees did more in five min-
utes to advance democracy in
America than has been achieved
in nigh a hundred years. Those
Indians won't turn the other
cheek. They'll larn 'em."'
Letter From Salty
Frankfort, Germany
Greetings Gertrude,
From the land of biermugs, led-'
erhosen and the indispensable
army wife. Well. I made the trip
over the Atlantic safely for the
second time. That is if you don't
court the loss of an engine, near
loss of another and foggy flying
weather. I'm certain that we set
some kind of record. Travel time
generally runs amend 13 hours
from New York to Frankfort, Ger.
many. We completed the crossing
a little over 40 hours.
Everything started off just fine,
with the passengers exchanging
names, where froms, and where
tos. With Baby Roxanne resting
comfortable with her bottle, I turn-
ed to our seatmate, a very blonde
young lady with a Southern ac-
cent. Where from? Arkansas!
guess I looked a little strange
when she said it so I decided I
might as well say what I was
thinking,
"Faubus territory, huh."
She smiled and made a thumbs
down motion. We both smiled and
changed the subject. She, too, was
destined for Germany and her
husband.
Sometime later, as we were sav-
oring the last of a delicious meal,
Marie turned towards me wear-
ing a rather frightened expres-
sion.
Said she. "Bet, something is
wrong with one of these engines "
doubted this, but to satisfy her,
peered out into the darkness and
sure enough, one of the engines
was about to go out. As you can
Imagine, we both were frightened
out of our wits and began keep-
ing vigil over the sick engine.
Finally, we decided to inform the
well traveled matron across the
aisle. She assured us that one en-
gine didn't matter as we could
make it all the way across the At-
lantic on the other three. This
consoled us until the purser, co-
eaptaie and stewardess began
traipsing back and forth from the
cockpit, each wearing a put-on
smile.
Finally, the announcement came.
There was something the matter
with that engine. The captain in-
formed us that it would probably
not be necessary for us to ditch
as we were approximately half
an hour out of Gander, New-
foundland where we could land.
With my baby now in my arms,
the sound of the word probably
rang a very dull thud on my
ears and in thy heart.
I glanced at a pamphlet given
to each of us entitled "How to
Ditch Without a Hitch" and de-
cided that this was not the time
to read it.
It all seems rather funny now
as all experiences of that nature
do once they are over with. But
at the time, one thought kept
bumping around in my head. They
were Mama's words.
When it is your time to go, you
will go."
Well, I refused to believe that
my time was here. Then, I re-
membered Daddy's answer,
"Suppose it's the pilot's time to
go?"
My gosh, Gert, it's nearly 4:30
and I haven't even started to put
dinner on. I'll never finish by five.
Best I relate the rest of this tale
in my next letter.
Would you be intereeted ie buy-
ing one hungry, angry husband
Auf wiedersehen,
Betz.
When Sheriff Malcolm McLeod
was asked what happened to Cole,
he .answered with a classic gem:
"I reckon he's back in Marion.
S. C., by now."
The question was asked only a
few minutes after the rally setting
I became a milling, whooping, shoot-
ing madhouse — reminiscent of
' frontier days. Cole's flight would
have had to approach that of Sput-
nik I or II steaking to outer space,
to have been in Marion, S. C., in
such a very brief lime.
Some of the Kluxers couldn't
get their cars awry from the rally.
Young braves pumped slugs into
their tires. The ocaupents of such
autos did the next best thing:
Used their feet to distinct advan-
tage.
After all, it was really time to
retreat in haste Further the
"white eyes" were outnumbered,
and a certain element of "white
eyes" lese courage when outnum-
bered.
To add Insult to injury the In-
dians ripped down the KKK ban,
ner and flourished it as a prize
of war.
The Lumbees were finally clear-
ed from the place by the High-
way Patrol, who arrived an hour
later, after the night riders had
been routed. The Braves went to
their teepees licking a few wounds.
•
MELROSE FOOTBALL BAN-
QUET — The Melrose cham-
pionship footbali team a n d
members of the squad were
honored at an impressive ban-
quet held at the Gay Ilawk
last Monday evening. Princi-
pal speaker for the occasion
was L. Alex Wilson. editor of
the Tri-State Defender, lie
praised the team for Its at-
itt
--- 
-41
4:0;
tainment and cited the values
of grid competition in later
life. Others delivering highly
informative and interesting
talks were Prof. F. M. Camp-
bell, principal of the school:
Coach Joseph Westbrook, both
of whom pointed out to the
young men that scholarships
would be actable for those
fully qualified, academical-
ly and athletically for those
were heard from assistant
coaches Edridge Mitchell and
Herman Sweet. Greetings were
brought by Principal Melvin
Conley. of Porter school. James
Armour, top Melrose football
leaser, is shown center pre-
senting the championship tro-
phy in behalf of the Coca.
Cola Bottling company and
William Nabors to Coach West-
brook and Melrose Looking on,
left to right, seated: Mr. Wil-
son, Prof. Campbell; standing,
Coach Weetbrooks, Mr. Ar-
mour, Mr. Sweet, and Prof.
Lawrence Westley, who gees ed
ably as master of ceremon-
ies. (Hooks Photo.)
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Dyer Lodge Is Host At
Recent District Meet
The Progressive Lodge No. 242
was host to the District Meeting
of Numbers 2 and 7 of the Prince
Hall Masonic Affiliated of t h e
State of Tennessee, and the Or-
der of the Eastern Star Chapter
which met in Dyer, Tenn., on Sun-
day. Jan. 12.
A business session was held In
the elementary school. with J. C.
House, of Humboldt presiding.
Dinner was served in the dining
rooms of the Fairview baptist
church for the group, and a pub-
lic meeting held in the Dyer CME
church in the afternoon. Mrs. Ma-
bel Davis, district pianist was' in
charge of the music for the serv-
ice.
Rev. U. t. Lewis preached an
inspirational sermon to the group
In which members of the 15 as-
sociated chapters were represent-
ed.
IN BUSINESS SESSION
Associated in the business ses-
sion with Mr. House, was N. C.
Cole, the Distriet Deputy Master.
Other officials were A. Sharp,
Warden; James Williams, jr.,
Warden; James Pierce, Senior
Deacon; Sam Garret, .1 unior
Deacon: D. W. Davis. secretary;
E. L. Sanderford, treasurer; F'.
Chalman, steward; Tom Jackson,
junior steward. S. Polk, Tyler;
and Rev. B. F,. Patterson, chap-
lain.
Others who served were William
Hardin, marshal!: W. C. Cole and
masonic instructor.
The officers of the Order of the
Eastern Star include MI% Rosa
B. Cunningham, district •'deputy;
Mrs. Louise Greer, of Denmark,
worthy matron, who Wae. ageociat-
ed with Mrs. A. B. Jgderms
Other officials are Mel. Annie B.
Barnett, associate distinct slenuty;
Mrs. Bessie GarristL„aiiabetary;
Mrs. E J. Donald, t see.
retary; Mrs. Wilset • , con-
ductress; Mrs. Bertherham,
assistant conductress: Ups. Ever'
dean Word, warden; atiff"Mts. Vel-
va Pulliam assistent. t. W. Cun-
ningham is patron. ana A. M. Dob-
bins, assistant patron.:„:2.-,—.
THE CHAPTERS 
The chapters comprft these
districts and their Mors are
Terrestial Lodge Nit,sitL7Milan,
Prof. Leo Hale: West Vair No, 2,
Alamo. N. C• Swift: Sattre Leaf
No. 26 at Bells, Mr. WM; Gold-
en Star No. 35. at Bells, Prof. R.
Simmons: and Rising Stun, No. 61
at Trenton D. W. Davis.
Other organizations and their
le:leers include County Line No.
08, W. C. Cole: Celestial No. 80
at Humboldt. J. C. Douse; Beech
Grove No. 09 at Kenton, S. C.
Daily: Sharon No. 219. W. P. Tam-
sil; Sunbeam No. 235, at Jackson,
MI. Clark: Covenant No. 2-n at
.Tackson F. Chatman: Progressive
No. 242 at Dyer, E. L. Nolan;
Star of Bethlehem No. 245. at
Humboldt, E. L. Snnderford: Wal-
nut Grove No. 208, at Jackson,
I. Leon Neal; and Brazil No. 259, at
Humboldt N. C. Cole.
but with victory, at least in that hm....1.....m......saansamA
showdown. III
If the Klan follows its usual pat- IN
tern, the sneak, strike and rim • II
method will be employed next • SO this is ...Well history will show that the • 
•
Indians are past masters at that III
too Il
violence in the strategic for first- se
Though we definitely frown on • WASHINGT0N•
.
class citizenship it may be that •
•the Indians can break some horse
sense into the density that's block- • •
ss II • II III •• Ill II III MENEM-0 • III II • •'El-W•',..
FERRY STOPS
New York — Ferry service be-
tween Manhattan and Brooklyn
was discontinued in 1942
Words of the Wise
A teacher affects eternity;
he can never tell where his
Influence stops.
--(Henry Adams)
Bs ETHEL L. PAYNE
At 7 a.m., the morning alter the'
conference, the telephone rang in
a Washington home. Said the ex-
cited voice of the caller to the
sleepy listener: "You know some-
thing just struck me and I had
to call you. I wonder if that Nixon
meeting was set up to take the
heat off civil rights?"
Whatever the answer was to that
question and many others as to
the real purpose of the Minority
Community Resources Conference
called by Vice President Nixon
for the Government Contracts
Committee, there was one conclu-
sion on all part. The get-toother
of 50() eager people was an "un-
spoiled success" for attendance
and to the rising presidential pres-
tige of Richard Milhous Nixon.
500 GET INVITES
Credit for the original idea for
a "grass roots" conference should
go to George Butler, educational
director of the committee, but like
the genie out of the bottle it just
grew and grew until over 500 peo-
ple succeeded in getting the invi-
tations signed "Richard Nixon"
that are now collector's items.
George got unnecessarily blam-
ed for omitting a lot of "h i g
namee," but the truth of it was
that neither he nor the committee
had any idea that so many peo-
ple would be willing to come at
their own expense all the way
across country just to rub elbows
with the V.P.
As for the Vice President. he
tirelessly shook hands and posed
for pictures and at the end of the
meeting, three prominent Denio-
crat Politicians from different
parts of the country were heard
to mutter. "This guy never sleeps
and never lets up campaigning."
And said another grimly. "Bet-
ter stop griping and get busy."
Meanwhile, some Republicans
were charging at the Demo-
crats tried to sabotage the meet-
ing by sending in some hecklers
to needle with loaded questions.
IKE SILENT
While rumors were flying around
in the morning that Ike was plan-
ning to put in a surprise appear-
ance to take the edge off his
failure to see Negro leaders, the
President was telling his first
press conference in two months
that he didn't know anything about
arrangements for the meeting
which was promised to Adam Pow-
ell last Sept. 18.
Later that afternoon, the chief
minorities "expert" for the White
House, Max Rabb turned up at
the meeting with a greetings
from the President.
Talk of the afterncon was be-
slides the question and answer per-
iod which threatened to run wild
was the near boo-boo made by
the Vice President when he was
relating his experiences in Ghana
and referred to the young man as-
signed to him as interpreter as a
"voting boy," but he recovered
neatly to set the record straight
with an explanation of the customs
of the country growing out of the
former British rule.
• • •
Politics got off to an early start
last week with so many people
in town. Taking into cognizance
the snubbing given by toe daily
Press to Democratic Chairman
Paul Butler when he addressed
the Capital Press Club on Dec. 19
•
Simeon Booker, the pr ogre in
chairman for the organization, de-
cided to by-pass them in invita-
tions to the meeting of Jan. 16
when H. Meade Alcorn, the Repub-
lican Chairman made his appear-
ance to "balance the scales,"
But the public relations profes-
sionals at the committee beat this
ope when they sent out press re-
leases the morning before the
meeting, and the "one-party" press
duly gave it choice treatment.
VOTE FOR EASTLAND
Sure to start a row were some
excerpts from the speech which
advised Negroes that a vote for
even such liberals as "Paul Doug-
las of Illinois was a vote for East-
land.
Alcorn who was making his
"maiden" bow before a Negro
group in the Capital ended by say-
ing "All is forgiven. Come home"
to the Negro vote. He had the
extra advantage of having 20 Ne-
gro publishers on hand who were
meeting in Washington for their
winter workshop.
• • •
The Democrats are expected to
retaliate when they hold a two-
day meeting on minority strategy
in Washington, Jan. 23-24. Pert
Pat Roberts Harris, executive di-
rector of the Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, who can give the best
professional politician a run for
his money when it comes to
maneuvering, has a reputation for
retorts as sharp as a rapier.
A Democrat who is married to
a Republican, Pat electrified the
conference during the question and
answer period when she got the
floor after Republican Hobson
Reynolds of the Elks had orated,
observed: "There's an old saying
In vaudeville. There are some
acts you don't want to come be-
hind."
1 iOn account of the all-day con- Poltics Out,
ference on minority resources and
the NAACP hearing over at the R
£0 green!
• • •
long lost husband and the father
of her daughter.
• • •
Elder Lightfoot Michaeux dedi-
cated his brand new "Church of
God" edifice last week. Dallas
0. Williams, who once claimed
he had the power to bring corpses
back to life, was undergoing psy-
chiatric tests last week to deter-
mine whether he is too dangerous
to set free.
• • •
For that Capital, Press Club
meeting, the Republicans mar-
shalled an impressive array of
their numbers, but the Democrats
were there, too! Including striking
red - haired Thomasina Johnson
Norford, who was minorities di-
rector in the Department of Labor
in the Truman days and was !a,
member of the famed black cabi-
net in the Roosevelt Administra-
tion.
• • •
PUZZLE OF THE WEEK — was
the case of the "crazy painter."
George T. Smith told bewildered
board of education officials that
he just had an uncontrollable urge
to paint the Harrison Elementary
school and he did.
PAINTS FREE
The urge began the middle of
December when he walked in
with scaffolding, paint brushes,
paints and all the equipment and
went to work. The job took him
until Jan. 9 when he revealed he
hadn't been authorized at all to
do the job and he was finding
it was costing too much.
The astonished officials found
the job was so neat and pleasant
they were wishing he'd have the
urge to do some more drab build-
ings. As for George he said it
had cost him about $700.
Before leaving the job he posted
a sign with his name and address
—which after all wasn't so hard
to reason: It was good publicity
and George is not reported to he
, getting plenty of offers to paint
Supreme Court and etc. etc.
didn't get to attend the press con,
ferenee Bishop Daddy Grace call
cut after the Federal District Courti
cleared him of charges by Mrs. I NEW YORK — (ANP) — A pub- Robinson, now vice president of
Louvenia Roesler that he was her, lished report that Jackie Robinson Chock Full 0' Nuts Corporation
said there isn't one iota of truth
to the report published inye Feb.
tics was vehemently denied this
ruary issue of Pageant magazine. students at Syracuse university
The article said: "In a t in 
elweek by the former baseball star.
here Thursday said that school of.
when the desegregation fight ficials in Little Rock should "get
threatens to widen the breach be. tough with the hard core of about
40 or 50 white students who aretween Negro and white, the figure
still raisin  
•
obinson Says•
Williams, an epileptic with a
long criminal record has served
time most of his adult life and
was due to be released this week.
• • •
WORDS OF THE WEEK: From
Gov. J. Lindsay Almond on his
inauguration: "On a racially mix-
ed basik, progress and advance-
ment are utterly Impossible in
the public schools of Virginia to-
day. , recommend a law ex-
pressly authorizing the governor
to order the suspension of the op-
eration of any public school when-
ever military forces may be em-
ployed by Federal authority to
police its operation, ..1 pledge my
unremitting efforts to that educa-
tional opportunity though separ-
ate will be fully equal.
Sen. John Sherman Cooper (R.
Ky.) was named chairman of the
Sesquicentennial Commission to
plan for the 150th anniversary of
Abraham Lincoln in 1950.
Because of the Supreme Court's
ruling in the Edward Mallory case
freeing him on a rape charge be-
cause he was held too long after
being picked up before being ar-
raigned, Washington police claim
they are losing the clock race to
get suspects properly booked.
• • •
HUDDLE OF THE WEEK: Val
Washington of the Republican Na-
tional Committee and Pat Harris
of the Delta's In a corridor huddle
after the Minorities Conference,
Vivian Carter Mason, former
president of the National Council
of Negro Women, announcing the
opening of her offices in Norfelk
and New York as a public relit-
tions consultant.
The most mobile p.r. man of
the East is New York's Major
Robinson who shuttles back and
forth to Washington between the
Labor Department and the Con-
tracts Committee. And that white
p.r. man for a government agen-
cy whose job is dealing with mi-
norities but who can't conceal his
prejudice and contempt for his
"clients."
Oaths Conflict
For Va. Governor
RICHMOND, Va. — (ANP) — J.
Lindsay Almond, Jr., Virginia's
new governor, took the oath of
office at the state capital Jan. 11
promising to uphold the constitu-
tion of the United States in one
breath and in the next spoke in
utter defiance of the desegrega-
tion decision of the U. S. Supreme
Court.
Almond, who carried the ball for
Virginia's total and massive re-
sistance to the court decision as
state attorney general, promised
never to compromise on opposing ,
the high court on school desegre-
gation. He pledged a fight to the
finish on the issue and called for
the support of other southern
states,
would out business to enter poli-
"I am perfectly happy with my
job at Chock Full 0' Nuts, rrn
not entering polities. PeriOd."
New Group To
Spurn NAACP
LITTLE ROCK — (ANP)—A new
organization of Negroes came into
being here last week at a meeting
in Dunbar community center.
Its name is The Greater Little
Rock Improvement league and its
aim is to fight for equality be-
tween white and Negro citizens.
Its modus operandi: Not the
way the NAACP is fighting. It
would seek to accomplish its aims
without going into courts.
Head of the organtzation is the
Rev, Oliver W. Gibson, who said,
at the first public meeting of the
organization: "There are ways of
commanding respect other than
litigation."
of Jackie Robinson will assume
"These toughs are still pushing
greater significance. .1Ie is now
our kids around," he said. "They
an executive in a business which
are spitting on them and cursing
them."
Urges Get Tough
Policy Al Central
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — (ANP)
Atty. Thurgood Marshall, NAACP
chief counsel, in an addresi to
employs thousands of his race...
his present activities in business,
it is believed, are part of a tran-
sitional phase, lie is prime politic-
al material and knows it.. Me ts
frequently seen in the company of
high politics, and 1958 will possi-
bly bring an important announce-
ment from him, lie could he the
first Negro to become a political
figure of influence in America. . •"
The ex-Dodger star, said;
"They've had me re-entering
baseball, managing, broadcasting,
and now going into politics. There
just is not one kernel of truth
to any such reports or rumors.
g trouble."
Words of the Wise
Education is not to teach
men facts, theories or laws,
not to reform or amuse thern
or make them expert tech-
nicians. It is to unsettle their
minds, widen their horizons,
Inflame their Intellect, teach
them to think straight, if
possible, but to think never-
theless.
—(Robert Maynard
Hutchins)
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HOUSE FURNISHING COMPANY
MAIN AND POPLAR MEMPHIS, TENN
SAVE
UP TO
50%
On All Your Home
Needs Don't Wait
FEBRUARY
FURNITURE
SALE
Starts Monday
JANUARY 27th
EASY TERMS
4 TM-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Jost. 25, 19311
Throughout church circles and
Indeed, in other walks of life,
saddened hearts were evidenced
as death of one of the city's most
beloved ministers was bemoaned.
Re was the Rev. J. F. Collins of
the Keel Avenue Baptist church.
Our deepest sympathy is extend-
ed to the membership and to his
CENTENARY METHODIST
"The Living Christ Series" is
being presented at the Cantonal'?
Methodist church. The movie for
Sunday will be "Challenge of
Faith," and it will be shown at
7:30 p. m. It is being sponsored
by the class leaders of the church.
Groder C. Burson is the president.
The public is invited.
Rev. D. M. Grisham is the min-
later.
EBENEZER BAPTIST
Of particular interest at the
Ebenezer sanctuary is the Male
Chorus' Installation scheduled for
Sunday. Rev. 0. C. Collins of
Progressive Baptist church will be
the Principal speaker. The Pro-
guests. The program commences
at 3 p. m. James Trueheart is the'
president.
MT. OLIVE CATHEDRAL
Men's Day will be celebrated at
the Mt. Olive Cathedral. Sunday.
An net-of-town minister. Bisbee: W.
Bell of Virginia will deliver
the Men's Day address at 3 p. m.
The men will conduct all serv-
ices at the church. The general,
chairmen of the celebration is B.
T. Banks.
Rev, H. C. Buntonn is the pas-
tor.
(VIPEL TEMPLE BAPTIST
Attendance at the Gospel Temp-
le Baptist church reached an all
time high last Sunday. The wonder-
ful progress being made on the
940.000 Sunday school annex was
given as the source of inspiration
for the overflowing congregation
which filled the auditorium, bal-
cony and aisles.
The pastor, Rev. Charles E.
Epps, was at his best as he cave
a dynamic presentation of "Try
find But Don't Tempt Him." The
Biblical background for his mes-
sage was Malachi 3:10 and Mat-
thew 4-7.
The muele, under the direction
of James Shells, accompanied by
many compliments from the audi-
ence.
McAdams Sloan is the church
reporter.
ismoISSIPPI BLVD.
SEVEN DAY ADENTIST
Two local church elders and two
deacons were ordained during re-
cent services at the Mississippi
Boulevard Seventh Day Adventist
church. The pastor, Elder C. R.
Graham, presided. The elders are
Nathaniel Walton and Sherman Al.
ridge. Aubrey Thompitins and Otis
amdst the horrors of the Russian
occupation.
Plans are being made by the
Missionary Volunteers, an auxiliary
of the church, to attend the Ten-
nessee Youth Congress in Nash-
ville, Tenn. Mrs. Martha Graham
is the leader. Associate leaders
are Mrs. M. Branch and Miss L.
L. Taylor.
THE MEMPHIS BAHAI'S
The Memphis Bahal's met for
their fifth series of "Around the
World Forums" Thursday. The
guest speaker was Miss Eva Ma-
ria Hauswald whose topic was "To-
dav's Two Germanles "
Miss Hauswald, who is the
daughter of a Lutheran. Germany.
Her father was killed 1 nRussia
during the last wor. She and her
mother lived for several years
lived for several years amidst the
horrors of the Russian occupation.
Rust Choir To
Be Here Sunday
The celebrated Rust Choir of
Rust college, Holly Springs, Miss.,
which was well acclaimed for its
performance last year, will be
presented at the Salem Gilfield
Baptist church on Sunday after-
noon, Jan. 26. The program is be-
ing sponsored by the Helping Hand
Industries, Inc.
The singing aggregation, follow-
ing its Memphis recital last year,
appeared in a number of cities
in North and South Dakota and
Colorado, under the direction of
Miss Natalie Doxey, and was well
acclaimed by music lovers through
out the nation.
The Helphing Hand Industries,
Inc., a local welfare agency, helps
the unfortunate persons in Mem-
phis and Shelby county, and is
located at 347 Abel at.
Subscriptions to the program
can be obtained for one dollar
Words of tho Wig*
A nun has to live with
himself, and he should see to
it that he always has good
oompany.
—(0harlee Irene Rashes)
PRAYER CHANGES
--THINGS--
We wish to thank all of the
young people in the Memphis area
who have made worthy contribu-
tions to our Youth for Christ
movement, which recently com-
pleted its eleventh year in the
Memphis commtnity. Although
our program is dedicated to young
people, everyone is invited to par-
ticipate.
Tills week we wish to pay
tribute to little Miss Johnnie
Louise Jefferson, a teenager who
is doing an excellent job among
the young people in the Dixie
horn* district. She is attempting
to organize a young people's choir
of 150 voices there, and already
minlY Young people have respond-
ed. John Kearney is also doing
REV. HARMON
much to bele in the youth work.
On behalf of the officers of the
Youth For Christ, we are asking
that everyone call or atop by our
headquarters at 145 Beale at. The
telephone number is JAckson
7-0058. We are making plans for
a "Back To Church" campaign,
and need your asistance. The next
meeting will be 'neld at our head-
quarters on Sunday, Jan. 28 at
4:00 p.m.
The officers of the Youth For
Christ are Jessie Brooks jr., presi-
dent; Mrs. E. J. Washington, vice
president; Mrs. Odelia Tyler, sec-
retary, Mrs. Gibson, assistant sec-
retary; and David Brown treasu-
rer. Mrs. Georgia Smith is the
devotional leader for the organiza-
tion, and Louis Hobson, the first
vice president.
Other leaders in the Youth For
Christ are Albert Swiney, King
Bennett, George Buchannan, Levi
,Robinson, Axom G. Thomas,
iFrank Spearman, Henry Gilbert,
Ministers Oppose Rev.
Jackson's Leadership
ATLANTA — Several hundred
ministers, many of them members
of the Board of Directors of the
National Baptist Convention, an or-
sanitation of more than 4,000,000
Negro members of the Ba p t is t
church, went on record recently
opposing the right of Rev. J. H.
Jackson, of Chicago, to hold office
of Convention president.
The action came when the min-
isters submitted individual notariz-
ed affidavits protesting Rev. Jack-
sons incumbency to Rev. E. C.
Smith of Washington, D. C. Rev.
Smith is secretary of the Commit-
tee for a Constitutional Conven-
tion, • group of 10 ministers, who
in December, filed a "Quo War-
tante" petition in the U. S. Dis-
trict Court of Washington, demand-
ing that Rev. Jackson show cause
why he should not relinquish the
presidency of the Convention.
The committee claims that
Rev. Jackson, who is serving his
fifth consecutive term as presi-
dent, holds office in violation of
the organization's constitution
which limits the tenure of presi-
dents to four consecutive terms.
FROM 12,000 CHURCHES
The affidavits came from min-
isters representing 12,000 churches
with approximately 2,000,000 mem-
bers. According to the affidavits,
each minister was present at the
1952 meeting of the Convention
when the Constitution was revised,
limiting the tenure of the presi-
dent, and again at Louisville last
September when Rev. Jackson as-
sumed a fifth term.
The documents further state that
at the Louisville meeting no roll
call of delegates was made; hun-
dreds of unqualified persons were
certified as delegates; the noise
and confusion of the meeting made
it impossible for those in attend-
ance to know what motions were
before the body; and that confu-
sion, violence and disorder were
rampant throughout the proceed-
ings.
In addition, the signers of the
affidavits state that Rev. Jackson,
who presided at the 1982 meet-
and Otis Applewhite.
Associated with me at the of-
fice are Mrs. Rosie Mae Webb,
and my wife, Mrs. E. Harmon.
Oar text for this week is taken
from the 125th Pullin: "They
that trust In the Lord shall be as
Mount Zion, which cannot be re-
moved, but abideth forever. As
the mountains are round about
Jerusalem, so the Lord is round
about his people from henceforth
even for ever." verse I and 2.
,(Read the entire chapter)
lag when the revised constitution
was adopted, declared at Louis-
ville that the constitution was
adopted illegally and did not bar
him from the fifth consecutive
term which he is now serving.
19 STATES
The Committee for a Constitu-
tional Convention is made up of
a group of ministers who head a
total of 19 state Baptist organiza-
tions throughout the country. They
are: William Holmes Borders of
Wheat St. Baptist church, Atlanta;
T. M. Chamber, of Zion Hill
Baptist church, Los Angeles; J. F.
Green, of Mount Vernon Baptist
church, Detroit; E. E. Hollins,
church, Bastrop, La.; L. K. Jack-
son Of St Paul Baptist church.
Gary, Ind.; J. Carl Mitchell of
Sixteenth Street Baptist church,
Huntington, Va.; S. A. Owen of
Memphis; Marshall L. Shepard of
NMI Olivet Tabernacle Baptist
church, Philadelphia; E. C. Smith
of Metropolitan Baptist church,
Washington, D. C.; and Roland
Smith of First Baptist church,
Little Rock.
Also Arthur N. Jones of Central
Baptist church, Wilmington, Del.;
J. L. Horace, Gethsemane Baptist
church of Chicago (Baptist Gen-
eral State Convention of Illinois);
C. V. Johnson of El Baptist church
of Chicago (Baptist State Conven-
tion of Chicago); J. Timothy Bod-
die of New Shiloh Baptist church
at Baltimore; U. J. Robinson of
Franklin St. Baptist church of Mo-
bile, Ala.; L. S. Sorrell of Pewit.
Grove Baptist church, Jackson,
Miss.; E. W. Perry of Taberna-
cle Baptist church, Oklahoma City
Washington of New Haven Baptist
church, Phoenix, Ariz,
By C. THOMAS PAIGE
One has said and wisely so,
''What a man does when he is
alone is the measure of the man."
No one knows this better than the
man who spends many lonely
hours working for some worthy
project.
One day a rich young man came
to Jesus and asked of Him, "What
must I do to inherit eternal life?"
Jesus went down the ten com-
mandments reminding him that
eternal life could only be realized
NATIONAT COUNCIL of the
Churches of Christ, USA,
shapes broad policy in racial
Integration adopted by the
council. The churchmen shaped
the new policy at a recent
meeting in St. Louis of the 30
denominations which comprise
the National Council. From left
to right standing: Rev. John
W. Williams, reprsenting the
National Baptist Convention of
America; Rev. T. .1. Jemison.
National Baptist Convention,
USA., Inc.; Rev. Grant S.
Shockley, Methodist; Henry K.
Craft, the Protestant Episco-
pal church. Seated left to
right: Bishop B. Jillian
Chrisiian Methodist Episcopal
church and newly telected vice
president of the National Coun-
cil of Churches; Mrs. /Mt*
Clement Jackson, AME Zion
church; Dr. 0. Clay Maxwell,
National Baptist Convention,
USA., Inc.
!through keeping these. 
Alter this
was cited Jesus told the young
man to go away and sell all
that ha had and give it to the
poor.
Incidents thereafter told this
young man that this was too high
a price to pay for anything so he
went back into the world presum.
ably to assume hiss same old way
of life.
We don't know what happened
to this young man but tradition
has it that he was the same young
man who later became one of the
great disciples of Jesus. Maybe
somewhere down the line he hart
a new outlook on the life and works
of Jesus. Maybe during his hours
of intent thought he re-evaluated
the real meaning of Jesus and saw
Him as he had never seennilint
before. Maybe some thing ha
pened to him to make him r
that his way of life was not 0
real way after all.
IT'S DISTURBING
There are many things happen.
log to people every day that
force us to look back over life
and realize that there is more is
life than the money that we have
or that which we expect to get.
One of the most tragic thingg
of nor day is wrapped up in the
fact that many of us are so wrap.
pia up in what we are going te
get nut of this or that that we
neve' have time to think in terms
of putting anything into it. IS
disturbs me no end when I come
in contact with those people who
thi.b teems of what they
are go;ne to get out of life. IS
most of these cases they end ut
bitterly surprised.
Oh yes, many of us like 
d
rich young man can say,
all I am doing better than
"
one or that one." But how does
that fit into the picture? In the
final analysis we are going to ha
judged on what we are able to
do in proportion to what wi. have.
What a great world this wocid
be if all with whom we come in
contact were living life at the
fullest of which they are capable.
This man like many of us was
gloating over the fact that he had
gone a part of the way. Life Is
not going to amount too much to
anyone who is satisfied with only
going a part of the way. When
reminded of the Ten Commend.
meats the young man said, "I
have kept all of these from My
youth up."
BIG STAR
BEEF VALUE EVENT!
Big Star brings you this
timely SALE on
"STAR-SAVINGS"
Western Range BEEF
Give your family the pleasure of enjoying this fine
Western Range Beef to the tune of welcome steaks and roasts FRE-
QUENTLY! This "Star Savings Beef" is specially selected by
our buyers to give you truly good value!
Your Opportunity to Stock Your Freezer!
Big Star features COMPLETE SIDES of this fine Western
Range Beef ... will cut it for you ... wrap it in freezer paper
... at the low price of just 49c a pound!
Star Savings Western Range Chuck
ROAST. in NUS
Star Savings Western Range Rib
STEAK.
I. • el • II • • •
• III • II NI
Star Savings Western
STEAK . .
Star Savings Western
STEAK . .
Star Savings Western
STEAK..
Range Round
• • • • II II
II • el • II • • In IN • 111
Range Sirloin
• II II .........
Range T-Bone
▪ • • el • IS III • U • • IP
.lb. 43c
.1b. 
59c
•lb. 69c
.lb. 79c
,
.1b. 89
JANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
These wintry winds are calling
out for the nutrition that comes
with Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour, that real honest energy
giving nourishment. Those warm
desserts that leave you feeling
so good.
This dessert is just as good
served to your neighborhood club
as to Dad and the small-fry.
CASH FOOD STORES
GINGERBREAD UPSIDE DOWN
CAKE
2 eggs
1/2 C. sour cream
vs C. molasses
1½ C. Jack Sprat Flour
1 tsp. ginger
1 tsp. soda
Vs C. metlted butter
Beat eggs well, add sour cream,
molasses and sugar. Stir in Jack
Sprat flour sifted with soda and
ginger; add butter; beat well.
Melt 1-4 r. butter in frying pan,
add 1-3 C. dark brown sugar and
stir until sirupy. Arrange pear
halves (6 to 8) hollow side down
in sirup. Pour over thin ginger
bread mixture and bake 25 to 35
degrees F. Loosen edges and turn
out on serving dish. Serve warm
with or without plain or whipped
cream.
Your guest or family will be
delighted with how good ginger-
bread can be when made with
Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour.
Bye for Now, Jana Porter
TOMORROW'S STARS
THESE TWELVE yeast Memphians began theta climb to star-
dom on Big Star talent show over 50,000 Watt WDIA. Big Star
Food Stores are happy to give talent an opportunity to express
itself. If you ran sing, play, or have any talent that can he pre-
Rented over the air, you are invited to contact WDIA for an
audition tryout. The yowl, neopie that appeared on this show
can be big stars tomorrow. Pictured shove left to right: let row'Dorothy Kinnard, George oleman. Delores, Burton, William
Allen 2nd row-Genrgin Bland, Percy Wiggins, Vera Edwards, .1
James Branch, ReverlyBunivn, spencer Wiggins, and Clementine 0
Cole.
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DOLLAR GENERAL STORE
574 S. HIGHLAND ST.... NEAR SOUTHERN
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be done even in instances where
the civil rights voting records of
the incumbents are good and for
this reason: A vote for a Paul
Dcuglas or a Hubert Humphrey
is at the same time a vote for
continued Democrat control of the
By ETHEL PAYNE
WASHINGTON — The chairman of the Republican
National Committee last week called for "Negroes in the!
North to help replace incumbent Democrat Senators and
Congressmen with Republicans if further civil rights legis-
lation is to he made possible."
Speaking before a dinner meet-
ing of the Capital Press Club. 
every gation and en-H. Meade Alcorn said, "This must force our t ievws "
DOUBTS REPORT
Alcorn said he doubted that I.
Lee Potter of Arlington Va., south-
ern organizer for the Republican
party, made a statement attribut-
ed to him by the Alexandria Ga-
Senate and the prolongation of zette which quoted him on Oct. 15,
Senator Eastland's reign as chair- 1957 as saying: "Our party stands
man of the judiciary committee." for segregation."
RAPS DEMOS The GOP chairman attacked the
Alcorn defended the Dec. 9 Dec. 19 speech of Democratic
statement of Atty. Gen. William chairman Paid Butler before the
Rogers that the administration same group. The 20 golden years
was not recommending any forth- of Roosevelt and Truman describ-
er rights legislation at this time ed by Butler as the era in which
as necessary because it was im. the climate was made for great
possible under the Democratic con- civil rights progress were in real.
trolled Congress to get anything ity "nothing more than years of
done in the civil rights area. Golden talk and cynical inaction'
Asked by Defender Publisher in virtually eNt•ry area of civil'
John H. Sengstacke what guaran. riehts," Alcorn said.
tee the party could give that Re- He quoted from a statement
publican replacements could equal made by the late Congressman Os-
the liberal record of Sen. Paul car DePriest in 1940 which Al.
Douglas, Alcorn said he hoped corn called a prophecy come true.
that any Republican elected would Said DePriest: "When a civil
meet the standards of Republican rights bill is passed, a Republican
policy on civil rights. president will do it. It will not
However. when Publisher T o ni 1 be easy. When accomplished it will
Young of the Norfolk Journal and have to be done over strong oppo-
Guide asked Alcorn what could be sition of "Demorrals - North,
done by the party to discipline South. East and West. They are
southern GOP politicians who "act a smart bunch who know how
like lackasses" and talk the to make effective deals both above
same line of reactionary Dixie- and below the trouble. I know be.
grain, Alecrn replied there was no cause I served with them in Con-
way for the Republicans to 'police 1 grew
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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Teachers, Pupils
Will Aid Census
Teachers and pupils in grades
7 through 12 in the Memphis Pub-
lic Schools will participate in a I
special information program in I
connection with the Memphis
Special Census.
Teachers in 912 home rooms in
these grades will devote 30 min-
utes on Jan. 27 to a discusion of
the census and why it is impor-
tant ‘ci every resident of Memphis.
A brie( teaching guide has been
furnished by the Census Bureau
for this purpose.
Following the study period, the
teachers will distribute to pupils
a "reminder sheet" which lists
insportant points to remember
when filling out the special cen-
sus report form. The pupils will
be asked to take the reminder
sheets home to their parents for
use in completing the census
questionnaire which will be left
at every Memphis household be-
fore Feb. 1.
Among the points emphasized
in the reminder sheets are:
List every person living in or
visiting the household on the
night of Jan. 31.
I.ist regular members of the
household in the household sec-
tion. List visitors in the visitors
section.
Answer all questions about each
person to whom they apply.
When answering a question for
each person check only one box.
If uncertain wh Llt box to check,
mark the most nearly correct
box as best you can, but answer
every question.
Answer also questiors about
your house or apartment
Write household telephone num-
ber in the space provided on the
front of the questionnabc.
Return the completed question-
naire in the supplied postage-
free envelope on Saturday, Feb.
1.
The special census has been re-
quested by the City of Memphis
I. order to establish new official
population figures to be used in
computing state aid payments.
These payments are now based
on the 1950 Census figures and
the new census is expected to
show an increase in the city's
population which will automatic-
ally result in added revenues to
Memphis for schools, streets, and
other serr ices.
DEAD MAN'S STORE - A
wreath hangs on the door of
the store operated by Louis C.
Thompson at 543 Miississiippi
blvd., where the man had been
working shortly before he was
shot to death by an unidenti-
fied assailant who vanished
shortly after pumping four
bullets into the merchant. An
unidentified woman who called
the store late Friday evening
and told the man's brother
that she had heard that all that
killers got was "a sack of
wieners" may have informa-
tion that would assist police
in solving the crime. (See sto•
ry on page 1.)
TALLAHASSEE - Honors Con-
vocation sponsored by Kappa Iota ' ContinuesChapter of Alpha Kappa Mu will
be held Friday, March 21 at Flo-
rida A&M university. 10-Year Fight
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Vance wor-
shipped at the St. James Baptist
church last Sunday. Rev. Vance
was the speaker of the morning
in the absence of Rev. B. G.
Ragsdale,
The Outlook Club held its meet-
ing in the home of Mrs. Eliza-
beth Ballard last Saturday night.
A delicious menu was served, and
several games were played.
Mr. and Mrs. John Starks had
as their recent guests during the
holidays George McGee, of Chi-
cago: his father, Lin McGee, of
Dyer, Tenn; Walter West, of
Chisago; and his mother, Mrs.
West, of Dyer, Tenn.
Miss Ruby Starks visited Rev.
and Mrs. Simmons in Dayton,
Ohio, recently. While there she
also visited with Rev. and Mrs.
P. E. Henderson and their chil-
dren.
Miss Lena Mae Mathis, who was
a patient at St. Mary's hospital,
is home now, and doing very well.
Miss Lila Northcross, Mrs. Co-
Vets May Have
Rough Sledding
This year might be the worst
year that service veterans have
experienced since 1933, the Ameri-
can Legion predicted, if certain
proposals which President Eisen-
hower would ask Congress to pass
become effective.
The organizations predicted in
its 'National Newsletter" that if
the bills were to go by the law-
makers, veterans' pensions would
almost be eliminated by the low-
ering of income limitations; be
reduced further by the deduction
of social security benefits from
S.C. Forces 11 To Move 30-Pupil Class
Is Goal Of MBSC
New York - American consum- To Enter School On School Segregation' In order to provide better learn.• • •FOOD BUDGETS
era spend about 27 percent of their
disposable domestic budgets to
buy food supplies.
HAPPY MOMENT - Enjoy-
ing proud moment are Rev.
Martin Luther King, (left)
leader if the Mentgomery.
Ala., bus bos colt, and NAACP
Executive Secretary Roy Wil-
kins. after Rev. King present-
ed Wilkins with check for
a1,000 for NAACP life mem-
bership-for himself and the
Montgomery Improvement As-
sociation. Scene was NAACP
office in New York.
Drop Liberal
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - (INS)-
A 49-year-old Daytona Beach Ne-
gro, blocked by state courts in
his battle to be enrolled in the
University of Florida Law school,
filed suit in a Tallahassee Federal
court last week demanding ad-
mission.
Virgil D. Hawkins, who began
his entrance fight when he was
40, and was ultimately turned
down by the Florida state su-
preme court last year, termed
his suit a -class action."
He has been all the way through
the state courts, but this was his
first federal court attempt.
Atty. Francisco A. Rodriguez, a
Tampa Negro, filed the suit ask-
ing the Federal District court to
enjoin the Florida Board of Con-
trol for refusing to admit Hawkins
to the law school, "solely on ac-
count of his race and color."
The lawyer said that his client
had met all the law school require-
ments, "except that he be white."
He said the suit was being
brought for Hawkins and "other
qualified Negroes" who wish to
attend the all-white school.
The Florida high court h a d
blocked Hawkins by contend
ing that the time was not right
yet for his entry. It said it was
obeying the 1954 U. S. Supreme
Court edict to permit integration
"with all deliberate speed."
The nation's top court upheld
the state decision, but suggested
at the time that Hawkins file suit
in a local federal court
New Delhi - India's industrial
Output has increased 60 percent
in the last 10 years.
Words of the Wise
Faith is to believe what we
do not see; and the reward
of this faith is to see what
we believe. -(St. Augustine)
Democrats,
An attlinpt was made last week,
by 11 Negro students to integrate'
the University of South Carolina.
The six men and five women
students, presently enrolled at Al-
len university at Columbia, S. C.,
went to the state supported
school's examining and counseling
room, but were denied admission
blanks. They said that they would
make written requests for en-
trance into the sch.
Shortly after the students left :
the University of South Carolina.1
phone calls were made to Allen
university, and the callers threat- .
ened to bomb thhe institution, sup-
ported by the African Methodistl
Episcopal church.
THORN IN SIDE
Shortly after dark, students at
Deny Race
Angle In
School Plan
CHARLOTTE, N. C. - (ANP)-
Three lawyers representing t h e
state of Virginia, in its appeal to
the 4th U. S. Circuit court of ap-
peals, against a Sept. 14 ruling by
a district court that seven Negro
children be assigned to schools
nearest their homes, contended
here that the issue involved in the
suit is not "the race of the chil-
dren" but the validity of the state's
pupil placement act.
The lawyers, Frank L. Ball and
James H. Simmonds of Arlington
county, and Henry T. Wickham,
special assistant to Virginia's at.
tornev general, argued that the
suit should have been filed against
the state's three-man placement
hoard, not the Arlington county
board of education, that the seven
children involved had not been de
Med admittance because of race,
but because they had not filled
out the placement form required.
BILLY GRAHAM HAS
LITTLE ROCK DATE
urrLE ROCK - (ANP) -GOP Head Urges Negroes willFamedt a k eE vhai ns g es loiusit saBvililnyg Ge rntadmeto embattled Little Rock in 1959
for a three-week stand, it was re.
ported last week.
His crusade next year will be-
gin about Aug. 16.
SECOND PHASE
"You may laugh this off as pol-
itics, but as long as Democrats
control the White House we can ,
forget civil rights. It just won't .
happen. The second phase of your
emancipation, your quest for first-
class citizenship will come with
the election of the next Republi-
can president, whether it will be
Wendell Wilkie in 1940 or some
other Republican later."
Alcorn said there had been
more solid progress in the field
of civil rights during the five years
of the Eisenhower administration
than there was in all of the inter-
vening years between the Emanci.
pation Proclamation of 1863 and
1053.
The GOP chairman blamed the
Democrats for the failure to pass
a strong civil rights bill and nam-
ed Walter Reuther, president of
the United Auto Workers, as one
of the self-styled liberals w h o
made the decision to accept the
compromise bill.
Alcorn concluded by saying, "I
firmly believe the Negro vote Is
coming home to the only major
party which tands for civil rights
and has proved it."
l The Press Club meeting was
the largest in the club's history
Among the guests were many of
the members of the National News
paper Publisher's Association
which was holding its Winter
Workshop in Washington. A large
delegation came from the Repub
lican National Committee includ
ing Val Washington, the Minori-
ties director and his assistant,
Thalia Thomas. and Miss Bertha
Adkins, director of Womens' Ac-
tivities,
IT WAS A BUSY WEEK for
the NAACP In Washington last
week as the Supreme Court
held hearings on the contempt
charge filed by the state of
Alabama against the as,,ocia
lion for failure to turn over
,to
the University of South Carolina
burned a to-foot cross, and hang-
ed a Negro in effigy.
Allen university has been a
thorn in the side of South Carolina
officials lately. and the South Caro-
lina Stale Board of Education has
issued a mandate calling for the
dismissal of three of the school's
teachers.
The professors, Drs. John G.
Rideout, Edwin Hoffman, both
white, and Forest 0. Wiggins, have
been retained by the school's exe-
cutive and board of control, de-
spite the state's demands. It was
the second time that the state has
attempted to have the men re-
moved.
PRESSURE ON SCHOOL
No specific charges have been
launched against them, but certi-
fication of Allen university, h a a
been withdrawn, the state officials
said, because the men are still
on the faculty, and they say that
it will not be restored until they
are removed.
As a further effort to pressure
the school into dismissing t h e
three professors, they have stipu-
lated that no member of the 1958
graduating class will be certified
to teach in the state of South Ca-
rolina, unless its demands are met.
Words of the Wise
No race can prosper till it
learns that there is as much
dignity in tilling a field as in
writing a poem.
-(Booker T. Washington)
ownwinainaniantannannirunininnannamoni
LITTLE ROCK
GUARDS DRAW
$124,185 PAY
urrLE ROCK - (ANP) -
The 432 Arkansas National
guardsmen, still on federal
duty and serving in patrols at
Central High schonl. draw down
a total monthly pay of $124,185,
according to an army spokes-
man here.
This figure is quite a drop
from the nearly $2 million pay-
roll which the guard had last
October, during the height of
the resistance to the enrollment
of nine Negro children at the
high school.
Of the present force, only a
handful patrol the school from
8 a.m., to 5 p.m., on weekdays.
I ing opportunites for each school
child, the Memphis Better Schools
committee has asked the Board
of Education of City Schools to
give "urgent priority" to improv-
ing the teacher-pupil ratio in each
class.
I Meeting with the school board
last Friday, Mrs. Mahaffey White,
chairman of Better Schools com-
mittee, told the group that in or-
der to improve the schools, the
maximum class load per teacher
should be reduced to 30.
Thirty pupils, the committee
mended by the Peabody Report.
In order to arry this out, a sub-
stantially increased budget will
have to be made for the year
1958-59.
111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111101111111111111111111111
Its records, Involved in a fine
of $100,000. Attorneys for the
NAACP are Robert Carter
(left) general counsel of the
NAACP: Arthur D. Shores,
Birmingham; and Frank
R , Washington.
12 Plan Suit
To Enter U.
Of S. Carolina
COLUMBIA, F. r — (ANP) -
The 12 Negro students from Allen
university who were refused ap-
plication blanks at the University
of South Carolina were reported
Friday as saying they would start
legal action for admission to the
"white" school.
them; that the veterans' housing
program would be scrapped; small
lump settlements of future claims
made to veterans whose war
wounds are not now severe; and
that the number of available VA
hospital beds would be frozen.
The legion predicted that it
would be an "uphill fight" if vet-
erans are to maintain their pres-
ent benefits.
The main targets for the Presi-
dent's economy drive, the news-
letter predicted, would be the one
and a half mWion war vets be-
tween the 10 and 30 per cent
disabled bracket, those receiving
non-service connected disability
pensions, and VA hospital beds.
time Welfare!, Mrs. Lockle Turn.
er, and Mrs. William Henry roads
a shopping trip to Jackson last
week.
Mrs. B. 'Burns entertained the;
members of the ushsr's board of
St James church at her home
last week, and a delicious nem:
was served.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Thoins, an-
nounced the engagement n heir
daughter, Burniee, to Rev. .:iston
of Memphis. He is the ,a
of the Salem Baptist church,
date of the wedding is to be a
flounced later.
On the sick list here this week
are Mrs. Dewitt William, Mrs. An-
nie Williams, Mrs, Dorothy Nell
Booth, Bacon Neely, and James
Marsh. Mrs, Florence Cole is also
ill and is a patient at St. Mary's
hospital.
Installation services for all
the officers elected to serve al
Morning Star Baptist church due..
ing 1958 will be held on Sundials.
Jan. 26, with Rev. W. S. Vane,-
giving the sermon of the morn-
ing.
The Morning Star Baptist church
has started building a new parson-
ge on the corner of Cotton at. and
13th ave. The building will have
brick veneer on it when it is
finshed.
Lou Cunningham has started
building a new cafe on Mitchell
st. The original building was de
aged during a storm which
cured a few weeks ago.
The Thursday Serving club met
last Friday at the home of Mrs:
L. Lyons and elected its officers
for 1958. Elected were Mrs. Act.
dioe Roe, president; Mrs. Iss
Lyons, voce president; Mrs. Luta
Ella Thompson, secretary; and
Mrs. M. H. Burnett, treasurer.
Get Those Shots Or
Polio Will Hit You
WASH1INGTON, D. C. - "Polio 
will continue to strike those per- 'fits of new methods of rehabilita•
sons who have failed to get their tion developed with March of
polio shots," Charrles H. Elynum,1Dimes support," Bynum concludk
director of interracial activities ,ed.
for the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, stated in re-
marks to the Mid-Winter Work-
shop of the National Newspaper
Publishers association.
Mr. Bynum said: "pre-school
adults have been slowest In se-
curing the protection afforded by
the Salk polio vaccine."
Bynum pointed out that "the
American public, through March
of Dimes contributions to the N.
F, I. P., developed a safe and ef-
fective vaccine. But the Amend-
can public has not taken full ad-
vantage of the protection made
possible by support of the polio
fund drive."
"Until the tens of thousands of
polio victims who can benefit from
modern methods of rehabilitation
have been restored to maximum
recovery levels, the fight against
polio must continue. There is no
victory until those crippled by
polio have received the full bene-
•
NOW! COKE IN BIG NEW KING-SIZE!
A great new buy in quality refreshment!
So good in taste - In such good taste!
Bigger value, too! Now, why settle for less
than Coca-Cola ... the best
-loved
sparkling drink in all the world!
\Mr. MP • ••••••••• 1••••••••••• •f••••••• ion rm. ••••••01.11 •••••••
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled under authority of Tho Coco-Cole Company by Coca-Cola Itattlins Company of Memphis, Tema.
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Our Opinions
Which Way The .Southern Vote?
Repuollcan and gemocratic leaders are
watching with eager eyes political develop-
ments in the South where some crucial elec-
tions take place before the spring of the
• r. They are watching for signs thatseh
t indicate which way the Southern
vo, would go in the 1960 presidential elec-
tion.
Both major parties are apprehensi”e
about the effect of Little Rock on the des-
tiny of their political fortunes. If the bite-
gration issue is to tip the scales one way or
the other, the elections in Dixie will show
it this year. .
It is yet problematical as to which way
the wind is blowing. Though the gubernat-
orial campaigns which are underway should
pretty well tell the story, any assessment
before the votes are counted is premature
and highly speculative.
What the experts are watching is Orv-
al Faubus bid for a third term as Governor
of Arkansas. Whether he has picked up en-
ough support of lasting value from the east-
ern part of the state, stronghold of the
•segregationists, to offset the support he
held in the western part of Arkansas be-
r the volcanic eruption in Little Rock,
be determined very soon.
: Republican leaders have not slept well
since Eisenhower dispatched federal troops
to :Little Rock. GOP strength reached a
high-water mark in 1956 when Ike was
eletted to his. second term and broke open
tht Deep South to capture Louisiana. It
is feared that this gain has been cancelled.
There have been rumblings of a Third Par-
ty in Dixie indicating a large scale revolt is
In the making. Such a defection, however,
would be directed against the Northern
wings of both major parties for their stand
on civil rights.
The extent to which a Southern revolt
will affect the political fortunes of either
party is unworthy of serious consideration.
Northern big city votes galvanizing the Ne-
gro and liberal strengths, will more than
offset Dixte's desertion. This wns proved
in 1948 when Truman swept the ciuntry
without significant support from the nine
Dixiecrat states.
But Republicans are not alone in their
state of anxiety. Southern Democrats are
also worried, though for a slightly different
reason. The South is no longer "solid" on
the race question. Not all Southerners are
Dixiecrats, and not all Southerners sym-
pathize with the segreo—tionist attitude of
Gov. Faubus. Because r•••••-Zlis fact, Southern
Democrats are busy reminding their neigh-
bors that there are other issues involved,
such as farm problems, defense, earth
satellites, reciprocal trade agreement,
foreign aid, etc. But racial memories out-
last almost anything else in Dixie.
We are not soothsayers, but we have
an intuitive impression that events of
momentous consequence may force the
South to toss in the towels long before the
presidential campaign of nso gets under-
way.
,Oil Royalties For U. S. Schools
great opportunity to provide ade-
quate: funds for education was lost when
the:-Submerged Lands Act was passed in
l95.-Sen. Lister Hill (D-Ala.) introduced
an iffilehdment which passed the Senate but
waCtefeated in the House-Senate Confer-
encolinown as the Anderson-Hill Amend-
meat the proposal contemplated turning
all royalties from offshore oil to the
Wes for educational purposes.
With the sudden turn of events, the
chances are bright for favorable action on
such a proposal. Sen. Hill is ready to re-in-
troduCe his "oil for education" measure. He
believes that with the critical education
needs of this country his proposal merits
and will receive wide support..
There are several relsons for the
change in attitude. One, of course, is the
emergence of the $oviet sputniks which
drove home the fact with startling clarity,
that American education, scientific and
otherwise, is critically lagging.
A second reason is the snarled legal
picture relative to the Submerged 'Lands
Act which has provoked sharp 'differences
between President Eisenhower and his own
Department of Justice. The Act gave to
each coast state "the submerged lands
within its boundaries as those boundaries
which existed when the state entered the
Union
Alk Texas claims, as a result of treaties
wotiated at the time it entered the Union,
that its boundary extends to the limit
allowed by law — three marine leagues or
101/2 miles. However, Atty. Gen, William P.
SO WHAT
Rogers and his solicitor general seem con-
vinced that Submerged Lands Act limited
exploitation rights to three geographical
miles — or 3.5 land miles — for Texas as
well as other states on the Gulf of Mexico.
In pursuit of that view, the Depart-
ment of Justice filed an amed complaint
with the Supreme Court clecIaring flatly
that the Texas boundary when the state
entered the Union "did not extend into the
Gulf of Mexico more than three geograph-
ical miles ..."
Since, in the department's ("lion,
Congress never had approved a further
boundary for the state, the Federal govern-
ment "is now entitled to exclusive posses-
sion" of all lands beyond the three mile
limit.
Some $300 million in education funds
have already been lost by the failure of the
Anderson-Hill Amendment to win final
approval. Whatever the legal claims on the
three mile versus three league limit, there
should be ample returns from royalties if
the Hill bill should pass.
Geological surveys reveal that three
are, at a bare minimum, 15 billion barrels of
oil under the entire continental shelf sur-
rounding the United States. This is more
than one-fourth of the expected discoveries
of oil for the whole nation — 54 billion
barrels.
Whatever the outcome of the legal dis-
pute on these offshore limits may be, there
are ample royalties which, if applied to
education, might well decide the future of
the free world.
7
I. "Officer ... Hoye You Seen A Lady Without a Little Boy
o Looks Like Ms?"
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The People Speak
Thanks From Morgan State
Dear EDITCR:
With the New Year beginning, I
wield like to let you know how
much we here at Morgan State
college appreciate the excellent
coverage given by your newspap
er to the activities and program of
our institution during 1957.
Your publication of news of Mor-
gan State col ege, I am sure, has
aided appreciaLly in helping us to
tell our story to the public. I wish
for you and your staff continued
success and happiness in the New
Year—Revel's C. Briscoe direct-
or, News Bureau Morgan state col-
lege. Baltimore. Md.
Lauds Editorial
Dear Editor: The editorial on
"Our Responsibility to the Com-
munity" which appeared in the
January 8th issue, should be read
from every pulpit and organiza-
tion throughout the country. It
was the most constructive article
an our social habits that I have
read in many years. Readers of
the national edition should write
for a copy.
Our leaders, especially the mini-
sters, should concern themselves
with that type of teaching be-
cause it is evident that we segre-
gate ourselves through vfolence
and the lack of social grace.
George W. Strothe, Chicago, Ill.
BORAX PRODUCTION
The U. S. ranks first, Chile sec-
ond in borax production.
by NAT D. WILLIAMS
FUNDAMENTAL crated businesses which are pro-
It has long bin the contention of viding employment to ambitious
a lot of straigh thinking folk that Negro young men and women. It
the solution of the problems of is a strong, trustworthy coneern
race in the United States will be which takes care of its obligations
found in certain basic fundament- million dollar operation which es-
als of living sod human activity. tahlishes a fact that Negroes
They cite such things as ade- would like to get the world to ac-
quate education, good religion, law- cept. And that fact is that Ne-
abiding citizenship, economic sta- meg, can and do demonstrate
tidily. These, d is widely belies,- those nualities of character, de.
ed, are the fundamentals ii p o n peadah....y.tin and intelligence which
which the Wee° must build to are typical of the people w h o
achieve first class citizenship. built and maintain America.
It's easy to he in agreement on Fverv Negro In Memphis ought
all three But the fundamental that - •Jo be proud of the Universal Life
seems most important from her:
is that of economic stability. "Ec- Insurance Company and Its per-
nomic stability" includes the own- sonnet, whether or not he or she
ership of property and the OP' knows the heads of the firm per-
portunity to accumulate property sonally. Ton often envy prevents
.. . and that implies the presence too many Uegrnes from giving 0th-
of the intelligence, energy. char- or Negroes their due recognition
Refer, and vision to get up and for the display of superior quail-
do. tics.
And that's why the recent expan- It takes superior nualities in the
sion of the Universal Life Insur- nossess'on of somebody to build
ance Company as suggested by the million-dollar institutions a n d
Memphis firm's purchase of a mul-: make million -dollar deals. It's a
ti-million dollar insurance firm happy circumstane that a Negro
down in Texas. concern was in position to buy an-
It was great news to learn of ether Negro-owned business. The
Universal's deal. The Universal Texas firm which was worth a
T.ife is numbered among the ten 
. 
top Negro owned and operated bus- 
coupe of million dollars could well
purchased by a white
iness enterprises in the world. The concerneenb  
founder of the company, venera- Of course. business as such sec-
ble Dr. J. E. Walker. lives here ogiizes non color line in its pur-
in Memphis. And not nnly has he cut sense. But in the Negro's
made his conmanN's home office march from the abject poverty
a Memphis show place from the of slavery to the pinnacles of first
standpoint of fitness and atmos- class citizenship, it's still c mat-
phere of stability and strength, ter of moment and news, when a
but he and his son, A. Mace° Wal- group of Negro business men do
ker, the present president of the something outstanding,
firm, and the other chief excel:- The Universal's deal gave a
Jives of the business, have made boost to the morale of Negroes
the Universal Life the corner stone everywhere. It raised the respect
of Negro business enterprise and of Americans everywhere who can
financial initiative in the entire apnreciate superior achievement
Mid-South and mastery of the fundamental.:
The Universal Life is a leader of good citizenship and efficient
amen,' those Negro-owned and
Ghana's Premier Has A Political 'Headache'
But His 'Ace In The Hole' May Be Israel
SINCE THE WEST AFRICAN
STATE OF GHANA was given in-
dependence on March 6, 1957, most
of the news emanating from there
and from its U. S. Embassy in
Washington has been concerned
mainly with the political situation,
following admission of the n e w
state into the British Common-
wealth.
First charge levelled against
Prime Minister Kwame Nkrumala
was that he leaned over backward
to demonstrate to Britain ard the
African world that he was the boss
and 'monarch of all he surveyed.'
His opponents — both at home and
abroad — said he was leading Gha-
na into a dictatorship — that ha
was trying to be an African Hit-
ler, Stalin or Mussolini.
Nkrumah was called "p ower
drunk" when he took Queen Eliza-
beth's head from Ghana's coins
and replaced it with his own.
The Premier again was criticiz-
ed when he noved into the ancient
Christiansborg Castle at Accra,
which long had been the tradi-
tional home of Gold Coast rulers.
All these matters of political sig-
nificance, he explained satisfactor-
ily — at least to himself and his
loyal subjects — when he attend-
ed the 1957 conference of Common-
wealth Premiers in London.
But the troubles of the 48-year-
old Nkrumah were far from over
and the latest blast directed at
him was a fortnight ago, when he
married a beautiful Egyptian girl
—Fathia Helen Rizk of Cairo—
reportedly in her mid-twenties
and an Arabic student who flew to
Accra for her wedding.
His critics agree that it's a rul-
er's privilege to marry the woman
of his choice, but they insist that
his popularity would have skyrock-
tetd to a rew high, had he mar-
ried one of the buxom, attractive
Ghana lassies for which the coun-
try is noted.
All this is a big headache to the
Premier, but he has an 'ace in
the hole,' and that's lsarel. Writ-
ing in the Star-Telegram, from
Tel Aviv, in mid-December, L e o
Heiman, shows traditional loyalty
to his country as he discusses re-
lations between Israel and Ghana.
He states, in part:
"The (Israeli) government is
particularly pleased with its poli-
tical success in Ghana, a member
of the British Commonwealth. It
is now generally conceded that
Ehrud Avriel, this nation's ambas-
sador there, enjoys more influence
than the representative of any
other country.
"Cementing this bond to West
Africa are 23 separate commercial
and educational agreements, work-
ed out by Israel with Liberia and
Ghana. These include provisions
for joint exploitation of diamond
fields, ivory and hardwood timber,
aluminum, clay, cocoanut oil and
hydro-electric power. The diam-
ond arrangement alone, is expect-
ed to net Israel 25 million dollars
annually.
"There is now an Israeli-Ghana
BLACK STAR Shipping Line—Is-
raeli officers and Ghanaian crews
—and a joint Airline is to be in-
augurated next month. The Israe-
li-Ghana Trading Company w a s
established only last month at a
capitalization of $12,500,000." .
Ike Awaits Vow
To Recall Troops
WASHINGTON — (INS)—Presi-
dent Eisenhower said last week
that Federalized National Guard
troops could be removed from
Little Rock if local officials would
declare their intention to maintain
order.
The Peesident was asked at his
news conference what the next
Shell Plans 2
New La. Firms
"hell Chemical Corporation will
begin building two new multimil-
lion dollar plants at Norco, La.,
early in 1958.
H. J. Underwood, Shell Oil com-
pany executive, said one plant
will make acrolein and the other
will convert some of the acrolein
to glycerine 'sat an an original
rate of 3t,00C,000 pounds a year."
lie said both plants will use new
scientists, who have done "exten-
b.ve research in acrol ir chemis-
try."
step might be in the situation
touched off by his assigning fed-
eral troops to the Arkansas capi-
tal to enforce school integration.
The President said he would hope
that local officials of Little Rock
would soon express intentions of
maintaining peace and order.
That having been expressed, he
said, he could see no reason for
keeping the National Guard troops
inside the city. -
Asked If this meant he was wait-
ing for word from Gov. Orval
Faubus, the President said no, he
did not knew that this was a state
responsibility.
Ile said the responsibility prob-
ably belongs to the locality.
New Vice President
PHILADELPHIA — The ap-
pointment of Stuart T. Henshall as
executive vice president of Merck
Sharp & Dohme, Division of Merck
& Co , Inc effective Feb. 1, 1958,
ha s been announced by John G.
Bill, president of Merck Sharp &
Doh m e.
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
SIMPLE'S WORLD OF
BLACK AND WHITE
"Thank the Lord for making
Negroes," said Simple, 'but I wish
lie had not made white folks."
"How can you make such a nar-
row-minded wish?" I asked.
"You heard Inc," said Simple.
"I said, thank God for making us,
but I wish he had never made the
other race."
"Not only are your wishing fa-
culties fantastic, but your know-
ledge of human biology is absurd
if you think there are only two
races — us and one other, white
folks," I said. "Just black and
white, no, the world is not that
simple."
"It is that simple 'o me," said
Simple, "because that is all I see,
colored, white and almost all I
hear on the radio or read in the
papers. When I go downtown to
work — white world. When I come
uptown to sleep — black world.
It's that simple." -
"Looking at things entirely from
your own orbit, of course, yoe
are right," I said, ''you, Harlem,
New York, but the world is big-
ger than that — and there are
many more white folks in it than
just the American variety.
"You don't really want to wish
IC white people out of existence,
do you? For example, the Eng-
1,-h, what have they ever done to
you?"
"Tried to take my canal away
from me," said Simple.
"Your canal?" what they did to Ethiopia. oh,
"The Suez, which is the same as no!"
mine, since it belonged to my boy
Nasser who is the Adam Powell
of Egypt. ...Is°, was it not the
English which kept India down all
them two -r three hundred years
until Ghandi fasted himself
might nigt to death to get India
free? No, do not talk to me about
the English."
"Well, then the French." I said.
"They are white people, but hard-
ly the Dixtecrat-minded sort I
believe you'd like to wish out of
the human race. Have you ever
heard any Negro say he did not
love Paris?"
"Negroes might love Paris,"
said Simple, "but ain't you ever
seen that picture about French
Guiana? I would hate to be black
or white down there.
"And what about them Arabs in
Algeria, lots of them colored as
me—and the French are running
them ragged, chasing down their
caravans with jeeps and tanks,
and bombing their villages from
the air. Some of my kin folks
might be Arab."
"Hardly likely," I said.
"Who knows how far Ethiopia
might have stretched out her
hand?" asked Simple "And I
know I am descended straight
from the Queen of Sheba and am
a distant cousin to the Lion of
Judah. So do not ask me to con-
sider the Italians as a race to
leave out of my wish—not after
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
The social scientists are trying
to unravel the mystery of t h e
growing public appeal of the
'adult' "Westerns," those trigger-
happy horse operas, which domi-
nate the TV airlanes. Top artists,
eminent public figures, Holly-
wood greats and Broadway stars,
all have to take second place in
the television ratings. The first
spot goes to the guys with the
guns and the educated horses.
I have just completed my study
of the situation and I was rather
surprised at what I discovered. The
public is showing, it seems to me,
excellent judgement in choosing
the "westerns" over most of the
tripe on television.
Of course there is always Ed
Morrow and there are a few en-
lightened souls who have the old
fashioned notion that some tele-
viewers are literate and apprecia-
tive of the finer things of life. Such
programs are In the minority.
Perham, I should explain the
yardstick I used to measure the
programs, or as the social scient-
ist might put it. the criteria em-
ployed in reaching my value Judg-
ments. I posed this basic question:
What effect, psychological or oth-
erwise, does a given program have
upon the viewer? After each pro-
gram I asked this question and
sought to answer it.
Let us take for instance, the big
money quo. programs. They are
educational on th, surface, but
In the last analysis they do more
harm than good. Most of them
put a high cash value on a photog-
raphic memory and confuse the
average viewer as regards the
alms and character of education
Many are led to believe that being
able to memorize a lot of factual
data is the mark of an educated
person. On the contrary, a truly
educated person should be distin-
guished by his ability to think and
not simply recite facts like a
train caller.
Let us consider, for instance, the
variety shows. Here we have the
song and dance routines we used
to have in the vaudeville houses a
generation ago. Vaudeville is dead
and it is a pity the TV producers
haven't heard about it. One pro-
gram format is just like another
end when you see one show you
have seen them all. The effect on
the viewer is not dangerous, but
it dulls his sensitivity like aspirin
or a sleeping pill. It might be
said that Como induces a cultural
coma. The so-called sparkle in the
variety shows sputters out like
two-bit firecracker. Most viewers
are bored stiff.
Let us consider the programs
with public figures and the
speech-makers. Perhaps the chief
reason the viewers turn them off
is that television is too revealing.
Sometimes when you look a man
in the face you can tell he is ly-
ing.
Similarly, on television many of
the public figures, especially our
big politicians and statesmen, of-
ten show up for what they are, a
bunch of hypocrites. The viewer
simply cannot take it. The effect
of viewing Secretary of State Dul-
les making a speech may almost
amount to disloyalty.
Anyway you look at it, the "Wes-
terns" ere superior to most of the
regular television fare. Their et
"Of course, the Dutch are taboo
to you, 1 know, after Indonesia."
"Taboo as they can be," said
Simple. "They're white, ain't
they?"
"There must be some European
nation against whom you cannot
put • black mark," I said. "What
about' the Russians?"
''There are White Russians,
too," said Simple. "So I think it
would be safe just to wish them
all back in the bosom of creation
before time began and God crest-
ed them, meaning black and white.
I do not wish the white race any
harm.
"I just wish they were back
where they started from, so they
could not bug me, bug my boy,
Neisser, wore' llaille Sellasie, up-
set India, chase Algeria's, and
make mad the Indonesians.
"To be safe, I would not limit
myself just to wishing Dixiecrats
out of existence. You see, so many
of them others, no sooner than
they get to the U.S., start acting
like Dixiecrats, too.
"Sci let's just wish them all
away today, and start out wish-
ing for a clean slate without a
white mark on it.
After all, it ain't nothing but a
wish."
NORTHERN ORCHIDS
Varieties of the orchid are found
in Canada's Yukon area.
feet on the view is most whole-
some. The vicarious experience of
beating your enemy's brains out is
almost therapeutic. The noble
cowboy with whom you identify
Yourself, triumphs over evil and
he shoots the villian, your enemy,
for you. All you have to do is sit
back and let Mat Dillon or Wyatt
Earp do the work.
The "Westerns" project a differ-
ent kind of world on your televis-
ion screen, one that is much less
complex and much easier to set
right when it goes wrong. Good
and evil are clearly marked and
good always wins.
Here all of our ideals are en-
hanced and made practical in a
crude, frontier world where there
is a direct and immediak rela-
tionship between cause and effect.
In this world of make believe,
the viewer gets an emotional and
spiritual bath. The Greeks called
it catharsis.
Many parents, of course, are
afraid to let little Freddie watch
these horse operas for fear their
darling will get a notion to shoot
papa's head off. This is ridiculous.
The chances are Freddie will be-
come far more honorable, gentle-
manly and virtuous by imitating
Wyatt Earp than by imitating
Papa.
Then too, the only chance Fred-
die will have to see all the two-
ble ideals of our culture actually
operating In a society will be in the
make believe world of a trigger.
pulling TV thriller, in choosing the
"Westerns" over the general
Tv fare, the people may be a lot
smarter than the highbrow. give
them credit for being, What
do you think, pardnerf
•
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Being Frank...
About People, Places
And Problems
by FRANK L. STANLEY
In Los Angeles recently my i
body faced its greatest endurance'
test in trying to meet the fast-
moving, before-dawn-rising, jam•
packed schedule of a Tournament
of Roses participating band.
With only two hours sleep, I
arose at 5:30 to catch a 7 a.m.
plane. Arrived at 10 p.m., Pacific
Coast time with all chances of
sleeping enroute destroyed by a
rough flight. Making the next
morning's scheduled 7:30 break-
fast meant only three hours sleep.
I settled for lunch.
I caught up with Louisville's
Male High school band in Pasa-
dena's Huntington Museum. Later
I chauffered some of the boys on
a night tour. In bed at 2 a.m.
Although I resolved to make a
7:15 breakfast, Coffee and sweet
rolls sufficed at 10 a.m., since I
had to catch the band in Disney-
land.
The kids paraded and played a
concert to the staisfaction of thous-
ands of Disneyland visitors. Foul
hours of free time followed.
walked all over the place during
this period photographing them,
enjoying every one of Walt Dis•
ney's creations. Drove back to Los
Clarence Mitchell Declares • • • •
When We Can Die Together
We Are Living As Free Men
I,
As we go into the year 1958. witlof voters in his comolunity. The, fession as Virginia is seeking to
know that some of the leaders id pastor of this great Church, the do.
the Republican Party are so fear. Reverend William H. Borders, the Now we know a little man with
ful that the Democrats will em- Reverend B. Joseph Johnson of
barrass them for alleged failures Mount Calvary Baptist church, and
In the Defense program that they the Reverend A. Bell of this City,
want to sacrifice civil rights in or. all came to Washington to appeal' prive school children of an educe-
der to appease southern leaders in to the Congress to act, lion as Faubus did in Arkansas.
Congress. EVERYBODY HAPPY This is the time for the Con-
A number of Democrat! are Make no mistake about it, that great to strengthen federal protec-
equally interested in soft-pedal- is what it takes to get legislation tion in the general field of civil
ing civil rights in the coming Set- passed in the Congress. That is rights as it has done in the area
sion of Congress because they de l what it takes to answer those who of voting. 1
not want to go to the polls as a Isay everybody is happy down here This is the time for members of '
divided party in the 1958 elections.1 with things as they are and only Congress to decide whether they
These are the reasons why we a few northern agitators are stir- want to prevent the kind of crisis
hear the Attorney General of the ing up trouble, that arose in Little Rock or whe-I
United States talking about a cool- If they and others had not come ther they want to sit around fan-,
ing off period in the field ..4 civil to Washington. if the country had ning themselves in front of a time
rights, not been aroused, there would be bomb, as suggested by the Attor-
no civil law today. We got this ney General.
These are the reasons wh li(.
' Y -- rn- law because the people. North and There is a special message fori
ocrats, such as Senator Mansfield those who seem to think that itSouth, worked together to get it.
of Montana, have recently joined Let us keep the same team to. is visionary or rash to declare thattn the brigade that is trying to put gather to see that it is used by colored people want to be electedthe drive for human ireadom in he Department of Justice, to public office in the South,the ice box. I
We say to the U. S. Department Bringing political freedom to this
OFFERS EXCUSES of Justice: vou know the facts region is the job of those who live
We say to the U. S. Department of voting discrimination; you here and the job of the rest of
of Justic: you offered excuses when have a new law: in the name the country, too.
Harry Moore died of a bomb ex- YOUR RESPONSIBILITYof the Constitution that we all.
plosion in his home on Christmas hold dear, step talking about cool-1 When you send James Davis to
to see what Mississippi will do ing off and put the heat on those Washington as your Congressman,
tight in 1950: you said let's wait who are trying to destroy our gov-lhe becomes our problem as well
When Emmett Till was slain in ernment from within by sabotarl as yours.
1955: you said you did not have ing free elections. When your state Department ofl
onoueh law to prevent the kind of Agriculture sends hate pamphletsWILD STATEMENTS I through the mails at the expenseoutrage that caused Gus Coortsi
to be shot and the Reverend G. 1V.. 
We say to the pro•civil rights 
of Georgia tax pavers the peoplemembers of the Congress of theLee to be killed because they want- United States: you heard the wild of Massachusetts and Illinois must
ed to vote in Mississippi. do something about it if they arestatements of those who attacked to .._e_
se p that kind of poison out
of their homes, schools and chur-
ches.
Now we know that the murder- the U. S. Supreme Court when it
ers of Harry Moore are still free, handed down the school desegre-
Now we know what Mississippi gation decisions,
Will do in a Till case. You have seen the growing spirit it
We were so aroused hy these rut defiance in some southern leg-
Injustices that many of the finest islatures: some of you applauded
citizens came to Washington to when Adlai Stevenson said he did
protest. Colonel Austin T. Walden not believe in enforcing integra-
came to tell the U. S. Senate' lion with bavenets -
about discrimination in voting.
He brought along exhibit A.
Ben Shorter of Cuthbert, Ga., who
told about the systematic purges
complete disregard for the law
will use the Armed Farces of his
state to promote anarchy and de'
Editor's Note
You thought it was wonderful
%%lien President Eisenhower said
he could not conceive of a situa-
tion where troops would be need-
ed to uphold the law.
Now we know that the seed of
the Southern Manifesto has grown
into the evil tree of defiance in
This is the speech of Ciareece Alabama, where the whole corn-
Mitchell. director of the Wash- 'runny ef Tuskegee faces disinte-
ington Bureau, NAACP, deliver. gration because of an unjust law,
ed at the Emancipation 0 a y
program in Wheat street Bap-
tist church Atlanta. Ga.. on
New Year's Day.
— -
tAQS
•
DEPRIVE LAWYERS
Now we know that legislatures
will try to deprive colored lawyers
of the right to practice their pro-i
CLAAENCE MITCHELL
When your Governor goes around
the country fomenting disccrd as
he did in Little Rock, the rest of
the country has a right to know
whether all the peonle of Georgia
helped to elect him.
We must stop trying to gloss
over the voting problem in some
parts of this State. There are
two basic reasons why colored peo-
ple do not vote.
One is because of trickery and
intimidation. The other reason
is because some of us have failed
to give them the leadership and
inspiration to do so.
It is up to the Government of
the United States to take care of
the first problem under the new
right to vote law. It is up to those
who are leaders to take care of
the second problem.
It is no excuse to say that there'
is lethargy among our people. All
people are inclined to accept the,
status quo.
It was that way wen Patrick;
Henry called on the colonies to
fight for freedom and it will be
that way in Georgia until the
leads do something about it.
INCREASE VOTERS
There is no reason why we
should not see substantial chang-
es in the number of registered vot-
ers by 1958. There should be elect-
ed officials. including Congress-
men, by 1960.
Ninety - five years after the
Emancipation Proclamation is not
premature to say that we want
Congressmen from the South.
If we fail it will be because of
timidity on the part of the De-
partment of Justice and lack of vis-
ion on the part of colored lead -
I earisli But predict we shall notf
I predict that after 1060, when
you hold these ceremonies, there
will be southern Congressmen,
colored and white, who will be
proud to sit together on the plat-
form as a tribute to our country's
greatness and respect for law.
In addition to the political fac-
tors that influence the major par-
ties, there is another potent cause
for the present drive to prevent
action on a new civil rights bill.
PEOPLE AFRAID
A great many of the people
who have been enjoying the new
cars, the color television sets and
the electronic gadgets that have
I been rolling off our assembly lines
are just plain scared.
They have been so usecl to living
in a fake world of Anglo-Saxon
race superiority that they are now
in a panic when they find that
a nation of what I am sure Con-
gressman Forrester of Georgia
would describe as mongrels can
build an H bomb, launch a space
satellite and probably has an inter-
continental ballistic missile.
In their wild confusion they are
ready to attack the home folks
on all fronts Instead of soberly
considering how we can unite for
a common offensive against the
threat from abroad.
An example of this Is Atlanta's
Congressman, the Honorable
James C. Davis. I note that on
last Nov. 27, he is quoted in the
Atlanta Journal as saying that
the testimony of Dr. J. Robert Op-
penheimer and Dr Varnevar
Rush seemed to be laudatory of
Russia while uncomplimentary of
this country.
He seems to conclude that some.
how this reflects on the loyalty of
American scientists.
Other people are trying to show
that if President Eisenhower had
just spent a little more money on
the defense program things might
STUPID BLUNDER
These are the same kind of peo-
ple who always run around in cir-
cles when they face an emergency.
When the Emancipation Procla-
mation was issued, they said in
the Richmond Examiner it was
the "most startling political
crime, the most stupid political
blunder yet known in American
history."
In the awful period of depres-
sion during the thirties they pro-
posed to meet our problems by
letting the victims of poverty sell
apples on street corners.
In World War II they wanted to
consign ten percent of our na-
tion's population, the colored ten
percent, to mops and brooms in
the defense plants and to shov-
els or mess kitchens in the Armed
Forces.
Having faced the panic squad
as free men and women ever since
1863, when the Emancipation Pro-
clamation went into effect, we
shall not let any or all of them
slow down our present march for
full citizenship in the United States
KILLS ALL
We know that if an interconti-
s/EA125 15 A
LONG TIME TO LIVE ..
NOu'YE. CE.RTAtNt...4 BEEN
liSLESSED
SSAVE ENJOVED INIERVIENN1NS
YOU... OA' I HOPE 1 CAN IRE.TuRN
KEICt %MAR HAESENOt/
I—LIZEACN OI'4 t4UhIDRD
"OLIN& 1AA14 
C.Jakei SEE Vigil,
WI!
q01.1 LOOK NEAUTIAY
ttslOUGIA10 MG!
Angeles, by way of Pasadena
(roughly 50 miles) Had to check
on press credentials for the Rose
Bowl Parade and game. Was told
to come back at 9 a.m., the next
day. Went to hotel, took hot bath
and crawled in bed. Aroused short-
ly by a friend who reminded me
that I had promised to come to
his house to meet some of his
guests, one of whom was an Afri-
can prince.
Got to sleep about 3 a.m. Arose
at 7 in order to keep 9 o'clock ap-
pointment in Pasadena. Drove for
two hours getting to Marineland.
Arrived in time to catch band's
buses reparting and had to trail
them to next stop because I did
not know where they were going.
Two hours later, they arrived at
CBS television studio.
Stretched out in bed at 8 con-
vinced that I could get 3 hours
sleep before calling home to wish
the family Happy New Year.
Too tired to sleep. Got 'up and
loaded all cameras . for the big\ parade. Studied traffic charts forbest route to Press Box locatedat mouth of Parade. Time, 9:45
p.m., Los Angeles time, but only
15 minutes before the New Year
arrives at home. Placed call. One
hour later, due to busy circuits,
I got through to be greeted by the
wife, "You're late, 1958 is 45 min
utes old now!"
Sunk back in bed at 10:30 L.A.
time. Burring! "What do you
mean by slipping in town and not
calling me?" "But I was going
to.". . ."But nothing. . ." And so
I explained for 20 minutes.
A couple of aspirins later, I
managed to dress. Arrived at the
New Year's party given in m9
honor one hour late. Back in my
hotel room at three. Notified oper-
ator to awaken me at 6 a.m. Woke
up bright as day at 5;30. After
all I had come almost 2,500 miles
to take color movies of the band,
most of all in the Rose Parade.
At 6 a.m., my brother-in-law,
whose car I had put 400 miles on
In three days, knocked on the
door. Armed with two box lunch
lunches, we drove almost bump-
er-to-bumper on the Pasadena
Freeway to the parade area. That
is except the last three miles,
which we covered on foot. Stimu-
lated by two cups of coffee, we
elbowed our way to the crowded
3-tier press box for cameramen.
$5 got us three empty soft drink
cases to stand on.
The sight before us made the
Kentucky Derby crod seem like
a corner lot tent meeting — for
after all there were only one mil-
lion, six hundred thousand people
stacked along t h e parade
route. And Derby hustlers appear-
ed most charitable, for here a
bleacher or sidewalk chair cost
$10: a ladder $15; and standing
room $5. Resturante and gas sta-
tions posted signs: "Rest Rooms
for today's customers 001 y."
Even at these prices some people
had to come the night before and
sleep there to bet front locations.
'arking? With two official Press
igns on our car, we paid $5 to
park in an alley.
After the parade, we struggled
back to the car to devour the
contents of our box lunches —
which actually served as our
breakfast. Anticipating a grossly
mismatched game between Ohio
State and Oregon, we felt that
punishing our bodies further to sit
through its entirety was most un-
wise. Our plan to leave early was
' quickly dismissed by the superb
game whose outcome remained
in doubt until the last whistle,
nental missile should strike New
York, colored citizens and white
citizens would die. But in New
York they would die in the same
subways where there are no jim
crow signs:
In the same places of employ-
ment where a state fair employ-
,ment law has given them jobs and
in the same legislative halls
where a free and unfettered ballot
has permitted qualified colored
Americans to become members of
the city councils, the state legisla-
ture and to sit on the judicial ben-
ches.
When the mitt.: thing can be
said of Georgia, Mississippi and
Alabama the chance of being suc-
cessfully attacked by a foreign foe
will be less.
Our people of all races a n d
faiths will be united as never be-
fore. Any attack on us will be a
signal for the free world to rise
in our defense for we shall be a
Citadel of human freedom and the
custodians of the dignity of man.
EATING HABITS
Washington — Consumption of
food on a per capita basis in the
U. S. amounts to 1,600 pounds in
a normal year.
ct,s‘fineva,orPreEDoodle, — •
'THIS RECEPTIONIST WASICT pu-r kW:* lo ISE IN
INSULTED WI IGNORANT JOKERS Lkge YOU!
JUS CAUSE SAE SPOKE PLEASANTLY TO
DOeSN'T MEAN SHE CAN13E
Dear Mme. Chaste: I become
very lonely here at this isolated
l
airbase, Goose 'Bay, Labrador.
Would like very much to hear
from young ladies between 19-24.
I am 21 years of age, 5 feet, 10
inches tall, weigh 190 lbs., com-
pletion dark brown. Will answer
all letters and exchange photos.
A-2C James Jenkins, AF 13503901,
59 FIS Box 50, APO 677, N. Y.,
New York.
. . •
Dear Mme. Chante! I am hop-
ing you can help me. I am a
lonely man in search of lame-
one who is also lonely and-reek-
ing for a companion. I prefer
some nice lady living in or near
Chicago, .one who is interested
in the better things In life. She
must be single, not over 35, neat.
intelligent and willing to write and
tell me about herself. Would like
her to be 4 feet, 10 to 5 feet. 5
inches tall, weighing 110.140. Col-
or doesn't matter. I am 39, weigh
around 140 lbs., 5 feet, 6 inches
tall, medium brown with mixed
grey hair. High school graduate,
dress neat at all times, not a bad
looking guy. No physical defects.
If interested, please write and I
will answer right sway. Mr. J.
C., 2214 Broadway, East Chicago
Ind.
Dear Mme. Chaste: I am a
This cost us an additional two
hours travel time back to Los An-
geles as we drove at snail's pace
amidst America's greatest traffic
jam.
At exactly 1 a.m., I put the last
garment in my bag. All too soon
the pleasant operator said: "Good
morning Mr. Stanley. The temper-
ature is 62 degrees and it's 6 o'-
clock." Fifteen minutes later she
rang again with "I just want to
be sure you're up."
Guiltily, I arose in good time to
depart for Burbank airport at 7.
I cannot report very much about
the return 9-hour flight, except for
a cup of coffee at Oklahoma City
and a box lunch shortly thereafter
in flight. The students who were
so gay and active on the way out,
now were sleeping quietly as kit-
tens. And the adults? They were
wrapped in dreams long before
our plane reached its altitude
over California.
It has been my good fortune
to visit Los Angeles six times
since 1952, with three trips occur-
ring during the past six months.
covered more greater Los An-
geles milea, visited more places
of interest and slept less, than in
all previous trips Rut together. The
one motivating factor was not only
that I had a son in the band
and had worked in the drive to
raise $28,000 to finance the trip.
hut more because here loomed
the most integrated extra-curricu-
lar event since the desegregation
of Louisville schools. Moreover, it
was to be demonstrated to a tele-
viaion audience estimated at 80
million. What is the significance?
The chance of a lifetime for 128
hioh school students
The culmination of a great com-
munity effort
The teem work of Negroes and
whitest as members of the band
and its connected units: as par.
eats and citizens.
The most gigantic undertaking
ever attempted by any high
school in Kentucky and most of
the country.
young man writing to yciu
search of a pen pal. My age is
34, height 5 feet, 9 inches tall,
weigh 154 lbs. My complexion is
brown. Henry Leon, 10 Kew Road,
Half-Way Tree, P. 0, Kingston,
Jamaica, BWI.
• 9 •
Dear Mme. Chante. I am very
lonely and wish your help, 1 sin
!". feet, 4 in chestall, weighing 130
lbs. I am a beauty operator
and a hospital worker. I am an
understanding lady, a good house.
wife and I have one son. I am over
20 with brown skin, brown eget
and black hair. Hobbies are mu-
sic and other amusements. T am
seeking a man, unattached, intelli-
gent between 27 and 35. Miss
A. Bell, 4903 S, Parkway, Chica
15, Ill.
• •
Dear Mine, Chante: Will you
please help me get a life compan-
ion by publishing my letter In
your column. I am extremely
lonely. I am 5 feet, 81/2 inchea
tall, weighing 153 lbs., complex-
ion, light with dark brown hair
and eyes: considered nice looking.
I like church, music, movies,
sports, television and reading. I
am on the quiet side: the home-
loving type and have no real bad
habits. I am 30 years old. If
there is a nice true woman around
5 feet, 4 inches. tall, weighing 130
145, medium or light brown com-
plexion who wishea to be my life
companion, please answer a n d
send photo. She may be a widow,
25-32 and have one child. Will an-
swer all letters providing they are
accompanied by photos. Howard
Irving, 644 Lafayette Ave., Brook-
lyn 16, N. Y.
• 19
Dear Mme. Chants! I am
man of 39, 5 feet. 10 indica tall,
brown skin who would like to meet
a lady between 20 and 36 with a
small or medium stature. Would
like her to weigh between 110 and
140 lbs., with brown or light skin.
One who is free to come to an-
other city and will consider mar-
riage. Please send photo in first
letter, I will answer all letters and
exchange photos. David Williams,
2669 N. W. 50th at., Miami, Fla.
• * •
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like
to correspond with girls between
18-32 who have never had boy
friends and weighing between 170-
220 lbs. Race, color or nationality
doesn't Matter. I am 20, height 3
feet, 10 inches tall, weight 237
lbs. Marc-hell C. Watson, Rt. a.
Box 238, Brinkley, Ark.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chaste: I wt.
like for you to publish this let.
ter in your column. I am single.
age 22, weigh 140 lbs., 5 feet,
inches tall, have light brown
eyes, black hair and a light tan
complexion. I am a high school
graduate and have finished a beatr
etinctia t 
sin 
n andnuwrosirnkgineg 
as 
n eeee. Atsepr s:
tory in a funeral home. I would
like to hear from both sexes be-
tween the ages of 21-35. My hob-
bies are writing and reading.
Please enclose photo in first let-
ter. I attend church regularly,
don't drink or smoke. Louise Bol-
den, 506 Vine St., Malvern, Ark.
AREAS COMPARED
Syria has about the same area
as North Dakota.
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EASIEST WAY to keep
knives in keen cutting shape:
A wall holdster.
•
Proper Cutlery Makes Kitchen Tasks
Simpler: Here's Answer To Needs
•
• BREAKFAST PREPARATION comes easy with the full use of the
cutley library. The curved blade, Waverly edge grapefruit knife makes
citrus wedging a matter of moments.
• TYPICAL OF THE "right kife for the right food:" thin bladed, hol-
ow ground steak slicer (above) for hot and cold meats (note the clean
slices on the usually difficult to cut liverwurst;) Waverly edge sand-
ich knife for Spanish an other type of onions; long Waverly edge sand-
nd cake knife and Waverly tomato knife for peeling or cutting fresh
egetables are other knifes shown. Photo right: The sabatier-like French
ook's knife dices carrots neatly, quickly, (Story inside; photos by Ekco
ducts.)
THERE CAN BE fun in the most arduous task of homemaking when
the utensils are right. Take cooking, for instance. How many houseitives
know of the many designs and multiple uses cutlery has in the kitchen?
There are special knives for carving, chopping vegetables, preparing
breakfast fruits, to name but a few. All serve to make the preparation of
foods easier and much more pleasurable.
• REMEMBER, TIME marches on in the kitchen as well as in other
parts of the home where modern conveniences are a "must." It takes 26
blades to properly equip your kitchen (photo below.) Each of them is
designed for a particular cutting job. How many do you have, and how
many can you recognize? (See story Page16.)
the guest of the evening.
• • •
The lovely N. Bellevue home of
Mildred Crawford was the scene
of their last meeting, where a
new slate of officers were elected.
Carrvine the banner as president
is Mildred Crawford; vice pres-
ident. Lytia McKinney: secretary,
Bernice McCellan: corresponding
secretary. Frances Hayes: trea-
t eurer, Lillian Newman, and re-
porter, Elmyra Williams. Guests'
included Charlesteen Miles. Har-
riet Davis and Alma Booth.
Priaes were won by Bernice Me.
ClePen, Frances Mayts and Lytle
4 McKinney. Other non - chalants
present were Samelien Carroll,
Louise Ward, Ruth McDavid and 1
Thrift Green.
The retired teachers of Mena-1
phis City schools enjoyed the
presence of almost fifty members
and visitors at their recent meet-ing for January at the Vance Ave.
1 nue Branch YWCA. With Mrs.
Lillian Chatman giving the devo-
I lion and Mrs. Bernice Thomas at
1 the piano, a lively discussion per. 
iod marked the business session.
Mrs. J. L. Campbell was the chair-
man of the hostess committee,
which included Mrs. Blanche Mc-
Cards, Miss Laura Harris, Mrs.
Elvira Pritchett, Mrs. Emma
Jshnson. Mrs. Mary E. Murphy.,
Mrs. Sarah Davis, Mrs. W. 0.
McKissaek, Mrs. Amanda Wood-
Mr. J. A. Hayes, who served a
fram. Mrs. Jennie E. Scott and
delicious turkey dinner, topped
with America's favorite dessert,'
ice cream and cake.
Visitors present were Mr. and
Mrs. McAdams Sloan, Mrs.
Thomas Watkins and Mrs. P. F.
Carrothers.
The milestone of the sixteenth
birthday is an important day in
the life of every girl, and so tol
seal the occasion perpetually in.
her mind. Georeette McKinney's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Matthew l
MeKinnes, gave her a party in
the manner grand at Curries
Club Tropicana on Friday. Jan. 17.
Georgette is a student at Maims-
sas hieh school well liked for her
sweetness of manner and her
charm and beauty. Among herl
friends present to make the oc-
casion one over to. .he remember.
ed. were Donald Tim-inn, Willie
Belle Sherrod. Teta Walton, Mary
VanZant. Frank Carr, Osborne
Moore. Shirley Lee. Countess John-
son. James Simpson. Hazel Ala-
rm qvlveeter Ford, Curtis Mit-
chell Freddie Anderson, Kathryn
Km:nem:W. Carol Bledsoe. Jackie
Heath. William Currie, Rosetta
hector. Genetha Seaherry. Ce-
Melninnel. John Simpson.
Mattalyn McKinnel, Tom Scott.
Freddie Stmpson and Charles
Meer*.
When tate Les Vogueltes met at
Tony's Inn recently they began
the planning of their forthcom-
ing fardtion show which will intro-1
dime aur foes/ Ten Best Dressed
Women. This should he a stellar
attraetten, and we can't say we,
envy thefr task . . . whnt with, so
wide a fteht 1.11 one town. TIM it
can be done, hes boen, and should
3
S
10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Jan. 25, 1958
The infant year has already done
a terrific job of growing up in
short time, for our first month is
filled with the countless activities
and events which make life inter-
esting in the realm of social, civic
and religious activities. Here'
some of the news that reach us:
The sequinns met at the level
home of Helen Prater on Quin
ave., who greeted a bevy of beau
tifully dressed guests and mem
bers in a fetching outfit of blac
fatille hostess pants. Guests were
Gloria Howard, Nina Brayon,
Arneda Martin, Roe Nell Des, Lu-
cille Scott and Pauline Rowden.
Beautiful ceramic prizes went to
Gloria Howard and Lucille Scott,
of the guest group . . . and mem-
bers Thelma Harris and Mildred
Williams. Other Sequins enjoying
it all were Beverly J. Ford, Mar-
garet Bush, Grace Collins. Jua-
nita Brewster, Ruth Mimms,
Mary Cotton Priutt, Ida Mae Wal-
ker and Ruby Gadison.
CHIT CHAT
The Okeena club met at Tony's
with Adelaide Settles as hostess-
in
-absentia, for being ill, her sis-
ter, Beecher Dobbs carried on for
her. Edna Coates Taylor of Chi-
cago was only guest . . . and club
prizes went to Bea Thornton. Bea-
trice Matlock and Odessa Shann.
• • •
The 3 C's met with Mettle
Holmes Hunt at Tony's where a
long table was beautifully decor-
ated with a musical motif center-
piece. Ann Hall was quite the
center of attraction with a new
mink stole . . . A brief business
session followed, but exchange of
new and the recount of holiday
doings proved much more inter-
esting. Pauline Bowden and Maryle
Glover recounted their St Louis
holiday. The members had the
opportunity to choose whatever
they wanted from the menu
prove to be a thoroughly enjoy-
able occasion. Memebers of the
group are Ernestine Hooks, Mari-
anne Roach, Lola Watson Eve-
lyn Bagsby, Martelle Jones, Lil-
lian Smith, Jessie Bryant, Dora S.
meeting Jan 27 at the Metropoli-
tan Baptist chudch, 7:30 p.m. All
ing of the board in Washington.
Parthenia Bell, president of the
Mississippi Beauticians Associa-
tion, inc., and the supervisor and
mas party last month in order
to make the less fortunate happy.get acquainted, for a better camp Food, clothing and money werein 1958. Mrs. I. M. Hawkins. corn- given to seven needy families.
mitten chairman. Mrs. W. M. The Beautieians Excelsion Chapt•Strickland, secretary, Chapter No. 2 holds its businessCHIT CHAT
and others.
The Tapawango Camp commit. •
League, incoporated, left Mem-
tee will hold a "sip and chat" phis Thursday to attend a meet.
D. C., later this month.
leaders of Brownie Camp Tap- Mrs. Pembroke, the only Ten-
leaders of Brownie and Intermed- nessean serving on the board, is
iate and neighborhood chairmen president of the Progressive Beau-
are asked to meet with Camp ticians association, inc., and the
Tapwango for discussion of topic l Beauticians Excelsior Chapter No.
-Tapwang,o Camp for 1958." The 2. She was accompanied by Mrs
chairman Mrs. I. M. Hawkins is
asking all leaders to pack their
camp kit with all all new and old
ideas for a bigger and better organizer of the Tennessee State
camp for 1958. Please bring note-! Progressive Beauticians Assochi•
book. Make reservation with Mrs. tion.
W. M. Stricklan, WH n-1201 for As president of the local or-
meeting. We are expecting our ganization for beauticians, Mrs
council president and executive Pembroke was responsible for the
secretary and one field worker to group having foregone a Christ-
he present. If you don't know
these workers please come and
Departs For
Beauty Confab
Mrs. Margaret Pembroke a
LES I, OG UETTES: Mem-
Ray and Luberta Haywood. • hers of Les Voguett,es club held
s Charming Mrs. D. J. (Bernice)1 their first meeting of '58 at
Thomas' home was the scene of: Tony's Inn recently and made
Y the meeting of the Alpha Bettes plans for their forthcoming
n and serving as co
-hostesses fashion show which will intro-
with Bernice were Mrs. L. O.
- (Edna) Swingler and Mrs Nedra
duce Memphis' 10 best dressed
women. Forming a charming
bevy are, seated, left to right:
Mrs. Ernestine Hooks, Mrs.
Marianne Roach, Miss Lola
Watson, Miss Evelyn Bagsby,
k' Smith. Mrs. Frederick (Marga- Mrs. Pembroke!
and Mrs. Marlette Jones.
Standing are, Miss Lillian
Smith, Mrs. Jessie Bryant,
Mrs. D. Shackelford Ray and
Mrs. Lubeerta II ay woo d.
(Withers Photo.)
Gay Party At Fuller
Park Golf Clubhouse
CRUMP BLVD. CIRCLE
FETES — Mrs. Mary Brew-
er's birthday was celebrated
by Crump Bled. Circle, of
which she is a member. Seen
in the group of closely knit
neighbors and friends who Ike
on Crumb Blvd. are Mrs.
John L. Brinkley, gr.; Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Harris, Mr. and
Ben Gunter, William Dixon,
Mrs. Aline Turner, Mrs. Mag-
gie Harris, Mrs. Roberta Boyd,
Ilenry I.. King and Mrs. Eva
Douglas, the latter a visitor.
Lee Welch of 1429 Greenwood St.,
for correct guessing as to the con- Baby Fete Is Given For
tents of the box. The box contain-
ed a lovely pair of matched china m
cardinal figurines. 
• •
GUESTS
Seen enjoying the many festivi-
ties were: Mr and Mrs. Aubrey
Pierce Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Le-
wellyn, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ben-
son, Mr. and Mrs. Owen Tuggle,
Dallas Alexander, Mrs. Lee Eli-
el Welch, Alfred Reynolds, Prince
Davis. Mrs. Hazel Davis, Ralph
Crudup and Lester McCathlin.
Also, seen were Clarence Pierce,
Frank Harris, Mrs. Odessa Dick-
ens, Willie Miller, Nelson Jones,
Mrs Danner, Mrs. Louise Dillard,
'
Isom Wilson, Lonnie Sanders
the club treasurer: Mrs. Alma
George Savage, Curtis Lyons,
Mrs. Louise Jackson, Miss Addiel
Williams. Boyd Alexander. Mrs.1
J. M. Neely, Mrs. Addle Pearl
Dailey, Dan Patton, Newt Thome.'
son, Chastine Thompson, Mrs. Ad -
nut Grove Road. Mr. Benson in elle Woods, Mrs. Patricia Taylor,meeting on the third SundayDr. and Mrs. Leland Atkine have turn requested that the radio be, Miss Dorothy Ewell, Mr a n dafternoon of each month at thehad as their housekuests at their Among e early arrivals were
Prizes went to Pauline, Ann !fall new ranch home of South Parkway YWCA, and invites all beauticians 
presented to his charming wife. Mrs. Hickman Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Marguerite Cox, Miss Birdie
and Helen Sawyer (who we hear' Dr. and Mrs. W. English Wright., who are not members to join the An outstanding bit of humor was Mrs. Lawrence Smith, Mrs Sad- Mrs. nottie Spencer, Mrs.
organization. the presentation of an expert golf- ie Miller, Miss Bettye T.ewellyn,looked real many in helve jer-1 and their son of Red Banks, New' en certifcate to club president James Brown, Robert Willis and Ada B• SPraggins• Mrs. Celiasey and satin.) Each guest chose Jersey. Many informal gatherings  Robert Wright by the club. Anoth- many others. Chaplin, Mrs. Lois Hargraves, Miss
a prize from a mound of gifts, were held during their stay.
Middy Returns 
 Verna Meekins, Mrs. Mabel
one for each. Temple White was Other recent visitors were Mar-
garet Bell and Eloise Tubbs of 
mBraoywens12:e, and Mrs. Savannah
Chicago, who were wined and To Fashion's Other guests were Mrs. Doloresdined by many friends, including W. Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Hay-
Margaret's sister, Maridelle Reid. wood Betts, jr., and son; Mrs. Sal-
and Ezelle and Hanibal Parks and Favorites lie Thomas, Mrs. Dimple Levison,Thelma Morrow. Walter Martin, and Mn. and Mrs.
Local graduate Deltas are pre-1 Ship ahoy! MaShall Jones,
paring for their closed Founders With a freshness that surprises Mrs. Mattie Lee Murphy, t h e
Day banquet to he held at the you, the nautical them in fashion 
given yMrs.b Maud Hatcher ford Also on hand to help surprise
Mn. Hatcher were Mrs. Estella mother of Mrs. Somerville; her Don't fret over a broken glassUniversal Lounge this Saturday. recalls the young appeal of the 
her husband, John, at their home it
Morgan Mrs Annie Holmes Tom. sister, Miss Clarice Murphy, of St. On a coffee table top..RelaceAnd just to prove that time , • 
- • at 839 Hamilton St., on last Thurs- . • . ' . Louis, Mo., along with her mother. with a panel of woodgrain or mar-
. middy and the sailor collar. St. mie Wade, Miss Versie Bailey ble pattern Marlite to give the
Also present was Ben Me-
Lemore, who was not present
when the picture was made.
Mrs. Estelle King, Milli,
Mrs. Earl Brake and
Bell McLemore were le
to be present. (Witters Pho-
to.)
Guild Picks
rs. Earline Somerville 2Women To
lian, Miss Yvonne Hawkins. Mrs
Delores Callian, Mrs. Cloteal 
ekleford, •Shepherd,
Miss Lynn Marie Howell, Miss Lil-
lian Walton, and Miss Charlean
Walton.
Gifts were received also from
Mrs. Callie Harmon, Mrs. Nani-
lee Banks, Mrs. Maggie Jordan,
Miss , . • Grace Hor-
ner, Mrs. Debra Thompson, Miss
Cornelia Sanders, Mrs. Carlee
Bodye Clara Harris, and Mrs.
Elizabeth Durham.
Mr. Somerville made pictures
during the happy occasion.
Fashion Tea
Mona Lisa Club
The Mona Lisa club of Mem-
phis met at the home of Mrs.
Emma Ballard, of 1098 Spring-
dale St., last Wednesday night to
elect its 1958 officers.
The officers are Mrs. Emma Ba
lard, president; Mrs. Roberta
Thomas, vice president; Mrs. Mol-
lie Roach, secretary; Miss Tillie
Segrest, assistant secretary, Mrs.
Lorine Bragg, treasurer; a n d
Mrs. Ola Mae Johnson, record-
ing secretary and treasurer.
Mrs. Johnson is also the report-
er for the club.
ret) Rivers, the new president,
presided. Among members pres-
ent were Mrs. Arthur Horne,
Mrs. Theron Northcross, Mrs,
Gerald Howell, Mrs. Alex Dumas,
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr., Mrs. H.
T. Lockard, Mrs. L. F. Briscoe,
Mrs. George Clark, Mrs. Russell
Sugarmon, Mrs. B. T. Johnson 
member of the executive board
of the National Beauty Culturist
does 
Louis designers use both detailsof Memphis is surprised to know
to create young fashions thatthat Johnny Arnold's new account
a timeless freshness.is that of Mateo Theatres, Inc..
which Include approximately 159 Many this season adapt the plea-
ted skirt because of its ability totheatres in the circuit . . . and1
as of now, the Mateo, at Main and hold its pleats thanks to dacron
and orlon, blended with cotton orBeale has now opened the first
balcony to Negroes. Complete re• wool, under an overblouse corn-
furnishing and redecorations in- plete with sailor collar and tie.,
elude new carpeting, a lovely Others in cotton-knit top the
ladies Powder Room, efficient elastic-waisted dress with a sail-
maid service, and courteous per. or's diekie. The nautical colors,
too, are favored in costumes and
accessories.
sonnet.
Angel City
Leaguers
Plan Ball
LOS ANGELES — Nine commit-
tees have been named to work
with Brian G. Manion, general
chairman of the Urban League's
fourth annual International ball
Feb. 7 at the Beverly Hilton hotel.
The gala benefit, with Superior
Judge David Williams and bust-
neseman Leon Schwab as honorary
co-chairman, is expected to at-
tract more than 1,000 pateons from
places as far away as Denver,
Colo., and Seattle, Wash
The international organization
committee members are Silas
Jean Laugharn, Henry Lope and
Miss Pegga Hawkins and they are
headed by Miss Marjorie Green
and Dan Schrier, Mrs. Marylynn
J. Holder heads the guest list,
committee which is composed of '
Misses Betty Vaughn, Eleanor
Garst and Helen Garrot.
The last group meeting was held
Wednesday at the Beverly Hills
home of Schwab, when ticket sales
members Misses Antoinette Atkin-
son, Kathryn Sims and Dnisilla
Johnson reported an all time high
in pre-ball sales. Assisting this
group are Duane Vest. Larry Sper-
ber, Mrs. John Kelly and Miss
Lillie Mae Thomas
Other committee chairmen a r
Robert Walters, Jerry Pacht and
Calvin Jackson entertainment;
and Arthur Brooks and Miss Ilea
en Garrott, speakers and volum
teems.
TALLAHASSEE — Second se.
mester registration starts Monday,
Feb. 3 and continues through
Feb. 5 at Florida AS,S1 univer-
sity All students reeister during
this period. 1denday Feb 10 will
be last day to register with a full
load
Words of the Wise
Do not attempt to do a
thing unless you are sure of
yourself; but do not relin-
quish it simply because some-
one else is not sure of you.
—(Stewart E. White)
The Fuller Park Golf course er highlight was the presentation
clubhouse located at 1400 Pavilion of the "Guess Box" to Mrs Ethel
Road., was aglow with fun and
festivities recently when the Sam
Qualls Golf club held an indoor
carnival.
The beautiful clubhouse was gai-
ly decorated in carnival colors and
some of the activities were: A
Fishing Pond, presided over by
club member, Dons ChB: A Don-
key Game, efficiently supervised
by club reporter Maridelle Lew-
ellyn; while club chaplain Paul
Jones was bush' circulating among
the guests with a "Guess Box."
All this activity took place amid
the sweet aroma of burning in-
cense, the fortune teller who was
busy telling of the past, present
and future — none other than "Ma-
dame Jay," the role well played
by club secretary Edna Jones,
EXCITING MOMENTS
One of the most exciting mo-
ments of the evening was the
awarding of the doer prize by club
president Robert Wright. It was
a lovely table model clock radio;
and the lucky recipient was Hen-
ry Benson, who lives at t4795 WP!
Mrs.Maude Hatcher Gives
Husband Surprise Party
A surprise birthday party was Mrs. Marjorie Stephens.
day. Jan. 16, and many of the,
couple's friends were on hand to
join in celebrating the event.
After most of the guests had
arrived the cake was placed on a
table, and the guests began sing-
ing the birthday song. Mr. Ilatch-
er registered genuine surprise, but
seemed pleased at what had been
planned for him.
The dining room was decorated ,
beautifully, and a buffet style din-1
Os was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Bowling,
George Clift, Charles Jcnes,
Ferre Harris, Ernest C. Withers,
George Washington, Frank Dean,
Miss Velma Cochran, Mr. a d
Mrs. Robert Mebane, Ben Wooten,
W. W. Walker, Miss Mary Beale,
and Mrs. T. C. Jackson. Mn, and
Tiles, Jesse NV. Brown, of Alex-
andria. La., were also present.
The guests were Mr. and Mrs.' 
Mrs.V.M.Brown
Howard Scott, Mrs. Sally Boyd.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hatcher, Mrs. Entertains Club
Rosa Mae Bobo, Mrs. Lucille Grif-
fin, Mrs. Reanna Smith, Mr. and
Mrs Elias Ward, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Corbett, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Dixon, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Ir-
vin, Miss Josephine Griffin, Miss
Haraiet Small, Miss Evinces Set-
tles, Miss Clara Etta Cash, and
A BIG SURPRISE was given
to John Hatcher last Thurs.
evening when guests who
had been invited by Mrs. Hat-
cher to their home on Orange
Mound started singing the birth
day greeting song. A buffet
style dinner was served to the
man‘, friends who helped him
celebrate. (Photo be Withers.)
SCHOOL GROWTH
Ankara -- More than 1,500 new
primary schools are under con-
struction now in various parts of
modern 'r urkey
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The VIP Bridge club held its
first meeting of the year at the
home of Mrs. Vivian M. Brown
last Friday to install its new of-
ficers for 1958. Miss Faye Gen-
try is the new president.
The revision of the club's by-
laws and the acceptance of Miss
Valtine Greene as a new member
in the organization were the high-
lights of the meeting.
Miss Gentry conducted a very
lovely meeting and outlined the
activities in which the club will
participate in 1958. After the busi-
ness session, a tasty menu was
served in buffet style by the hos-
tess.
To complete the evening, sev-
eral hands of bridge were played
and prizes were awarded the win-
ners by Mrs. Brown, who receiv-
ed and entertained her guests in
a royal blue velvet sheath.
LEGION GROUPS
Indianapolis — World war 11
veterans outnumber World war I
in the American Legion 2 to 1.
Mrs. Somerville along with
James C. Somerville, the father-
to-be, greeted the many guests
who arrived with lovely gifts for
the little one on the way.
Mrs. Earline Somerville was
honored with a baby shower re-
cently by Miss Julia M. Scott and
Mrs. Vera A. Howell, two of her
former co-workers at the Kansas
St., School.
The shower was given at the
Somerville home at 3385 Roches-
ter road.
The table was overlaid with a
yellow Irish linen and lace table-
cloth, a center piece of poinsettia
and pine leaves, red candles in
crystal candelabra, and crystal
punch bowl and cups. Assorted
napkins adorned the table also. A
very delicious repast of frappe,
Christmas cookies, nuts, and can-
d'es were served
in-law, Mrs. Frances Somerville,
were also on hand to greet the
guests.
Also present were Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Fleming, Miss Gloria Cal-
table a distinctive appearance. At-
tach the predecorated hardboard
panel to the coffee table with con-1
tact cement.
HeadForuni
LOS ANGELES — Two prom
Wiley.
community workers has
been appointed to serve as c(
Guild's annual public forum, Itle
dames Irene Ilarris and Wand
chairmen of the Urban Leann
Scheduled for Sunday, Jan. I
at the Westside Jewish Comm
nity center the annual film wi
have as its topic 'Prep'', fe
Tomorrow Today."
Another announcement from th
League revealed that Mrs. Ella I<
Mays has been appointed genera
chairman of the 1958 membershi
drive which 'kicks off' during th
Jan. 19 observance of "U r b a
League Sunday," and ends Feb
28.
Mrs. Mays, prominent in refigi
ous and civic work, is also
member of the League's board a
directors. Wesley Brazier is exe
cutive director of the Los Angele
League and Mrs. George A. Bean
era, jr., president of the Leagu.
Guild.
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RICELAND
RICE cooks
perfectly
every time .
FLUFFY
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSFA)
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every 111 ,1
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
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For Big Alumni Day
Every!hing is buzzing around
LeMoyne college in preparation
for Alumni Day, which will be ob-
served this year on Sunday, Feb.
9, beginning at 5:00 p.m., when
1111161vd s of loyal alumni and friends
are expected to pack Bruce Hall
for what promises to be an 
be present, and gifts
eve-
of relaxation. Talented per-
rs will
w be made by alumni to the
College.
The return of Dr. Hollis F.
Price, president of the college,
will make the occasion one of
happiness for all LeMoynites, be.
cause he is expected to climax
the program by telling of his re-
rent experiences in Monrovia, Li-
beria. The theme for the occasion
will be -A Greater LeMoyne."
The publicity committee has
been formed to reach all parts
of the city, and the members are
Mesda,mes Myrtle Fisher, Cooper
Taylor, Lessye Sugarmon, Nellie j
Tate, Miss Ruth Clower, James I
Cowan, Matthew Gray, and Mrs.
Charles P. Roland, chairman.
GROUP MEMBERS
The members of the registra-
tion committee are Mrs. Letitia
Poston, Mrs. Rubye Spight, B. T.
Lewis, jr., F. Garner, and Miss
Juanita Williamson, chairtran.
Miss Merl Perkins, and Mrs.
Myrtle Fither are the members
of the program committee.
On the reception committee are
Mrs. Ann Hall, chairman; Misses
Shirley Westbrooks, Peggy Har-
ris, Matilda Hall, Margaret John-
son, Dorothy Ewell and Ardenia
Watson. Mrs. Welmein Lockard
is chairman of the ushers.
Mrs. Clara Simpson is general
chairman for the program spon-
sored by the Lealoyne Alumni As-
sociation, and Mrs. Rosa Murrell,
co-chairman.
The public is invited and urged
to attend.
Frozen Shrimps Make
electable New Dish
Froten shrimps are used in the blvd., Chicago, Illinois, for a free
THE LITTLE CLUB — Mem-
bers of the Little (lob formed
this lively bevy at their recent
formal dance. Standing, left
to right are Mesdames Lorene
MeCollins, Cloteal Shackelford,
Benny Fay Gardner, S'elma
Rurlison, Margaret Thompson,
Cariee Bodye. Sally Thomas,
'Word To Wives' Top
Feature On WKNO-TV
ation of a taste-tempting copy of its "Best Fifh and Sea ,prepar
main dish called Shrimp Portu- I Food Recipes." 
'A Word To The Wives," is the
'
guese, The directions, from the In this handy size, well illus-
title of the new program for home-
booklet, "Best Fish and Sea Food trated pamphlet are 26 highly
makers started Jan. 17 on WKNO-I
Recipes," are below.
SHRIMP PORTUGUESE
2 packages (A ounces each)
Booth's Shrimp peeled and
Deveined
1-3 cup butter or margarine
1-2 teaspoon salt
I small clove garlic, minced
Dash pepper
1-3 cap minced parsley
Thaw raw shrimp. Wash
dry with paper towels.
Melt butter in a skillet over
medium heat. Add salt and garlic
and cook until golden brown. Add
shrimp: cook just until underside
turns pink. Turn and cook until that the holidays are over. e eses speke will
pink on the other side. about 10 They are a speedy way of get-
Th Win. Gut a rs
tes in all. Add pepper. ad. ling hot, nourishing food on the be authorities on a variety of sub-
al salt if desired, and pars- table when you have only enough jects ranging from flower arrang-
1. Cook 1 minute longer. Makes energy to throw together a pick. ing to dental care.
about 4 to 6 servings for a main up meal. Mrs. Lamond received her home
course. Or, use as a hot appetizer If you use quick-cooking meats, economic training at Delta State
for a crowd and serve on wooden canned or cooked vegetables and college, where she graduated with
picks, canned or fresh fruits, all can a B. S. degree in 1948, after hold-
If you're interested in the prep-
aration of frozen fish and sea
food, write to the Booth Fisher-
ies Corporation, 309 W. Jackson
TV Ch1 0
Harrel Johnson and Annie Jean
Steinberg. Seated, left to right:
Minnie Anderson and Velma
Johnson.
SWEET SIXTEEN — A "Sweet
Sixteen" birthday party was
given in honor of Miss Geor-
gette McKinney at Currie's
Club Tropicana, Friday. Jan-
uary 17, by Miss McKinney's
parents, and Mr. and Mrs.
Matthew McKinney. Miss Mc•
Kinney is seen at center fore-
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
Sat., Jan. 15, 1958
ground. surrounded by her
friends, many of whom attend
Manassas High school with
her. (Withers Photo.)
Lush, Plush Look Returns To
Top Furniture Fashion Elegance
Furniture during 1957 turned to in wallpapered rooms the 01w scale. somewhat crow d al grin!i
the Renaissance for a return to wall papeder, three walls paint- was matched by the curtains and
elegance. ed style was still popular, but the bed spread, or by the upholstery
The lush, plush look proposed papers used tended toward soft oil chair or couch.
by New York interior decorators murals or classic scenes, rather Texture remained an important
made the most of the finest fah- ' than abstract, modern designs. decorating word, whether y o ii
New officers elected w e r e: 
—The 30-minute series appearing BEST BUYS Marble or plastic floor cover-1 was further roof that the decor- floor coverings or wall coverings
ries and materials. The comeback of chandeliers were talking about upholstery.imaginative ways to prepare and • • ien. 
serve frozen fish and sea food
i
products. Included are sauces and at 8:30 on Friday evenings will Mrs. McCain, holds a B. S. de- ings that looked like marble — atom s mean business — 
and think Often rooms were bare of actual
President, Mrs. Cloteal Shackel-
soups, as well as entrees, deal with many of the problem ford; vice president, Mrs Juanitas gree from George Peabody college, 
were highest style for underfoot, they can get business — by turn- prints, but made up for it by
of the modern homemaker and Nashville, and taught school n
, . imaginable, were top fashion for ing "old fashioned." The n e w displaying a variety of textures
their solutions, Special zm Lewis, secretary, Mrs./ e I in a''- - - -phasis Fayette County before joining the  Marble tables, in every shape chandeliers aren't as fancy or or- and weaves for a "three-dimem
will be given to nutrition educa- Agricultural Extension Service in Johnson; treasurer, Mrs. Merger- living rooms and bedrooms. 
et Thompson; business manager, 
One 1 nate as real antiques, but they sional'' look in home decor,
lion and marketing. Featured per-, Madison County, Jackson, Tenn. decorator went so far as to sus- ' show fine glass and crystal. TheyCarlee Bodye; and report- 
of the show will be Mrs. Later she became home demon- Mrs. nd a marble table from the have another advantage over the
Cora Lanaond, who will be hostess stration agent and served in this 
or, Mrs. Annie Jean Steinberg.
Pe  'n a model dining room for 1 period pieces — they are design-
of the series, interviewing guests capacity for five years before 
Members, Mesdames Juanita Le- c iling
 i
wis, Margaret Thompson a n d a new way of 
treating an old ma- I cd to give better light.
and introducing Mrs. Viola Mc- coming to Memphis in 1954. On •'A The psychology behind this soft.Cloteal Shackelford, and guests, teria •Cain, agent in consumer informa., Word To The Wives" she will dis- Velvet was another • potlighted en
 
mood is simple — decorators
cultural extension Service of the give market bulletins.
tion and marketing with the Agri-1 cuss the best buys of the week and
men Johnson, were all elated over material, picked not only for its feel womenare tired of rooms
Mesdames Mavis Scruggs and El-
their prizes — all of which were .soft luxurious feel, but also forUniversity of Tennessee, who will The first program of this series. 
appear regularly on "A Word To presented through a grant-in-aid 
white cattierlthe "stained., a .Jeweled Buxton ac- al ,:s window" col-
Cessories ors in w ihich t can be found.
and
Elegant Furniture
Can Be Practical
By VIRGINIA KACHAN
a Fashionable furniture for 1958
Is more elegant than ever with
beautifully - grained, handrubbed anas or 
grapefruit halves for use
woods, marble, leather and polish- nither 
as garnishes or as dessert.e
pineapple slices, peaches
ed brass.
1 00.p is it practical? 
and apricots go with most meats
ry Zanck who designs con- and 
can he given pretty touches, nage of Miss Sylvia Eugenia Pink-
like a spoonful of jelly or raisins. m'
,eriors across the country, con. 
y to 2nd Lt. Hasker B. Samuel,( orary furniture for swank in- Any cooked vegetable can be jr., of Winston-salem, N. C., at
slipped under the broiler or you the John C a I v i n Presbyterian
tends lhat it is.
In fact, he claims that the het- 
can broil fresh tomato halves, church here, with the bride's fa-
tiny of the latest furniture — in. 
onion slices or mushrooms along- ther, Rev. H. R. Pinkney officia-
cludine his own — ie "geared to 
side the meat, ting.
C minimum of upkeep in clay-to. The bride was radiant in a floor-
day living." Wares Glitter length model of white chantilly"No woman needs to turn into lace and nylon tulle over match-.
a household drudge to keep these ing bridal satin. A sabrina neck-
styles 
insisted Zanck. who broidered in seed pearls and irides.
Like JewelsMyl from looking battered or line graced by lace scallops m-
ole° serveS as a censultant for A 1958 Housewares glitter like a cent sequins accentuated t h a
new skvecraper apartment heild- molded figurine bodice of the held.
files of Chicago's lake front.
Broiler Neal
Are Speedy,
Nourishing
By VIRGINIA KACH1N
Broiler meals can give you a
breather from the kitchen now
be broiled in the time it takes to
toss a salad and set out the
ing the Geoch Scholarship f o r
three years. She is presently corn-
knives, forks and plates. pleting work on her Master's de-
In selecting meats for the broil- gree in education at Memphis
er, says food expert Charlotte State university. She is married
Dunn of the University of Wis-
by the Memphis Dairy Council, in-
troduced Mrs. La mond and Mrs.
McCain who gave a preview of
future progranis.
TYPICAL FAMILY
On January 24, Cora Lainond
will discuss the planning, prepare-
tion,eerving and cleaning-up nec-
essary in the getting of a typical
family meal. Good management
procedures will he stressed with
attention to planning ahead.
Special guests will be Mayor
that shriek at them with harsh
colors and straight-lined austerity.
Instead they want f I a It ering
The February meeting win be And those "stained glass" col- rooins in colors that play up a
held at the home of Mrs. Sally ors were to he found ill every
Thomas on Rochester Road decorator's settings. Beautiful
Edmund Orgill, Commissioner Dw-
yer, Mr. Reese Helmer, Adminis•
trative Assistant of the Bureau of
Census, and Mr. Howard G. Brunt-
man, Chief of Pupulation Divis-
ion, Bureau of Census in Wash
-I
ington, D. C., discussing the re-
sponsibility of citizens to cooper;
ate in the taking of the census.
Miss Sylvia E. Pinkney Bride Of
;sEn gib
!very
Ty!
cumin, choose steaks, hamburger.
sausage, liver, ham or bacon.
Fish and chicken also broil
tastily.
In the fresh fruit department,
you can broil apple rings, ba-
woman's costume jewelry.
Sequins gleam on bread boxes.
Fit a pleasing overall appear- 
Carpet sweepers are covered with
ence in a bathroom decorated with 
black velvet and decorated with
Marite plastic finished naneline on 
multi-colored rhinestones and gold
the walls, cover built-in cabinets braid.
with this same material. The pre- Metal waste 
baskets are gilded
decorated hardboard is mounted and decked out with 
fake pearls.
to cabinet surface with contact sequins and rhinestones.
cement. The paneling can he used Midas touches appeared on ev.
a itself, withosit any backing, for erything from can openers to
small sliding doors. Marlite is portable barbecue grills at the 28th
' able at lumber yards in plain show of the national housewares
t. woodgrains and marble manufacturers association in Chi-
A THREE-WAY SEARCH —
The ( ostume Committee of the
J U•G's Inc., thumbed through
fashion magazines in a search
lot rUSI0111f, for the 111i's
a...4h animal J'ai.Lealais (Aar.
Crush.
proof
Flip-op•4
box or
P"k•
Lt. H. B. Samuel Of U. S. Army
NASHVILLE — One of the most
brilliant social affairs of the re-
cent holiday season was the mar-
al gown. It had long fitted sleeves
which pc:dated over the bride's
wrists, and a very full skirt of
lace with alternating tiers or ruf-
fle and tulle in the back. A short
bridal veil of white tulle and white
satin shoes completed her wed-
ding styling. An orchid atop a
white leather Bible further com-
plemented her bridal decor
The bridesmaids ere miss
Martha Ann Avery, of Greensbo-
ro, N. C., who served as maid
cago. of honor; Miss Nettie Perry, of
ity Ball, scheduled for next
month. Their Charity Rail is
one of the city's top social
'sents and attracts national at•
tendon. Left to right are Mrs
Jeitiate (Gloria) Weasel'. Was
Marie Bradford, and Mrs. Har-
ry Thompson. Other commit-
tees of the organization are
busy working on their phase
of. the gala *veal.
to John F. Lamond, Jr., manage-
ment analyst at Mallory Air Force
Depot, and is the mother of three
Newport News, Va.; Miss Rose
Narissa Lewis, of Nashville, and
Misses Carolyn Rhodes and Cyn-
thia Green, of Memphis.
LOVELI' ATTIRE
They wore neon red velveteen
dresses with deep necklines, cap
sleeves and ',infant skirts. The
bridesmaids wore matching neon
red satin shoes and carried bou-
quets of poinsettias and holly.
Flower girls were Clara Duff
and Vanessa King, both of Nash-
ville, who wore white taffeta dress-
es with full skirts and white shoes,
and carried baskets filled with
holly.
The mother of the bride, Mrs.
H. R. Pinkney, was attiried in an
after five model of aqua peau de
soie witih a bodice of aqua chan-
tilly lace, with a full skirt and a
matching hat of velvet leaves
studded with seed pearls, compli-
mented by a seed pearl bag and
white gloves.
Mrs. Haskr B. Sainul, Sr.. th
fly model of delf blue alencon
lace over shell pink taffeta. She
wore delf blue shoes and a shell
pink hat and carried gloves and
Little Club
Holds Meeting
Club Plans
Members of the Little Club ga-
thered at Tony's Inn for their Jan-
uary meeting with Mrs. Annie
Jean Steinberg as hostess
bag matching the hat.
MEMPHIAN AN USHER
The ushers were Leroy Duff and
Church Watkins, of Nashville; Le-
wis H. Twigg. of Memphis; and
Wilbert, Samuel, brother of the
groom, of Winston Salem. Virgil
Simpson, of Winston Salem, was
Lt. Samuel's best man.
The bride's grandfather, Burrell
Creecy, of Vemphis, escorted her
to the altar, and Rev. Robert
Webster. pastor of John Calvin
Presbyterian church, assisted in
the ceremony.
Nuptial music was given by
Mrs. Olivia Jones. soloist, of Nash-
ville. and Mrs. Alice Wright, of
Savannah, Georgia, the pianist. A
reception for the bridal party was
given at Hadley Park Center im-
mediately following the wedding.
The bride is a graduate of Pearl
High school here, a former stu-
dent at Fisk university, and a sen-
ior at Hampton Institute, where
she is majoring in mathematics.
Lt. Samuel is a graduate of Hamp-
ton, a member of Omega Psi Phi,
,and is currently on duty with the
U. S. Army.
THIS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR
QUICK CASH
A. T. "Zannie" Jones
$5000 to $50000
Quickly — Conveniently — Confidentially
on
Signature — Furniture — Automobile
Come In Or Cal
HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088 — 317 BEALE
wornan's complexion and femini-
nity
reds, blues, greens, shades it gold "Busy rooms are becoming
and yellow were most popular in more popular, as opposed to the
soft, glowing colors, modern, uncluttered trend which
Much decorating use was put as few pieces of furniture a,
made of paintings and prints of possible into a rooin,
old masters, leaving little bare Provincial prints wallpapered
wall and lots of decor. the troom, and the same small
Hyde Park PTA Will
Show 'Flight To Mars'
With all of the Sputniks and roc-
kets being let loose lately, "A
Flight to Mars," a picture being
sponsored by the Hyde Park PTA
should attract considerable inter-
on Tuesday evening, Jan. 28, at
7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Marguerite Blanchard pres
ident of the organization repre-
senting the largest g r a in m a r
school in the city, said that the
funds raised will be used to help
establish a library at the school,
and that the Memphis Public Li-
brary has agreed to assist them
in the project.
In order to get the library, Mrs.
Blanchard said, the school wt ii
have to provide a certain portion
of the money, and she is aslding
Among the out-of-town guests
were Hasker B. Samuel, sr., the
father of the groom, and his sis-
ter. Miss Lavern Samuel.
the members of the community to
assist them in getting it.
With all the interest in space
travel, she said that viewers of
the picture would have an oppor-
tunity to find out more about other
planets in the universe.
Putting away your holiday can-
dles? You can keep then, front
bonding while they're in storage
by coating thorn with alcohol-thin-
mid shellac.
Light One!
Discover—
Viceroy
Gives You
More Of
What You
Change To
a Filter For
More filters? Yes—more than 20.000 filter
; traps in every tip. Thousands and thousands
' more than any other leading cigarette.
More taste? You'll never know haw much
:more 'til you light a Viceroy. The greatest
Itobacco. The greatest filter. That's all!
If you hmven't discovered Viceroy, buy ei
carton today(
VICE
%her
!Ism"
,111 1 OIL • ',Ullmann
Don't trust
to luck—
or vinegar
use 4
"Lysor stops odor?
Kills odor germs on contact!
Science tells you vinegar
douches can't do the job
the way that "Lysol" can!
"Lysol" really cleans you
inside. Stops odor at its
source. Kills the very
germs that cause odor.
Keeps you nice inside.
Use it regularly. "Lysol"
brand disinfectant is mild.
It can't hurt you.
Try it. Look for
the new bottle.
Free' Booklet on
douching. Write to
"Lysol," Lincoln,
Ill., Box N-361.
tIO, • r,11 •NODUCT
VICEROV
ilterc`i, I
cesimwt.r.-4a I
DEFENDER
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Jackie, 2 Others Elected To NAACP Board
Alfred Baker
New Treasurer
NEW YORK — There new; professor at Smith college who
members were elected to the! has been a Board member since
NAACP Board of Directors while 1934; the Rev. James M. Hinton,
15 other members were re-elected. Columbia, S. C., buainessman,
The new Board members are President of the South Carolina
Jackie Robinson, the former base- State NAACP, Board member
ball player; C. R. Darden of Me- since 1952:
Dr. H. Claude Hudson, Los Ange-
les, dentist, bank president, Board
members since 1952: George K.
Hunton, New York, executive sec-
retary of the Catholic Interracial
Council which he founded, editor
of Interracial Review, Board
elected Association treasurer. re. member since 1955• Mrs. Daisy
placing Dr. Allan Knight Chalmers Lampkin, Pittsburgh, vice presl-
of Boston, who resigned. Arthur dent of the Pittsburgh Courier,
member of the NAACP's branch
budget and life membership com-
mittees, Board member since
1919;
Loren Miller, Los Angeles, at-
torney, publisher of the California
Eagle, member of the NAACP
national legal committee, Board
member since 1956; Carl Murphy,
Baltimore, president of Afro-
American Newspapers, Board
member since 1931; Walter Reuth-
er, Detroit, vice president of the
AFL-CIO, president of the United
Automobile Workers, Board mem-
ridian, Miss., an NAACP officer
in Mississippi, and W. Robert
Ming of Chicago, a member of
the Association's national legal
committee.
Alfred Baker Lewis of Green-
wich, Conn., a businessman, was
B Spingarn of New York, an
attorney, was re-elected NAACP
president, and Roy Wilkins was
re-elected executive secretary.
Twenty-one vice presidents were
re-elected and, in addition, M. T.
Blanton of Chicago, a retired busi-
nessman, was elected a vice presi-
dent to replace Eric Johnson.
The Boaord chairman and vice
chairman and the assistant treas-
urer all were re-elected. They
tre,respectively, Dr. Charming H.
Tobias of New York; Dr. Robert
C. Weaver of New York, and the
lion. Theodore Spaulding of Phila-
••••■••11•16. 
ber since 1949 Arthur B Spin- BEAUTIFUL GIRLS get to- ladies from Prairie View eel-'
delphia. garn, New York, president of the gether with beautiful cars is lege and Texas Southern uni•
Two of the new Board members NAACP. attorney, Beard member this photo. Posing with 1958 versity. The coeds partici-
Ming, is an attorney. Robinson. a Bishop Stephen G. Spottswood, 
model autos are .;everal young pated in the parade and halt-
, _ .
are businessmen while the third, since 1915;
O'Nuts Corporation, served during NAACP national church commit. Minnesota Indiana Illinois 'Cites Need Of
vice president of the Chock Full Washington. D. C.. member of the
1957 as national chairman of the tee and Board member since 1955: .,----.
Association's fund-raising corn- Dr. Charming H. Tobias, New 
 
 
 PERU 
• —
I New Lookpaign. Darden is a businessman York, Board chairman since 1953 MINNEAPOLIS & ST. PAUL
time activities during the re-
cent Prairie View Rowl game
with Texas Southern. Needless
to say, they received just as
'much attention as did the op-
posing players during the reg-
ular ball game.
FREEPORT
who has been active in the NAACP and Board member since 1943: By BETH WHITE By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, JR. •
'y is president of the Mississippi Stokes Fund and Dr. U. S. Wig- services on scheduled time Sunday Mrs. John Brumfield. Sr., has 
in Building'or the past 14 years. He current- retired director of the Phelps. The Rev. Denzil A. Carty, rec- Rev. James Dupes conducted
tor of St. Phillips Episcopal
..itate NAACP. gins, Camden, N. J., physician, church. was one of three men at Mt. Herman Baptist church.
Of the 15 persons re-elected to president of the Camden branch, giving their views of what would Miss Joan Crawford, a student
;he Board, two have served as Board member since 1949 be accomplished if the proposed at Ball State Teachers college
:nembers only since last Septem- BOARD ELECTIONS ANNUAL , Minneapolis ordinance outlawing and the Ball Memorial hospital of
ier, rather than for the customary One-third of the 48-member discrimination against minority Muncie, Indiana spent the holl-
:hree-year term to which members Board of Directors is elected each.crimination against minority days in Peru
are elected. They are: Mrs. L. year. As required by the NAACP'groups was passed, at the MM- Buddy Joe Penn, a student of
C. Bates of Little Rock, Ark,, constitution, ballots for the Board' neapolis section of the National Purdue University spent Christina.
lubllsher of the Arkansas State election are sent to all local Council of Jewish Women in Tem- in Peru.
?ress and president of the Arkan- NAACP branches. Ballots were pie Israel, Jan. 13. Atty. Douglas i George Jackson, son of Rev, and
';as State NAACP, and Max Del- counted and the results announcm0all' represented his former law 1.lilrs. R. W. Jackson spent Christ-
of New York, attorney, cow- at the Association's annual meet-ipartner, Judge L. Howard Ben- mas in Peru. Fie Is located at the
lel lit the United States for e 'nett, who was unable to be 
pres.,
th Marine base In Memphis, Tenn.
enL Mr. HIP stated that the le-
gal approach is valid in aiding the
problems of minorities. Mr. Sam-
inson and Ming to fill unexpired uel Schemer, executive director
Board terms. Robinson was chos- of the Council, related that three
en to till the unexpired term of Of the 11141-nher 
groups have en-
Mrs. Lillian A. Alexander of New 
dorsed the ordinance. The elo-
York, who died. This term ex. 
quent and brilliant talk given by
.
Arkansas thony ave., met with the 1958
Mothers' March of the Ramsey
! Mr. W. A. Jones of Flint, Mich 
County March of Dimes chairman,BATESVILLE
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS spent the holidays visiting his 
Mrs. Herbert Johnson, for a dis-
Miss Royce Juno Earls of Little 
paraircienottsh'erM;ellat:arastidDfar7e;i1cres'cussion on procedures. Mrs. Jones
is chairman in her ward. The
Rock spent th, weekend with her Mrs Josephine Huggins, ShresVe-Inother, Mrs. Stellese Watkins. port, i.,,,., arrived in the city lastMrs. Melvin Hawkins and Miss. week and spent several days withMagnolia Smith of Little Rock her cousin Mrs Bernice Burk NAACP elected the following of-
and the rest of the •family. s (leers at its last meeting: Mary
spent the wekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Smith. Rev. J. M. Watkins. Pastor of 
K. Murray, president; Adrienne
Lawrence Bans and W P. . i Bethel AME church, Warren; Mr. Coleman, vice president; CeceliaDooms have retunred from a trip and Mrs. Eddie Pat Jones: .Mrs.tc Kansas City with Mrs. Stella 
Starks, secretary and Donna
Trotter; Mrs. Jeanette Burns; 
Davis, treasurer.
Stone and Mrs. Caramel Smith. Mrs. Lillie Hadley; Mrs. ElizaDooms haveBnEYijjh Jone Johnson and Mrs. KennieMrs. Nora Shaver recently left Collins attended the union Minis-for Oklahoma to visit her son and terial Alliance held at the Shady
daughter-in.law, Mr. and Mrs. Grove AME Church in Wilmer,
Junior Shaver and twins. Ark., Sunday afternoon. Everyane Bank of St. Paul at the end of
Mrs. Florence NicAurn has gone I had an enjoyable time, the year. They were the bank's
to Neeleyville, Mo., to visit her Mr. and Mrs. Larry Burton of oldest workers in terms of age
daughter, Mrs. Lila Crosby. Los Angeles, spent the holidays and in length of servers, having
Mrs. Ezra Catherine and (laugh- here visiting relatives and friends. : 3 combined total of 82 years of
ter of LaCross shopped in Bates-1 News to sadden the hearts of work at the institution.
ville, Saturday. many was the death of Mr. Fred
Mr. and Mrs. 'rank Harper an- Wright, an old pioneer citizen of
pounced the birth of a daughter. Warren and Bradley county for
Mr. and Mrs. Brown announced many years. He passed away at
the birth of their daughter. his home last Saturdy night.
Mr. and Mrs. Naomi Harper Yohr society rolumnist wants
recently announced the birth of to thank the many friends who re-
their baby daughter. membered us with cards and
Mr. Genipher Watkins who has gifts. We do hope that all will be
been Ill at his home is improving, well and each of you have a pros-
Mr. Billy Brown is resting in a perous New Year.
home. R. W. Green, nephew of Mrs
Mrs. Ruth Kitche nof Little Alberta York, spent the holidays 
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs
Rovk visited her mother, Sirs, in the city visiting relatives and Julian Carlton, and Dr. and 
Mrs.
Myrtle Jones over the wekend. friends. 
Robert Johnson and family of
Mrs. Dorothy Williams left for Rev. W. H. Dudley spent some 
Des Moines Iowa., were visitors
Los Angeles to visit relatives, time in the city and was guest in the 
CarIt'on's home. Mrs. John-
speaker at the Mt. Carmel Bap- son is a sister of Mrs. Carlton.
Mr. Pnd Mrs. Hansel Wilson
and family. of Shellaburg, Iowa.,
and Mrs. L. Taylor. are vising in the home of Mr.
The Missionary Society met Fri. program at the St. James AME and Mrs. Edward Cutchlow.
ing here.
Republic of Indonesia, the Union At the close of the annual meet- Mrs. Thomas Allen entertained
of Burma and the Virgin Islands ing, the Board held its regular Mr. and Mrs. Fred Artis on Christ-
Association. Both were originally monthly meeting and named Rob- M8S Day with a dinner. The din-lamed to fill unexpired terms. ner also honored the 81st birth-
OTHERS RE-ELECTED day of Mrs. Hawkensmith. Miss Geraldine Daniels of Ma-
Others re-elected to the Board Mrs. Louis Devlin! of Muncie, eternb spent a few days visiting with the public," said stone. 'The!
vere the following persons: Ind., Is spending the with his relatives in Jacksonville recently. person neat and well groomed al-
The Hon. Hubert T. Delany, daughter, Mrs. Alice Wilson of Mrs. Clarmissa Cooper of Ma- ways has the advantage In deal—
Father New York, attorney and former pires on Dec. 31, 1959. Mine fills y s - Peru. comb was notified Friday evening logs with others over a person
:udge who has been a Board mern• the unexpired term of Dr. Chalm-' Rev. R W Jackson conducted Of her father's death, Mr. Alonzo who pays no attention to his or
• - -,mented upon by the newspapers.
,ser since 1934; Dr. S. Ralph Her- era of Boston, who resigned. This Association, Mrs. Robert Jones, 
dsearviact.esw.,oyn Scheduled time Sun- E. Froniabarger, 1986 W. Burin her appearance.The Maxfield Parent-Teacher
ow, Northampton, Mass., retired term runs until Dec. 31, 1958. m'an AME church. St. ,Galesburg. Ill. "The same is true with a busi-
held its first meeting of the OM 
11:1r. William' Lenore jr.. Mr. Miss Laura J. Brooks is con-700 W. Centel ave., president,
White and Mrs. Mary Lenore were valescing at home. 
ness or industry. The business or
industry with a pleasant, eye-
year at the school, Jan. 13. recent Kokomo vistors. Miss Grace McGruder of Spring-
Mrs. Howard Jones 658 St. An- Mr. and Thomas and family were field visited relatives here Sun- manufacturing automatically gains
a big public relations advantage.
The good appearance of a build-
ing denotes the prestige and
character of that business or in-
dustry."
2Mortgages
Cause Big
Controversy
Mrs. Gertie Briggs of Missouri
recently visited in the home of
her sister and brother-in-law, Mr.
tist church. He reported that he
enjoyed his stay in the city.
The Jubilets rendered a musical
Willis M. Hamilton, 73, of 1530
Cumberland ave., known as
"Pocky" and William C. Blair,
82, of 829 Fuller ave., retired
as employees of the First National
Iowa
CEDAR RAPIDS
By G. H. MONTGOMERY
Mrs Nancy Reed. has returned
to her home in New York. After
visiting in the home of her (laugh-
day at Bethlehem Baptist church church, Sunday night which was Mrs. Mary Beecham, Miss., Lti-
with Mrs Flemming presiding. enjoyed by all. Rev. G. W. Smith retie Maioir and Mr. John Doolin. 
:was pastor. of Bloomington, were recentRev. F. S. Thomas. pastor.
I Mr. Andrew Clark of Newport Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Dudley visitors in the home of Mrs. Bee-
visited!, were lavishly entertained while inhere Sunday. cham's daughter and son-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. G. Waugh of Lit- the city in the home of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Crowder.
tie visited Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Waugh Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Jane Smith of Little
Rock is the guest of her daughter,
Mrs. Preston Doombe,
Mrs. Mabel Harris is ill at home.
• • •
WARRENin the home. and Mrs U.
By MRS. MATTIE M. BURNETT S. Colon, Wednesday afternoon 'and Mrs Rennie Collins attended
Mrs Lucille Sanders and daugh- with the president, Mrs. Eddie the District Planning Council at
ter of Los Angeles spent the
Chrietinas holidays with her par.
wits, Mr. and Mrs. Zack Burks
Of South East Warren.
• 1
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Mrs. Dan Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Arburtha of
Dermott, Ark., spent the yuletide Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Young left
with Mrs Arburtha's sister and the city last week with their child.. 
ren, Mr and Mrs. Oliver Thomashusband. Mr. and Mrs. Dan Jones.
They enjoyed every minute of of Tucson, Ariz., who spent the
their stay. ;holidays with them.
The Bethel Beacon Club met
1 Rev J. M. Watkins, pastor of
Bethel AME: Mrs. Lillie liadlev•
ge in i,itlte Rock.Colen presiding. After completion 1 They reported that the Council
of club business, the most greet. was very successful.
ous hostess served her members I Be sure to see Charles Alexan-i
and guests a tasty menu. der for your Defender,
CROSSLAND
Read the Chicago Defender —
Mothers' 'March will be th- clog- only 20c. M. L. Crosland your
hug event of the campaign. local agent and correspond.
The Youth Branch of the local 
ED/4A MaRIE, two years old,
was stricken by polio June st.
1957. She lid not hose three
shots of Salk polio canine, In
I9.5e. several thousand little
girls and boys, and adults.
will he crippled by polio on
less they are protected with
Sall. shots. March of Dimes
returned here after spending a
few days visiting her son in Gary
Ind. and daughter in Chicago and
other relatives in East Chicago,'
Indiana.
Mrs. Clara Hunter has returned
after attending the funeral of her
brother-in-law in Shreveport, La.
Mrs. Lena Stratton is home af-
ter spending several days in St.
Francis hospital. She is doing
fine.
On the sick list Is Mrs. Eugene
Turner.
• • •
MACOMB
By MINNIE CLARK
recent South Bend visitors, the day.
guest of relatives and friends.
Rev. R. W. Jackson attended the DIRT MOVING
funeral of Mrs .Sadas Hughes in Houston — More dirt has been
Kokomo last Monday. moved to bury pipelines, most of
which carry oil or its products,:
than all that required to build all
canals.existing
funds were used to develop
Salk vaccine and are used to
provide the hest available care
for polio patients without re-
fiord to age, race, creed or
color. March of Dimes cam-
paign runs through January
31.
The importance of creating a
"new look" in business and In-
dustrial building was emphasiz-
ed last week by W Clement Stone,
president of the Combined Insu-
rance Company of America, Chi-
cago and three other insurance
companies.
Stone cited a new modern head-
quarters of Combined American
in Dallas, Tex., which he also
heads, as a prime example of
what he considers to be three
major business factors in the con-
struction of a commercial build-
ing.
"First, a company must put its
best foot forward in its relations
Records Vital
In Requesting
Jobless Pay
COLUMBUS, Ohio — When filing
a claim for unemployment com-
pensation, be sure to bring your
employment record with you'
This was the advice handed out
today by James R. Tichenor, ad-
ministrator of the Ohio bureau of
unemployment compensation, who
warned that faulty or incomplete
listing of past employers might
well curtsil the amount of bent-
fits or delay the data of Payment
Tiobenor said that the Bureau
must write to each employer for
important wage and separation
data before a single move can be
made toward paying benefits.
"The addresses we need are the
payroll addresses — the point from
which pay checks are mailed out."
Tichenor said. "Since benefits are
based upon prior employment
and wages, the omission of one
employer. or the failure to obtain
his correct address. may make a
great difference in the amount of
benefits received by the claimant "
According to the BUC chief, the
most trouble is experienced with
construction workers, who tradi-
tionally work for several employ-
ers in the course of a year.
Double Duty For
Ghana Envoy
PARIS — (ANP) -- Ghana's
new ambassador to France, Asa-
fu-Adjaye. presented his creden-
tials to M Rene Coty. president
of France, laat week and has been
Boatwright
peared in concert at Central State
College. at Wil.
'berforce, O.: and
won a hearty re-
sponse from the
lar ge student
3ody,
One of the
greatest of living
artist, Hayes has
rought to t h
oncert stage a
iotality and art-
stry which en-
amel. He Is a
master of languages and inter-
pretation.
When long after most artist of
his generation, Hayes is still at a
peak beyond compare.
Josh White, the American bal-
lad singer who has won interna-
tional fame will be one of the
stars to appear at a folk song con-
cert, Jan. 31, at Orchestra Hall,
when Theodore Bikel. Jo Mapes
and Sam Gary, lend their talents
to the aid of the Kenwnod - Ellis
Community Center.
White and the other singers are
being sponsored by a large wom-
en's committee for the benefit of
a worthy cause.
The committee includes Mrs.
Thelma Sheridan, Mrs. Rosie
Simpson, Mrs. Oscar Brown, Jr.,
Mrs. Horace Banks, Mrs. Alice
Thompson. and Mrs. Elms Leigh.
MISS LOVE TO NEW YORK
Hortense Love, one of the coun-
try's leading concert singers, and
a Chicago musician whose study
has taken her from sea to sea,
Roland Hayes
HORTENSE LOVE
will appear in a recital in Mount
Olive Baptist church, New York
City, Thursday. Jan. 23, and will
have as her accompanist another
Chicagoan, John Austin Martin,
now in his third season with her.
Miss Love, is a graduate of
Northwestern Univereity; DePaul
university, and studied in Parte,
France, until she returned to New
York City where she also makes
her home for part of the year.
While in New York she studied
with Fritz Lehmann, the famous
coach and brother of the now.
retired opera and concert soprano,
Lotte Lehmann.
Like few of the great musical
duly au-credited, minds Miss Love has explored
In addition to his post as Am- which was clearly demonstrated
baaeador to France, ItarifirArliaye here some years ago when she
will serve as high commiatilnner gave a series of three unique and
in the United Kingdom in 'London educational recitals such as only
This it is felt will take. care truly great artists ere able to do.
of Ghana's interests adequately A hard working singer always
since it is probable Ambassador on the search for new items to
Asafu-Adjaye will spend most of enhance her gifts Miss Love, re-
his time in Great Britain. turns to New York where she has
Music and
Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE
McHenry Boatwright, baritone
of Boston made his debut at a re-
cital in Town Hail, Sunday, Jan.
12, before a large
and appreciative
audience.
Accompanied by
Paul Ulanowsky,
the singer won
hearty approval
and praise for
his singing.
Among his
program selec-
tions were arias
Irons "Radamis-
:0" by Handel;
"Un Ballo" by Verdi; and the con buyers into t h • conventional
cert aria from Mozart (Koechel mortgage market," says 1[-
513) plus Ravel's "DonQuichotte," can Builder,
some American songs by out- .This trend has led to a series
standing composers, and, some of warning speeches by FHA Corn-
arrangements of Negro Spirituals., 
=sooner Norman Mason and his
A graduate of the New England deputies. "When I hear about
Conservatory, he won 2 Marian An-
derson awards, and the 1957 Na-
tional Federation of Music Clubs
award, plus the Boston Post award
over 2.000 other competitors.
lie also won the Chicagoland
music festival award, these fears echoed in replies to
Mary Cardwell Dawson, founder American Builder, are tempered
and general director of the N2- by these factors: secondary finan-
cing is set up on a more realistic
and sound basis than it used to be.
Unhappy memories of multiple
financing during the depression
still linger with many people. But
builders and lenders feel that IF
the buyer can afford them, most
"extra'' costs are not dangerous.
Typical of the comments receiv-
ed by American Builder were
those from Leo Mullin, viceak
dent, Home Builders Asslielfol
tional Negro Opera Foundation,
has been slowed down by her doc-
tor's order, and is taking it a bit
easy these days.
One of the nation's most dyna-
mic personalities in the feld of
music and opera in particular,
Mrs. Dawson, who Is a musician
of excellent ability in her own
right has done more to place
members of her race in the field
of grand opera
ROLAND HAYES Greater Kansas City. and Charles
Roland Ilayes, the distinguished
tenor of many years recently ap-
Wellman. executive vice president
Glendale (Cal.) Federal Savings
NEW YORK — Is secondary fiat-
arming a threat to home built
This question is currently
aired in the January issue of
American Builder, maga:hie of the
building industry.
Both views — pro and con — an.
featured in the Simmons-Board-
man publication.
American Builder states that
builders and lenders say they're
being forced to resort to secondary
financing. They deplore it, says
the magazine, because it adds to
buyers' costs. But they're using
it to sell homes because although
many purchasers have good steady
incomes, they don't have the nem
essary down payments.
Included in the article are the
results of an American Builder
survey that indicates a growing
trend toward multiple financing.
"Blame is laid at the door of the
government's tight-money policy
—which has forced a majority of
broad-scale plans for home finano-
ing that completely disregard es-
tablished standards, I don't feel
optimistic about future sales,"
warned Mason.
However, on the other aide,
and I.oan Assn,
Said Mullin, "Feelings are di-
vided. Some builders contend it is
a necessary evil born of necessity
caused by tight money. Others
feel it is not sound because it
oversells beyond the ability to pay
. Our personal belief is the
situation must be tailored for each
individual's circumstances."
"A great deal depends on eon
terms under which secondary
financing is arranged and its re-
lationship to customer's monthly
income available for housing ex-
pense."
won a real place for her iii a
gifts and vocalization.
CALLAS IS COMING HERE
Maria Callas, who has set the
operatic tide aglow with `pros and
cons' will come to Chicago kr a
concert at the Opera House,
Wednesday, Jan. 22, sponsored by
the Alliance Francaise,
Madam Callas, will sing with
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
as she did last year. and the con-
ductor for the event will be Nicola
Reseigno, the conductor who was
in the pit when she sang at the
Lyric Theater on the occasion of
her American debut.
A SALUTE TO MUSIC
A Salute To Negro Composers
is planned for the Chicago Musie
Association's contribution to Na-
tional History Celebrations S u n.
day, Feb. 2, at 4 p.m.. at Cop.
pin AME church, 5633 S. Michi-
gan Ave.
Alethea F. Baham, Chairman,
and her committee, assist .
Ruth C. Ellis, co - chairma 
* 
s
arranged a program which s 1' l
pay quite a tribute to the accom-
plishment of several of the na-
tion's leading composers.
A highlight, will be the first lo-
cal performance of J oh n W.
Work's "The Singers" a short can-
tata for chorus, and baritone so-
loist.
A comparatively new singer,
Benjamin Matthews, has been se-
cured to sing the lead solo, and
the chorus is being prepared by
Robbie S Terry, well known
choir direetor and conductor.
An annul program the nubile.,
will have nit:eh interest in the Ma-
terial of Its making.
MELODIANS SING SUNDAY
The Melodians Choral Engem-
ble, Theodore McEwing, director
will give their annual recital Sun-
day, Jan. 19, at 8 p.m , at Lincoln
Center, 700 E. Oakwood Blvd.
This group gave its first is
program last year and was d
4ips
at the time to be prom ng
among local groups with many
fine voices to boot.
Since that time the Melodians
have sung in several churches.
Recreation Centers in the Chicago
Park District, Clubs, and at
schools where the work has been
well received.
The program will consist of sa-
cred songs, secular works a n d
semi popular tunes.
George Williams and Henry Ar-
nold, are accompanists for the
group.
JACK BENNY DRAWS 3.5041
FANS
Such Interest in Jack Benny's
playing with the Chicagc Symph-
ony Orchestra, Sunday evening
was manifested that some 1,500
persons paid more than $106,000
to hear him.
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Council  Of UNCF A wani To  Meet Feb. 8-9 
Chicago Site
• Of 12th Confab
•
•
NEW YORK — The National
Council of United Negro College
Fund Alumni, representing 160,000
graduates and former students of
the Fund's 33 member colleges,
will hold its 12th annual confer-
ence Saturday and Sunday. Feb.
8-9, in the Sheraton hotel, Chica-
go, Ill.
Announcement of the conference
was made by Mrs. Leona J. Wil-
liams of Chicago. Council presi-
dent. Mrs. Williams is a graduate
of Dillard university, New Orleans,
La.
Principal speaker at the confer-
ence will be Lee H. Bristol. presi-
dent, Bristol-Myers Company, who I
was national UNCF campaign
chairman in 1953 and 1957. He
will address the banquet session
Saturday., Feb. 8. Dr. Willa B.
Player, president of Bennett col-
lege, will be the keynote speaker
is an attorney and an alumnus of
Tougaloo Southern Christian col-
lege.
Others who will participate In
the conference sessions include!
Dr. F. D. Patterson, founder and
president of the United Negro Col-
lege Fund and director of the
Phelps-Stokea Fund: William J.
Trent. jr., College Fund execu-
tive director; Albert W. Dent.
president, Dillard university; andl
Hobart Jackson, director of Phila-
delphia's Stephen Smith Home for
the Aged. and president of the
Philadelphia Inter-Alumni Coun-
cil.
Guests of honor will be Randall
L. Tyus, former UNCF field di-
rector. and James E. Stamps, sr.,
founder president of the National
Council of UNCF Alumni. The
presidents and representatives of
it the opening session. UNCF InterAlumni Councils
The Chicago InterAlumni Coon-1 throughout the country and stu-
ell]. under the direction of hal dent delegates from the member
president. George W. Moore, will, colleges are among the 250 per-
be host to the conference. Moore sons expected to attend.
Mississippi
STARKVILLE
By FANNIE MOOR?
Mrs. Susanna Thompson Eddins,
resident of Oktibbeha County died
last Thursday at the home of her
daughter, Mrs Dessie Gillespie,
and was funeralized at John MB
church Sunday. Jan. 12. With the
pastor, Rev. 0. D. Bryant, officia-
ting.
ANNUAL ROLL CALL DAY Is
held at Palmer Memorial Ins-
titute, Sedalia, N. C. Palmer
Memorial Institute teachers
and students raised $1,800 in
cash and MOO hi pledges for
the general expenses of the
school. This Is the 13th year
in which the students and
teachers have contributed
more than $2,000 for general
expenses or for some special
project at annual Roll Call
day. Roll Call goal Is set at
at $3,000 for this year in order
Florida
PAHOKEE
to equal the contribution of the
institute's largest individual
donor. In the photo, class of-
ficers are tabulating the re-
sults of the Roll Call contd.-
button. Dr. Charlotte Hawkins
Brown, founder of the school,
who Initiated this day 13 years
ago, is standing at left.
Tennessee
MEMPHIS !James R. Grimes,
Miss Julia Lane of Germantown, Mr. and Mn. Fred Strahorn
Tenn., entertained a group of spent the holidays here with Mr.
friends and former classmates at, and Mrs. Dossie Strahorn and Mr.
her lovely home Wednesday night. and Mrs. Otis Lake and other
With a dinner party. An old-faslv relatives and friends,
boned country dinner was served.' Sgt. and Mrs. George Polk,
Miss Lane is an instructor at Debra and Wally spent the holt-
erryt.Baker who celebrated a home-
and Mrs. Pearl Wilson was chief school, a graduate of Lane col- Brody, Sr.
the Germantown Junior H I g Ii days here with Mr. and Mrs. John
coming at the home of Mr. Robert
Hersey and Mrs. Lois DeBer.soloist.
bany, Ga., is spending sonic time classmate and friend Mrs. Elnora with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Reid, jr., maid of honor Miss Helen
Mr. Timmie Fountain from Al- The occasion was in honor of her days in Detroit, Chicago and here of honor was Mrs. Kaye Bledsoe
lege. Miss Nora Lake spent the boll,
 net which fell to her waist. Matron'
DeBerry, Sunday, Dec. 22, 1957.With his sister, Mrs. Roberta Mitchell Herron of Detroit, Mich., Isaac Lake,
Willis. This is his first visit to and Mrs. Vera Johnson Little of The sick include Mr. Sam Joyn- bArlid'aesBmaalliedtst wo,cf rVe 
Venice. Calif.
Susie   Annr
our fair city and he admires it the beautiful Johnson Sisters from
very much. 
er, Mr. Nelson Lake and Mrs. sFoonrd:TMenniss, SmaomdsramNaexlianoen solfoaJack. BEssEmERMrs. Eris Lovely is visiting her 1 Grand Rapids, Mich. Mrs. Her- Nannie McNeal.
By G. W. IVEY
In Chicago, III.
sister, Mrs. Agnes Monroe Bell i Mrs. Susie Satehell Carter.,
.ngBabies were born to the follow-
54-29 for the boys. Coach L Roe Miss 
33-30 for the girls and
Mary L. West were weekend ales of Manassas High school. Mrs.
Mrs. Canie West and daughter, non and Mrs. Little are gradu-
NEWBERN 
• • •
Funeral rites for the late Broth-
Mr. James Scruggs of Chicago, a son, 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mc buck was well pleased. President
Cray of Carrere a girl. and Miss' E. E. Rankin jr., spoke to the 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Herron was here visiting her mo-
Mr.. Bryant of Obion was dinner 
of
feKntaicnasal
By ARCHIA WOODS 
Memphis. Miss Willie A. Taylor of
Brownsville, and Miss Elaine Wade _
en Robert Edward were held at
HL was in the' city for a few Kansas 
satin 
teiitsnys e, sinswaltzKansas.a lneTdnhgectyha 
worepinkrriecarried 
church.
by Rev. W. A. Clark. Mr.
Mucherson. Their stay was most ther, Mrs. Mitchel Smith, on Enter-
guest in the home of Mr. and brocade
Sunday, January 12, 1958.
days last week visiting his mother, Lucile Jackson a boy. I alumni club of Memphis. Sunday. enjoyable. son St. Mrs. Little was visiting
Mrs. Earl Woods recently.
Edward departed this We, Tues.
Mrs. Bessie S. Alexander.
Foxworth spent the holidays here Sunday in Washington Hall.
Miss Lenepine Blankingship of The alumni of H. I college met
Mr. Melven Brow- and Mr. Lon- her sister Ruth and her brother
day, Jenuary 7, at 6 a.m. He
land, Ohio, was the e
Mrs. Mary F. Upshaw, of 
Cleve'-uest in ''''e Mrs Ott Fortenberry, Also Mrs.the 
her aunt and uncle. Mr. and
wood was held at Aebury Thurs. After the dinner was served and,Toledo, Ohio during the holidays. ems were: Charles Berry, Georgeday. Eulogy by Rev. L. L. Ruck-
The funeral of Mrs. Oscar Gate- 
n e
at the City hotel
cently had a family reunion.
I Williams were weekend guests and sister-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Oli. Mrs. Gracie Scott has returned lborvideebicradgse.
Mr. and Mrs. Smokie Jones re- 
ver Johnson.
enjoyed by all the group wail Rev. Patterson from Dyer King both of Jackson George King le
. home after visiting her mother ln Charles Hess of Jackson, and ush-
sTheand assorted color
best man was Mr.
aves to mn,,rn ivir s passing a wife,
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Volta
recently.
and . Gillespie,
former residents of Starkville, who.
have made their home in Lam-
bert, Miss., for a number of years
have returned here to live. They
are now residing on Vine st. Mrs.
Gillespie Is the siter of Mrs.
Lorene Greene.
• • •
GOODMAN
Mrs. PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
Mrs. Resetta Wade is a patient
at Community hospital in Lexing-,
ton. She has been very sick but
Is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Makenly were
houseguests of Rev. and Mrs. M.
C. Billingslea, Saturday night,
Jan. 4.
Mrs. Kale VI'ishingto is still In
the hopital in Yazoo City.
Rev. M. C. Billingslea, a long
time employee of the Illinois Cen-
tral RR Co., has been transferred
to Grenada where he began work-
ing Jan. 2.
• , •
COLD WATER
By EUNICE CALDWELL
The first quarterly conference
was held Saturday at Brehm
Chapel CME church. Those who
attended the meeting were Rev.
Eunice Lesure, Mrs. Mary Flemm,
Mrs. Eunice Caldwell, Mrs. Evin
Frisdy and Rev. Harris. '
The funeral of Mr. Ozzy Taylor
was held Thursday at Antioch.
MB church. Ile 'leaves a wife,
Airs. Alice Taylor, two daugh-
ters, and three grandchildren and
said to be poor.
Jeff Wilson celebrated his birth-
day last week with a big party
given him in his home by his wife
NI accrete. Many of his friends were
present. •
Little Robert Louis Fortenberry,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert For-
tenberry celebrated his 5th birth-
day last week at his mother's
home.
Matilda Fortenberry and r s.
Grace Lee Stovall spent the week-
end with the Fortenberrys who are
their uncle and aunt.
Square Deal Lodge No. 562 held
its officers election last week In
their first meeting of the year.:
Those elected or re-elected were
Rev..lessie James. W. M., George
Chatman, W. S., Edward Richard!
J. W., John Gibbs, S. D., Jimmie
Jackson J. D. Dave Smith, tree-:
surer, Rev. Tommie White chap-;
lin. Luke Cheek Tyler, Claude
Johnson. recording secty. o y!
Sleepy Paige, Finance secty. L.
'
, G. Bender and George Stevens
HOLM' SPRINGS
Prof. and Mrs. Willie Nickles
of Jackson College; Miss Lucille
Nickles of Canton; Miss Gladys
Dean; Prof. Phillips, dean of Cold-
water and Mrs. Turner of Sena-
tobia were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Annstead last weekend.
A-2C Shelby Gordon, while OD
furlough last week, visited his
mother, Mrs. Lillie B. Gordon.
Pfc. Thomas spent 15 days visit.
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hem. Thomas.
Rust college basketball team de-
feated Dillard university Monday
night with a score of 62-61.
M. I. college defeated Dillard
university with a score of 75-71.
Wednesday night.
Both Rosenwald teams defeated
his mother. Rev. Echers and S. Isabella McGee are relatives of
Gathing officiated. Burial in the Bois.
Antioch cemetery. Johnson Fu-, Funeral service was held last
neral Home in charge. week at White Sand for Mr. Frank
Miss Gladys Carr is home after Silas Mr. Silas was the father of
spending three weeks in Chicago Mrs. Dora Jackson (if Gulf Side.
visiting her brother, Albert Carr Mrs. Jackson is the former Dora
and friends. ! Parker of this city. Cooks Fu-
Mr. Roy Philips and Mr. Dock neral Home was in charge of at-
Phillips attended the funeral of
their niece. Miss Pauline Phillips
in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Sondridge Scott of Jackson, Miss.
and daughter motored to Chicago- Mrs. Lulls Sanders and son, la
• • •
von of Sandersville. Miss., visited
PICAYUNE In the home of Mrs. Eva Crosby
By SLEEPY PAIGE and daughter. Annie Dora McDon-
Mrs. Rosetta Snyder, wife of Ed- ald last weekend.
ward Lee Snyder who spent two Mrs. Pearlie Carter of Latinal
weeks in the Sara Mayo hospital soent last week here visiting in
of New Orleans, returned home the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
last week and is doing fine Freeman. Mr. Freeman is Mrs
James Jordon. Obie Dee Davis Carters. son.
and Mrs. Annie Pearl Jones under-, At Moss Pnint last week Carver
went operations lasT week in the High girhe Basketbell team was
local hospital Jordon and Davis defeated 41 to 43. and Carver High
both had serioue operations. hnes won over M011e Point 44 to
Mr. Rufus Johnson was called, gs, This „m„e„ nigyod on Fgt.
to Alcorn to get his daughter, Mel. dg,, nieht and on Satin-day night
en, who fell and injured her foot.! Carver boys defeated the A 11
1-kles, a freshman at Alcorn said Stars 44 to 42 and the eirls lost
she fell on Thursday and initir-,to the All Stars 42 to 44. Saturday
ed her foot. Her father was noti-, nights. ',AMP Was nlayed In the
tied on Saturday and was ac
-I Carver High school gym.
companied Clahorne Moore who Mrs. EMMA Ms. Freeman seem-
motored to Alcorn and brought ed to have been deer hunting us-
her here for treatment. She ex- to., her ear for the gun On Settle-
pects to return to school as son day night. Jan. II Emma Mae
as possible.
Mr. Alex Carter, father of Mrs.
Mettle Griffin was admitted to lo-
cal hospital last week suffering a
stroke.
Mr Elam Mixon who has been
confined to his home ever since
•
Rev. W. C. Armstrong delivered
a wonderful sermon Sunday at
Anderson Pc quar-
terly conference was held at An-
derson Sunday, Jan. 12. Elder E.
If. Garmon delivered the sermon
Send all news to the agent.
• • •
ABERDEEN
By HENRY E. ('RUMP
The Rev. J. II. Washington is
home from the hospital and doing
nicely after being injured in an
auto accident.
Funeral service for Mrs. Ella
Thompson was held Jan. 13 at
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church with
the pastor, Rev. Black, officiating.
She leaves a sister and a host of
relatives and friends to mourn her
passing. White and Hannah in
charge of remains.
Little four-year-old Lillie Mae
Jones passeC away Jan., 12. She
was severely burned Jan. 10.
Mr. Adolphus Crump is home
after being away for several
months working in Chicago.
Funeral services were held Jan.
12 at St. Paul Methodist church
for Mr. Ike Shelly, Rev, Rodger
Walker, pastor, was the speaker.
White and Hannah had charge of
funeral arrangements.
Mrs. Mary Helen Evans is on
the sick list. She is a member of
the faculty of the Vine Street
high school. We hope she will be
up and around again soon.
as Stewarts.
Funeral services for Mr. Lem
Walker, 71, were held last week In
the Chapel of the Baylous Funer
al home. Lem a retired railroad
man had been confined for sever-
al weeks at his home on Weems
St. He leaves to mourn two bro-
thers.
Among others who were confined
to the local hospital last week
were. little John Wesley Guy, lit-
tle Johnnie Burnett. jr., Little Jo-
seph Turner, Mrs. Alia Smith,
Mrs. Virginia Stewart, Charlie
Watnrs, and Charlie Burkley.
Mrs. Hannah Pittman was call-
ed to Vossberg to the bedside of
her mother, Mrs. Annie Going.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bender, and
Mrs. Benders' sister-in-law, Mrs.
Evelyn Williams spent last week
end at Laurel, Miss., where they
visited Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ben-
der, Mrs. Mary Johnson and Mrs.
rangements.
Mrs. Josie Mae Brown recently
visited her brother. Mr. Sidney
was enroute to Forest. Miss., when
a deer ran out In front of her
car above Poplarville, Miss. She
hit the deer with her car and
killed it, then turned around and
came back home with the deer
For vour Belender Pieter or your
he Was diacharged from the local news write Old Sleepy Paler at
hospital Was re-admitted to the eat Jai-keen AVe or call SYM
hospital again. His condition is 3256.
By C. R. DURR
Rev, A. L. Garden and his con-
gregation had the president of the
State BTU convention drop in to
worship with them recently. Choir
No. I, under the direction of Mr.
Daniels from East Lake Junior
High had charge of the musk
Mr. Roy C. Freeman and Mrs.
Georgia Bell Freeman have set-
tled down from their honeymoon.
Mrs. Annie Lee Edwards has
returned to the city after spend-
ing sometime in Atlanta where
she attended her father's funeral.
Mrs. Charlie Mae Rucker had
as her weekend guest, Mrs.
Irene Robinson.
Applications are being accepted
for apartments in the new Paho-
kee housing project. Many have
already applied and the opening
Idate will soon be announced.
Rev. 0. D. Williams had a big
day at Friendship Baptist church,
Clewiston, Fla., the second Sun-
day. The church has a full pro-
gram for 1958, and special pro-
grams were announced by Rev.
Williams who built this new
church with the cooperation of the
members, Friendship will be our
greatest church around the Lake.
OKOLONA
By MATTIE MOORE
On t sik list are Mrs. Lizie
Cothrel , Mrs. Minnie Hooks and
Mrs. Willie Drew Moore.
Mrs, Julie Hill passed away Jan.
I. She leaves a daughter, one
grandchild and nine greatgrand-
children.
Mrs. William is visiting her
grandchildren In Corinth.
grandchildren In Corinth.
then entertained with a cocktail preached at St. James CP church
and barbecue party given by Mr. Sunday Jan. 12. lie was accom-
and Mrs. Clifford Townsend, 505 panted by Mrs. L. V. Smith and,
Carpenter St. Mr. and Mrs. Town- Mrs. Patterson.
This party lasted Into the wee and Booker 
send are Manassas graduates, eoJkimee nylagthtt
church attended ra sIeii
hoses hf morning but Mrs. Town- In Trenton Sunday night. Program
send and Miss Lane proved to be by Sisiter L. L. Lee of Humbolt,
very charming hostesses.
Everyone had an enjoyable time, day night to visit her sick aunt
Mrs. Flossie Wyatt left Satur-
A reunion of all Manassas grad. in Chicago.
nate' has been planned for July The Rev. Hill of Dyersburg
in Chicago, Ill., this year.
• • • 
preached at St. Paul CNIE church,
Sunday Jan. 12,
BOLIVAR
By ELBERT BOULDIN • ciety met in the home of Mrs.
St. Paul CME missionary so-
Miss Essie B Panon spent the Sallie Kindle, Tuesday night.
holidays In Memphis visiting Mr. Mrs. Emma Kindle was dinner
and Mrs. 'Tommy Rodgers and guest in the home of Miss Mary
other friends and relatives.
Mrs. Martha Gaylor of Chicago The Young Peoples Saving Club
Joyce Hamilton.
spent the holidays here visiting her of Newbern met in the home of
mother and son, Mrs. Della Big- James Barnhill, Tuesday night,
gers and David. She also visited The Rev. Hill Was dinner guest
her sister, Mrs. Georgia Fentress. Mrs, Nammie Mae Gullens, Sun.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fentress of day, Jan. 12.
Chicago spent the holidays here • • •
with their parents, Mn, and Mrs. JACKSON
Willie Fentress and Mr. and Mrs. By MRS. GEORGIA McVEIGH
John L. McKinnie. The regular fffth Sunday Lay-
man's Day was observed at Liber-
ty C. M. E. Church with services
o'clock hour was Rev, Leroy Cuts-
at 11 a. m. The speaker for the 11
hour Jan. 1, 1958, which began
ningham, who is a social, religious Jan. 1, at 2 p. m. at Bledsoe Fu-
and civic worker and instructor at neral Chapel. Rev. P. R. Shy of-
West High school. A combined Relating. Entertainment at Elm-
chorus furnished music for both Fu-
neral Home in charge.
wood Cemetery with Bledsoe -
Funeral services were held for
the late Mrs. Katherleen Trice at
2 p. m. from the Pilgrim Rest
Baptist church with Rev. R. S.
Brooks officiating. Interment in
Elmwood Cemetery with Ford Fu-
neral Home in charge.
EXPRESSIONS 0 F THANKS
FROM THE PASTOR OF BE-
REAN BAPTIST CHURCH AND
HIS FAMILY. Our hearts rejoiced
because of the many expressions
of the season's greetings received
and because of the "purse" and
other gifts given to me and the
family. All of them were thought.
ful gifts and expressions. We are
deeply grateful to the church as a
whole and to members who sent
individual gifts. The church of Be-
rean and Sunday school express
gratitude to Mn, Wallace B. Perk-
ins for the bells he gave to and
installed in the church, The bells
were a timely and useful gift for
they connected the classes in the
education building with those of
the main assembly.
Rev. C. D. McKelvey, pastor of
Liberty C. M. E. thurch, was
struck by a train a few days ago,
and broke one of his army. He is
reported getting along quite well.
Let us pray that he will soon be
well and back on the job of preach-
ing and doing other work for the
church and community.
Merry High school played Its
first game in its new gym Tues- Sunday, Rev. A. Hall delivered
day night. Montgomery High of a wonderful message. Ministers
Lexington, 'Tenn., furnished thel and Deacons Sunday School Class
opposition in the initial contest. Of was taught by Rev. Thonias.
course Merry has already corn- The Mt. Hermon Baptist Church
pleted a portion of its scherhile,.mission met in the home of Rev.
playing in the old gym. Failure of and Mrs. T. L. Ellison, Tuesday
blackboards to arrive has held up
the use of the new gem in the new
building on the corner N Royal
and Lane. Alerry's girls have a 4-2 Lawrence, pastor.
Mr. Kizzie Harris and two great
grand-daughters spent the holidays
with her daughter in Illinois. -
Misses Bettye M. and Nettye E.
Rawls spent the holidays here
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ned M. Rawls.
Mrs. Leiters G. Henry and
daughter LaQuita spent the boll- programs. For quite a while each
days here with Rev. and Mrs. fifth Sunday of the conference has
record and the boys have a 34
mark. Montgomery is expected lo
have one of the top teams in the
aitrsTeahnne. ual Christmas program Sun.
Hurt's Chapel church had
day night. Dec. 29, 1957, at the
Brown Chapel church. The pro-
gram was quite interesting. Rev.
P. R. Womack, pastor.
The Cumberland Street Baptist
church observed Men's Day Sun-
day with a 3 o'clock program and
a social message delivered by the
Rev. John Webb of Memphis,
Tenn , pastor of St. John Baptist
church there. The program and
sermon were timely and enjoyable
by all present. Rev. Wm. Monroe,
pastor.
Mrs. Bobbie Scott Herring visit.
ed her mother, Mrs, Lillie Scott
and son during the holidays. We
were happy to see Mrs. Herring.
She is a former graduate of Merry
High and now resides in Chicago.
Mrs. Helen Harris, her husband,
Rev. Harris, and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Steward of Chicago, Ill.,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Whitsett on Institute, this city.
Rev. Harris is pastor of a church
in Knoxville, Tenn.
The Spiritual Four of Nashville,
Tenn., were at the J. P. Baptist
church at Henderson, Tenn., Sun-
day at 3 o'clock p. m. Rev. Lenier
is pastor. At 8 o'clock the samebeen turned over to the lay com-
!programs and preaching at both
date they appeared at St. Mary
director of lay activities, assistecF
mittee. Mrs. Lola Bryant is the: 
present enjoyed
A. M. E. church, Saltillo, Tenn.,
Rev. J. L. Polk Is pastor. The
and others. Rev. C. D. McKelvey,
phaysPtorro.f. T. R. White, C. A Agnew I
Miss Fluted& Marilin Merriwether .elri"MtheYsevirhvoicewsasfine.
churches were wonderful and ev.
became the bride of Mr. Samuel'
day afternoon. Rev. 0. T. Betts is
Lee Polk Sunday, December 22,
pastor.
The Dellerry family, Rt. 7. this
1957, at St. Paul C. M. E. church,
city, held a family reunion. Those
Rev. M. C. Merriwether of Tulsa,
nylon misted tulle and hand cliff
with the ceremony performed by
Okla.. uncle of the bride. She wore
present were: Larnell, Joe, Rob.Her veil was a 
chantily lace with. chatel itraind
n of 
U. THEODORE ADAMS jr.,
Newark, N. J.. assistant pro.
lessor at Military Science at
AnT college Greensboro, N
C., is oremented the Army
Commendation ribbon and
medal for outstanding and
merltoriona service. The medal
was presented by Major Gen-
eral Crump Garvin, deputy
commander of the Third Army
and commanding general of
the Third Army Reserve at
special ceremonies held re-
eently at A&T college. At left
Is Hr. Warmotb T. Gibbs.
president and at right, Lt. Col.
Aubrey I,. Williams, professor
of Military Science, charge
of the Army ROTC unit at
the college.
The Golden Sunlight Singers red.
dered an excellent program at the
Oak Avenue Baptist church Sun.
of ee rdrHumboldt,y 
,Miller
 n 
Jackson.
   a  Davidnd l, Ringa rMob leadan rueBrI e, rarAnyld-.
five nieces, five nephews and a
Mrs. Henrietta Edward, seven
children, one sister, two brothers,
flower girl were Rex Curry, jr.. host of other relatives and friends.and Rebecca Berry. The church Chambers Funeral Directors is
was beautifully decorated with 'charge, Interment, Oak Dale Ce-
with greenery, white carnations metery. Rev. W. A. Clark, pastor,
and white candles. The organist,' Funeral rites for Brother Tom
Miss Freddie Clark played Christ- Hillman were held at the First
mas carols in keeping with the Baptist cheuarvechs. 
to 
cmCoaullran, hAisla.paEsus..
Christmas season from 6'30-7:30
p. m. Soloists for the ceremony 
w
were Miss Carmena Perpener and 
ing ent . a 
 
wife,
Mr. Rolland Porter. The reception,
rioegyiativb,eva Raenvd. Efr.ienCdapsr, 
Carpenter,Chambers
was held following the ceremony 
.
m 
Funeral Home in charge. Inrte-
at 808 N. Hayes, where over 
200Lincolnonceemnieetceerya.ndRevo.th4
guests attended. The couple left CarPonier. Pastor.
ther
I Funeral services for Mr. R. P.
,
immediately for their honeymoon!„,,
In St. Louis. Mo. The honeymoon!r"" who was slain by one of
Han-is t s Funeral 
thcehaDavienpLitritndaandthe Omega Conclave in St. Louis.'
climaxed with the couple attending;V fellow28, 
Ada Winnow, wife of the January 5, 1957. 
Chapel,
Mobley)
ldemployees, December
late Rev Henry Winrow, whose Leaves to mourn his passing aformer address was 392 Berry st.,;wife, Mrs. Mabel Mobley and oth-this city, died at the State hospltaller relatives and friends. Divers-in Little Rock, Ark. Sunday, Dec. port and Harris Funeral Direc.29, 1957. Survivors are two daugh- tors. Interment Lincoln Cemetery.
ters, Mrs. Susie Porter O'Daniel, Mr. and Mrs. Judge Johnson of
Jackson, Tenn.; Mrs. Jennie L. 1500 Eater ave., are the very hap.
Adams, Chicago, and other rola- py parents of a fine baby girl.
Ryes, The remains rested in the Sherene, born January 1 1958 at
Bledsoe Funeral Chapel Tuesday the University Hospital, Birming.
I night, Dec. 31 until the funeral ham. Mrs. Johnson also had an
operation. She and baby are doing
fine.
Mr, Will Johnson of 2127 Ar-
lington, ave., suffered a broken
toot when a brick fell on him
while working on his job at the
Ensley Steel Mill.
Due to the fact that the Big
Three has been dissolved, night
workship was held at St. John In-
dependent Methodist church,
short spirited sermon was deliver.
ed by the pastor, Rev. R. G. Wil-
liams.
• • •
BIRMINGHAM
By MRS. J. M. WALTERS
The Merrymakers Art Club en-
tertained friends at an annual
dioner party in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Merritt. Install-
ation of officers was conducted by
Mrs. Helen G. Williams. Mrs. Hat.
tie M. Davis president; Mn,
Johnnie M. Walter, secretary.
Mrs. Nora Bayed was hostess
for a dinner party held Wednesday
night at her home. Her guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Davis, Mrs.
Smith of Indiana, Mr. and Mrs.
Hill, Mrs. J. Walters, Miss Smith,
Mrs. Crowell, Mrs. Merritt, Mrs.
Walters, Mr. and Mrs. Hoskins,
Mr. and Mrs. Hill. Mrs. S. Wash-
ington, Mrs. Lue Dune and Miss
J. M. Smith,
Georgia
ATLANTA
By REV, L. ELLISON
%MUD( Was held at the until
hour at Mt. Guard Baptist church
night, Jan. 7. Rev. Ellison will
preach at Hermon Baptist church
the third Sunday. Rev. G. W.
Alabama
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Stork Stops
e-Li7
•
Bore at John Gaston Hospital
Jan, 11, 1958.
I A son, Percy Leon, to Mr. and
'Mrs. Percy Wallace of 1397 N
Decatur.
A daughter, Marilyn Jean, to
Ilir. and Mrs. Jessie J. Cliniton
of 539 Dutro.
I A daughter, Bee Willie, to Mr
And Mrs. L. C. Dixon of 3014 Andy
rd.
I A son, Dennis Earl, to Mr. and
Airs. Alfonzo Bondon of 3027
Johnson.
Wan. 12, 1958
I A son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Johnson of 310 Trigg,
' A son, Glenn Lee, to Mr. and
Sirs. James Fain of 945 Peach.
! A son. Lonnie Gene, to Mr, and
Airs. Edward Yancy of 268 Sit-
Verage.
! A son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Cross of 1596 Orr.
' A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Jones of 1420 Lyceum.
! A son, Perry Lee, to Mr. and
SKr% Ned Galloway of 872 Por-
ter.
A son, Leonard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hull of 304 Hernando.
A daughter, Veda Dianne, to Mr.
And Mrs. James Robinson of 422
'Brooks.
A daughter, Janet Sue Perry,
frO Mr. and Mrs, James Perry
'of 2748 Carnes.
I A daughter, Patricia Diane, to
ter. and Mrs. Richard Brooks of
719 La Paloma.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Aforman, of 1817 Castes
A daughter, Anna Jean, ta
)fr. and Mrs. Fred Banzant of
*262 Kerr.
j A daughter, Iris Gisela, to Mr.
And Mrs. Freddie Ferguson of 655
Hastings.
I A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
esPayneof 14 Lyceuam  6m. 
' A son, Kennedy Buckley, to me, Fourth.
and Mrs. Willie Buckley of 14'17 A daughter, Toni Renee, to Mr.
Lambert. and Mrs. Charlie Jackson of 1536
I A son, Nathan Lewis, ta Mr. Bruce.
Ind Mrs. Joe H. Hicks of 1518 A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Debra Abigail, to
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Leaks of
1902 Carver.
Twin sons, Timothy Karl and
Tommy Keith, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Alexander of 974 McDow-
ell.
A daughter, Virgie Marie, to Mr,
and Mrs. David Pruitt, of 892 Grif-
fith.
A daughter, Barbara Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Galloway
of 731 Harahan.
Jan. 15, 1958
A daughter, Dorothy Mae, to
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Bradley of
2600 Clifton.
A daughter, Karen, to Mr. and
Mrs. David Driver of 1578 Brook-
ins.
A daughter, Jo Anne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe L. Williams of 152
Cedar..
A son, Terry Allen, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis White of 1385 Azalia.
A daughter, William Michael.
to Mr. and Mrs. William Hart of
975 Rawlings.
A son, Floyd, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Scales of 679 King.
A son, Kalip, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Kalip Kimmons of 372 Cre-
matory Alley.
A daughter, Cheryl Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Hampton of
252 Modder.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Crittleton of 690 Hanley.
A daughter, Maude Louise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Purdy of 934
Lenow.
A daughter, Regina Anne to Mr.
and Mrs. Dame H. Langford of
861 Porter.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Wilburn of 650 Galloway.
Jan. 16. 1958
A daughter, Carolyn Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Avell Perry of 322 S.
arbiin rd. Randle Catron of 484 Austin.C 
A daughter, Priscilla, to Mr. and A son, Tony Ray, to Mr. and
Airs. Lonzo Lawson of 1138 Burk. Mrs. Bosey of 594 Handy Halt.
AI A son, Charles Edward, to Mr. son, Christopher Benjamin, to
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin WhitfieldAnd Mrs. Charles E. McDowell of
1166 N. Second. • of 1386 Cummings.
A son, Arthur Earl, to Mr. and Ellis J. West was burned In anA daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
7ohn Delaney of 1602 Hanauer. Mrs. Moses Brown of 812 Ioka. explosion which occured in the
A son, Eddie Anderson, jr., to A son. Lucius IV, to Mr. and Sears Roebuck and companyin Centralia, Ill., and is confinedMrs. Lucius Howard of 983 Peach.Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Anderson of
283 Cynthia.
Jan. 14, 1958
A daughter, Voohrlee, to Mr.
And Mrs. Earnest Scruggs of 981
McDowell.
A daughter, Gloria Jean, to Mr. Texas rd. Sundsy, Jan. 26. Rev. J. 'lath- Rios, The Quails featuring Miss
Ind Mrs. Edward Lewis of 987 A son, Gerald Gerrard. to Mr. burton is pastor of the church. Barbara Griffin, the Marquettes,and Mrs. Frank A. Buford of 378 s • • Tyrone Smith, Miss Jeanette Wash-A stag turkey dinne: was given ington. The Deltas and many oth-
210 W. Norwood.
A son, Andrew Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew L Lawson of 43 E.
McLemore.
A daughter, Sheila Lynette, to
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Bridge-
water of 614 N. Fifth.
A daughter, Sharon Elecia, to
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton E. Taylor of
1396 Stonewall.
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jim D. Agnew of 354 Allen.
Registration At
LeMoyne Slated
Registration for second smell-
ter evening classes at LeMoyne
college will be held on Jan. 31,
and Feb. 1, between the houre of
9 a. m. and 4 p. na, Dr. W. W
Gibson, acting dean of the school
announced recently
Persons registering between
Feb. 3, and Feb. 10, will have to
Pee a late registration fee.
Courses to he offered during the
second semester evening hours in-
clude philosophy, and survey of
philosophy and religion, on Wed-
nesday; mathematics and calculus
on Tuesday and Thursday; and
geography and introduction to geo-
graphy on Monday and Wednes-
day.
Also Included on the evening
schedule are courses In reading.
writing and criticism; speech and
drama, educational psychology and
United States history.
RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE-
County
NEWS
NEW PRODUCT INSPIRES FASHION CRE TION
Two nationally known career
women get together to intro-
duce New Pet Instant Nonfat
Dry Milk with a fashion crea-
tion inspired by Pet Milk Com-
pany's sparkle and vitality
beverage.
Louise Prothro (left) Pet
home economist models a for-
mal dining and dancing gown
created by Verbs Morrison
(right). New York dress
designer.
Mrs. Pmthro's gown is an
emerald green silk satin sheath
with a circular overskirt of the
same material.The draped over-
skirt dips from the waist in the
front to the hem-tine at the
back and reveals its emerald
lining delicately traced with blue
chantilly lace. To add a note
of interest, the designer has
caught up the overskirt at the
waist with a hrilliant rhine-
stone pin. The velvet pumps are
Inlaid with jewel-like squares
ot emerald green and blue satin.
New Pet Instant was recently
introduced nationally and is a
new "sparkle and vitality bever-
age, high in protein and low in
calories with a flavor more re-
treshingthan fresh whole milk."
Mrs. Prothro has been a
home economist with Pet Milk
Company.for the past five years
and received her Masters De-
gree from Columbia University.
She has appeared on numerous
radio and television programs
and has conducted cooking
schools and demonstrations for
Pet Milk Company and lead-
ing national publications
throughout the country.
Mrs. Morrison was born in
Montreal and has studied with
famous French and Italian de-
signers. Studios of Verlie Orig-
inals, Inc. are located at 2 West
86th Street in New York.
B. T. W. SCHOOL
NOTES
By Markhum Stansbury
rask.
A son, Luby, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Luby Finney of 1408 Neise.
A daughter. Loretta, to Mr. and
rs. Frank Henderson of 2349 El-
A son, Melvin Eugene, to Mr. to a hospital there. Mr. West is
a cousin of Mrs. Willie Kate Westand Mrs. Woodrow Mitchell or 1154
Coe of Ripley.
The laymen of Morning Star
church are giving a program on
Chicago.
A son. James Edward, to Mr.
and 5Irs. James Stamps of 1113
S. Lauderdale.
A son, Clarence Dewitt, to Mr. by the laymen of Holly Grove
and Mrs. George Lambert of 1370 Baptist church on Monday, Jan.
Michigan. 13. Visiting laymen who enjoyed
. .
tA son, Julius Harrell McClure, he delicious menu were Georgedridge.
I to Mr. and Mrs. Willie McClure Coe, D. C. Johnson, Will Wallace,
of 368 Gracewood. James Beard, John H. Thompson,
Twin son and daughter, Greg. and Rev. Crawley. James Jarrett
ory Ray and Gloria Kay, to Mr. is layman president, and Arthur
and Mrs. Eugene Blackman of L. Watkins, secretary.
Frederick Letcher, the band in-
structor at Lauderdale Ili left
LOANS
SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE
There is a reason why people like
to do business with US You, too,
will like our courteous treatment
and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P.M.
Open Saturdays Until Christmat
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Hewn Operated - Nome Owned
Phone JA 5-7611
yes loft faith
hi bad health?
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise You at once. She
will read life to you test as she would read an open hook
Tell you why your job or bosineas is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see M kDAM BELL at onee.
Located oe Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, cm the way to Hernando. Her home is I blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK DOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times (She never had an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow has marked Whitehaven State line and gem
off at State line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
2381 Cable.
Jan. 17, 1958
Twin son and daughter, Dwight last Monday to join the ranks of their outstanding plays on the grid- a guy and she got him easily. I
Ray and Delsy alae, to Mr. and often ask her how to get a fellow
Mrs. Wiley Cherrubbs of 898 Bar. efficient 
U. S. Army. Ile was a very iron. Coach Charles Lomax pre-
instructor, and had a tented the following boys with let- WASHINGTON you have to
ton. 
— (ANP)—The 
,
very commendable record while ters and jackets: Ricks Mason. 
All she says is, "
serving in Ripley. He is a resi- 
Civil Rights Commission reported work." I work but it does no good
A son, Rickey Tyrone, to Mr. John Cray, waiter Bailey, Char- last week that its staff director ination to be held at LeMoyne col. Should I wait until a boy comes
an dent of Memphis, Tenn. d Mrs. Edward Davis of 433 lie Fobbs, Audry Porter, Frank post, a job that pays $22.500 a lege, Dr. H. F. Price president. or go after one. — A.• • • Patterson George Wilton, Willie Ashland. 
. g , year, is still vacant. Candidates
Lomax Curtis Orr Jerry Harris, of the school announced recently.A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Eligh Leslie Halliburton is improving • • • - agreed upon at the commission's
Andrews of 1077 N. Dunlap. after having suffered a heart at Frank Savage, George Vaentine, first meeting two weeks ago, have Le Moyne is one of the 28 col-
A daughter, Debra Louise, to tack recently. Mr. Halliburton Dan Partee, Herman Anthony, all turned down the job. leges which will participate in
worked in Dyersburg before his Leonard Draper, Billy Joe Bran-Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard of between 3,000 and 4,000
952 Lenow Mall. lillness, don and. Charles Floyd. selected the names and sent them scholarship and admission can•
The six-member commission had testing
Recipients of letters only were: The "Winter Council" of the 
. ' to the White House for the finalI A daughter, Claudia Annette, to
Dyersburg District of the West Isaac Brown, Leon Gibson, George didates from more than 500 higb' Mr. and Mrs. William Shurn of choice. However, the commission
Tennessee Conference will be held Brown. Lester Hudson, Charlie schools throughout te Virgin N-
at Miles Chapel CNIE church on , Cobherlt, Willie Bates, Richard 
was informed that none cf the me .
would touch the tab. 
n lands and the United States.
Washington, George Tyson, Car.
Dr. John A. Hannah, commis- 
The test will be directed at Le-
Moyne by Rev. .1. C. Stickle, thesion chairman, said his group personal director, in Bruce Hall
agreed upon another hatch of
names at last week's meeting and 
at 9 a. in. Saturday, March 8
Students who wish to take the
ems. Dancers: Robert and Thad-
deus Harper, Arvellis Byrd and
Maxine Williams, George Wright
and Cornelius Burt, Robert Bon
ner and Josie Albright. Comedy
was provided by James Weathers
and Woodrow Miller,
FOOTBALL PRESENTATIONS
In a recent assembly, the mem-
bers of the Warriors' football team
received jackets and letters for
VETS' TALENT SHOW tht 9-2A class. She is also a high
honor roll student. In religious
life, she is a member of St. An-I
drew AME church where she is
secretary cf the Junior Choir and
Allen C. E. League.
When Miss Stansbury was asked
to comment on Booker T. Wash-
ington, thia was her reply: "I
think Booker T. Washington is a
nice school for students to attend.
The students at Booker Washing-
ton have an advantage over other
students because ef the variety
of 'courses offered."
Frank Jones,
Young Vet, Dies
Unexpectedly
A young Army veteran, Frank
Jones, 27, died unexpectedly
Thursday morning at Kennedy
hospital following an operation for
an undisclosed ailment.
Mr. Jones, brother of the popu-
lar Memphis singer and record-
ing artist, Charles Jones of Chi-
cago, went to the hospital last
week for what was believed to be
a mere routine treatment and an
operation not considered serious.
Ile took a turn for the worse and
passed Thursday morning.
He was an employe of the Bieck-
atone Trucking Co. He resided with
his mother at 905 South Wellington
St. His parents were Mr. Frank
Jones Sr., and Mrs. Lucille Yan
cey. He was the father of five
children, who survive him. He was
a member of Zion Hill Baptist
church. Ile was a native Memphi-
an and attended the local public
schools. He served with the Army
overseas.
Funeral services were held at
Zion Hill church, with burial last
Monday.
Ark. Elks Back
Move To Aid
Little Rock 9
A delegation of Elks from Lit-
tle Rock, Ark., came to Memphis
this week to confer with Lt. George
W. Lee, a national officer in the
organization, concerning ways in
which the Arkansas group might
help in raising scholarship funds.
Report On Recreation
Department Activities
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, JR.
Hello you sports fans. We're
back again with more news from
the Recreation Department B3S-
ketbail League.
Last Monday night at Church
gymnasium, Beale crushed t h e
Dodgers 51 to 25. In the first per-
iod, Beale, sparked by Cecil
Moses 9 points, tallied 17 points.
The Dodgers during that sessior
'had only managed to get 9 points
in all over the rim, and at half-
time the victims were trailing
with 11 points. From this point it I
was Beale all the way.
In the second game Grant lick-
ed Orange Mound 30 to 14. At
the end of the first period Grant
was out in front 7.0, with Richard
Grant tallying 7 of their 18 to
4 points in the first half. The Or-,
ange Mounders seemed to have
forgotten where the basket was
located for the entire period of
the game.
BTW DOWNED
In another big session on the
The Elks plan to award scholar-
ships to the nine Negro children
who braved the mobs in Little
Rock last Fall to become the first
Negro students to enter the pre-
viously all-white Central High
school.
Conferring with Lt. Lee w e re
Pete Sims, jr., state president of
the Arkansas Elks; Lewis K-
Nuckles, state secretary; S. A.
Young, st. state treasurer: lien-
rY C. James and Arthur L e e
Brown.
I Playful Boy
Causes Death
Can't Find
an or
Seven-year-old lletta Laura
Teil was killed last Sunday by a
Rock Island railroad diesel en-
gin en route home from Sunday
shoo when she tried to catch a
young boy who had snatched her
scarf and ran.
The girl, who had just attended
the Bible class at the Greenwood
CNIE church, was the foster
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cary
Bell. of 951 Melrose st.
The young girl ran over t h e
tracks in pursuit of the youngster
and was struck by the train travel-
ing at about 5 miles an hour.
The engineer. M. F. Stephens.
said that he blew the whistle, and thank you. As the supposedly re. fun. Be pleasant to the boys and
put on the brakes but that it was sponsible members of a great na- girls you know. One should not
too late to avoid hitting the child. lion, we're suffering from some- have to work at making friends,
thing deeper than a blush of ens- for friendship is simply a sharing
barrassment. Of course we knew between people of mutual inter-
we were a bit lawless. . .but cots. Be frendly and you'll get
was that not a part of our "front- along.
tier spirit?" To be continued.
Dear Carlotta: I am a girl 14. 4111111111.11.1111111111bk,
I know I ought to be going steady
by now, but I don't even have a
boy-friend. There is a boy whom ,
I like very much. but I can't get
him to talk to me about anything
but the movies. My girl friend has
Where To Take
New Tests For
Scholarships
FERRY STOPS Saturday, Jan. 25. Rev, B. F.
New York — Ferry service be- Harris is pastor of the el rch.
tween Manhattan and Brooklyn The Royal Arch chapter of the
was discontinued in 1942. Prince Hall Affiliated of Tennes-
 .ee has been organized in Ripley,
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. 111ADVII BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are von Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
Are you discouraged! If any of these are your
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATk
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Roars 9 a.m. In 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
I drool make any home calls or answer an. letters. Re sere
Is look for the richt glen and the richt same
with Saul E. Moore, the High
Priest: James F. Taylor, King;
and Bohanan Ware, scribe. The
chapter will hold its meetings on
the second Sunday of each month.
Masters Dan Moore and Keith
j Halfacre, and Little Brenda Con-
nor are confined in-doors with the
measles.
The Veterans' club of this school
presented one of the biggest and
best talent shows Friday morning
in the auditorium.
Prizes were given to the best
single and best group participants
on the program. The best single
to Miss Annie C. McGhee, third
to Jeanette Washington. Find
place in group singers went to
7 he Dixie Harmoniers, a gospel
group, second, the Marquettes.
The program featured singers:
The Dixie Harmonizers, The Del
roll Holman and June Deadmon.
Seniors were the only boys to
receive jackets and letters. Ed-
ward Pegues and Floyd Smith
are two seniors that received jack-
ets.
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
We have selected Miss Claudine
'Stansbury as student of the week.
Miss Stansbury is the 14-year-old
,daughter of Mrs. Eliza Stansbury
who resides at 434-G S. Welling-
ton st.
I Miss Stansbury l a member of
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Relieves Pain,
Stops Itching as it Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York, N. Y. (Spel-lel) -
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids, atop itch-
ing, and relieve pain-without
surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another,"verystriking improve-
ment" was reported and veri-
fied by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction or re-
traction (shrinking ) took place.
And most amazing of all -
this improvement ,was main-
tained in cases where doctors'
observations were continued
over a period of many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able
to make such astonishing state-
ment s at " ['des have "eased to he
a problem!" And among these
sufferers were a very wide va-
riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
some of 10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Bio-
Dyne•) - the discovery of a
world-famous research institu-
tion. Already, lb -Dyne is in
wide use for healing injured
tissue on all parts of the body.
This new healing subatanceis offered in suppository or oint-
ment form called Preparation
11.• Ask for individnally sealed
convenient Preparation H sup-
poeitores or Preparation H
ointment with special appli-
cator. Preparation H is sold at
alt drug counters. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
'Roe. U.S. Pat Of.
Rights Post
sent them to the White House.
Among those serving on t h e
rights commission is Ernest J. \Vit.
king, Sr., a Negro, who is assist-
ant secretary of Labor in the Eis-
enhower administration.
Hold Lincoln-Douglas Dinner
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — The 37th
annual Lincoln Douglaas dinner:
sponsored by the Springfield
Branch of the NAACP will be
held Sunday, Feb. 9 at 4 p.m.,
at the Leland hotel.
High school seniors in the Mem-
phis area, and a limited number
of sophomores and juniors of ex-
ceptional ability, may take the
Cooperative Intercollegiate Exam-
Washington team, in a game which
hetheB.MTI.*
nhaarsdawsoolligaetrsPosrtmearshgeydmt,
had both teams deadlocked 7-7 at
the end of the first period, with
Forward L. Rose having contri-
buted six of the Tigers' points.
The teams were locked up 15-15
at the half, but the Tigers man-
aged to get out of the game 37-30
ahead of the B. T. Washington
boys.
In the All-Star Men's basketbail
league to be held at the Douglass
gym on Jan. 27 the Hardwood
Stars and the Washington Vets
will be matched in the opener,
and the Bluff City Coaches and
the Douglass team playing t h e
second game.
On Jan. 20, the Washington Vets
, will take on Douglass at the Por-
ter gym, with the Hardwood
Stars and the Bluff City Coaches
tangling in the final game.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
BY CHARLENE WARREN
THE BRICE TRIO
One of America's most disting-
uished musical heritages ceme to
the concert scene when the BRICE I
TRIO appears at the Lincoln High 1
school gymnatorium on Thursday
evening, March 6, 1958 at S p. m.i
Each year, at this time the Lin-
coln faculty and student body
bring into the community some
musical artist of renown as a cul-
tural as well as an educaticnal
experience that many of us could
not afford if it were not brought
into our community.
Carol Brice stands out in her
generation for enriching the tra-
dition of the great contraltos. Her
brother, Eugene Brice, has in-
creased the eminence of the fami-
ly name with outstanding appear-
ances as bass soloist with such
organiations as the de Paur In-
fantry Chorus and the Robert
Shaw chorale. Another brother.
Johnathan Brice, is considered
I one of the most distinguished pi-
anist accompanists in the field.
test may obtain application forms'
from LeMoyne college. The ex-
amination fee will be $2 and late
regstrants will have to pay $2.50.
Words of the Wise
It la not love of self but
hatred of self which Is at the
root of the troubles that af-
flict our world.
—(Ecie Hoffer)
STOP HUNTING!
STOP AT HARRY'S
For Your Favorite Brand
HARRY'S
LIQUOR STORE
194 East Calhoun
The Union Station Is Across the Street From Us
Make your plans early to hear
a family of distinguished artists
in concert at the Lincoln lii g h
School gymnatorium on March 6,
1958, at 8 p. m.
to.
The Nacirema club held its
monthly meeting with Mr, a n d
Mrs. MC. Jeffers. After a brief
business session an enjoyable so-
cial Fleur was enjoyed by
Guest for the evening were Mrs.
Lucille McCall, Mrs. E. P. Shan.
non, Mr. Charles Latimer, Mr.
and Mrs. T. R. Delaney and Mr.
and Mrs. E. N. Norman.
• • •
Mrs.. EMa P. Shannon, advisor
of District II NHA-era, attended
the State Executive Council and
Advisory Board Meeting in Little
Rock. Ark., on Jan. 11, 1956. Miss
Lucille McCall accompanied Mrs.
Shannon to Little Rock — not for
the meeting c.f course, but a shop-
ping tour tf the city.
• • •
Ilappy Birthday wishes are in
order for Mrs. T. R. (Wilma)
Delaney.
Guide Post
By
Charlotta Stewart
MUSING: The New Year. Ameri•
ca's Great Hope is Youth. We
adults are not feeling so well,
Dear A. — There is no reason
why you should have a boy friend.
In fact, at 14 you shouldn't have
a "steady boyfriend," but rather
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
WI4ERI 10155 OKI YOU
GIT PR1F/RINTIAl
SERV/CI"
I you should have plenty of both
boy and girl friends. Don't worry
about it. Just be yourself and have
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS . LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM $ 95
CLEANERS 
 up
APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union - 1A. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
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Tr -City News
Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton
We are writing from the North.
ern part of Gibson county, and
oh how happy we are to greet
sou under our new heading.
This is your column.
First let me make an apology
and correction. Mrs. Alener Doug-
num Brown and Sarah Alford. also
Mrs. Gladys Finch.
Hullum's Temple CME church
in Rutherford is sponsoring a
budget drive.
• • •
Those persons attending the fu-
lass attended the funeral of Mrs. neral of the late Mrs. Artie San-
Lincoln O'Daniel's mother in derford. wife of Mr. Gaither San-
Jackson last week. Mrs. Lucy Ov- derford, formerly of Trenton. in
erall is able to attend church serv- S. Louis, were Mrs. Alberta
ices. The Gibson County Teachers Brown, Mrs. Virginia Brown, Mes-
Association held its quarterly meet- dames Annie H. Williams, Mary
ing at Rosenwald school in Tren• • Spivey and Jessie Word, Mr. and
ton last night. In the study groups Mrs. Le Pont Burns and family.
for the year they have worked on The funeral of the late Mrs. Eliza
Sehool-Community Relations Elam was in St. Louis on Thurs
They have one more meeting for day night last, and her brother
the year in which the group will and family, Mr. and Mrs. Roose-
evaluate the year's work. Attorney velt Elam, Trenton, and Rev and
Z D. Atkins, former commission- Mrs. G. R. Elam, jr., of Rich-
er of the Department of Finance mond, Mo., and other relatives at-
and Taxation spoke briefly to the tended.
group on his candidacy for cong- Rev. and Mrs. Elam are visiting
ressman for the Eighth Congres- his parents in Trenton on vaca-
sional District, citing the high tion from his church in Rich. 
pointsof his platform mond, Mo. He reports having very
• • t fine work out there.
Mrs. Clara West was a Sun- • • •
day dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs,
Bob Harris. Rev. Wm. Fovvlkes
gave a very inspirinig sermon at
the 11 o'clock service at the C. P.
church.
The Missionary Society of the
CME church met with its presl.
dent, Mrs. Lucy Overall on Mon-
day night. The Blue Heaven Quar-
tet is sponsorng g Queen's Drive
at the Presbyterian Church in
Rutherford. B. T. Ball is quar-
tet manager and Rev. G. Doake
is pastor. The Queen contestants
are Misses Rose Wright. Ellen
Dean Watson, Evie Bell Albea and
Berlie Mae Finch, Mesdames Irene
Alxander, Emma Simpson, Ver-
False Convict
Of 3 Years Now
Ill, Destitute
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Burns
and Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Jami-
son attended a banquet given by
the Shriner's in Jackson last week
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. G.
Buckley of Humboldt.
Mrs. La Pearl Burns attended
a session of the Tennessee Pro.
gressive Beauticians club in Mem-
phis Sunday.
Mrs. Nancy Russell, our club
reporter of Trenton is ill this week,
which accounts for lack of Tren-
ton club news. We wish for her
a speedy recovery.
Andrew Belmont of Rutherford
has been hospitalized but is re-
ported getting better. Mrs, Basic
O'Daniel and Mrs. Beulah Robin-
son are shut-ins of Rutherford.
Miss Frances Scates is in the
Le Bonheur Children's Hospital in
Memphis. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Scates.
Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Rogers
, were Sunday guests of Mr. and
BOSTON - (INS) - A young Mrs. 'vie Alexander and Mr. and
Puerto Rican who served three Mrs. Dan Howard and daughter
and a half years of a life sen- Miss Annie Howard.
tenee for a murder he did not The Stewardess Boards of the
commit, was a charity out-patient' C112, church in Trenton enter-
last week at Massachusetts Gen- 
tamed the men of the communi-
eral hospital in Boston. 
ty with a Rabbit Stew at Rosen.
wald School Friday night last.Suffering from arthritis which
barely allows him to walk, Santos R
. L. Radford served as toast-
Rodriguez, 27, said he has earned 
A stack of paper 15 stiles high
master. Committeewomen were
a 40,000-mile-long strip of carbon'Mrs. Frankie Burnett, Mrs. Maryless than $1,000 since his release paper and millions of paper clips.L. Moore and others who's namefrom prison last April. ,
At the present time, the legisla-, we missed. 
That's a conservative estimate of
what the government's new ex-
lure has before it a bill which Mrs. Jennie Brown has been pense account ruling will require
from American business next
year.
These computations come from
a business forms manufacturer
which started to investigate the with the whole family. It's a 
mouth
paperwork repercussions of the watering combination t
hat tops
Mrs. Lillie Herron remained In 
new Internal Revenue Depart- off a meal to perfection. It has a
' custard-hase that does double duty
the city for medical treatments.the opportunity to get well and 
ment ruling.
earn a living." Mrs. Lucy Belle Dailey of the 
Next year, you know, you'll have 
at mealtime - it's an ideal des-
Beech Grove community and her' to report all reirnbureed expens
es sect for the 
adult members of the
w
'daughter. Georgia, visited Mr. and and be prepared to support y
our 
family who love dessert, but h0
Mrs. Will Sowell last weekend, claims, 
have to count calories. And it's 4 tsps. cornstarch
.3 cup orange marmalade 
The cooperative Intercollegiate
and carbons will be created if 
Examination Program Is an edu-
Arthur Ellington and son Gert The mountain of 
clips, paper an 
excellent way to get extra milk 1 
and eggs into the meal. Canned Line 9-inch pie Pan with pastry, cational service of the United
Ellington made a business trip to rirots and orange 
marmalade
making high fluted edge. Corn., Negro college fund. The exami-
St. Louis this week. Mrs. Bea- only 8,000,000 o
f the 17,000,000 aj opended together make a tart t.
persons listed by the government 
tine and mix sugar, flour, salt, nation is open to qualified high
trice Gentry was a business visit- ping that makes this pie 
unusua .
as p 
, and seasonings in heavy sauce- school seniors and to a limited
rofessional, technical, sales
or in Jackson this week. But the lightly spiced custa
rd base pan. Stir in buttermilk. Cook in number of high school sophomores
made with buttermilk g yHenry Alexander of Rutherford workers
 or nroprietors comply by ilkivesou 
delicious even with-i
top of double boiler over boiling and juniors of exceptional ability
a duplicate of the expen- a pie that svisited Mr. and Mrs. Richard IkeePing water until mixture thickens, stir, and promise.
se account they fill out every two Mays and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
O'Daniel recently. Rev. H 
ring constantly.
weeks on 'he average.
. New.
•born, pastor of the Mt. Zinn CME 
"The extra copies - nearly N C Court
200,000,000 of them - would fill 
. Beat 1/2 cup of hot mixture
church attended the Masonic meet- 
eggs. Then stir it into but.
ml,, in Dyer Sunday afternoon. 40,000 fi
le drswers," said W. J. OK 
011annilmmt Vie. VpOirlt imitoittailassil;etsitalltaleitaillarsit REPRINTED FROM DIE IMISIV131.4 1 NNEISF all
Fisk Seizes a Fresh Opportunity
Ii JAMES CANT./
Art interview with Dr.
Stephen J. Wright. president
of Fisk university. which was
admitted into membership in
the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools
in December.
Q Fisk was to this Arra group of
Neer, ichools - 15 ranee college.
and three junior colleges - ad-
mitted Into membership in the
Southern association What is Use
significance of this venture**
A. Thew 16 were ...rag 1.1 Negro
schools oreviously *coedited by the
association but aa... admitted eto
official raranbershie Derernber I Tho
stop rail arable .415. •,d Negro
educators to 010/0 ideas increasingly
at • time when communicotion
Mew the tram drareavng loony
reein's
Q. In what ways will communica-
tion be extended'.
A. Officials of Negro ratio... to.
can att.* *sew , *von tontines at
which MHO!, papers aro ditcrased.
They con tate port ia discussions of
studio. made oe kosher edraotira by
boo authorities.
Q in other words, there will be
• sh•ring of experiences and Ideas/
A That's right M the post. .dn.....
bbob,, of Negro whodls traria read
the Southern ossociotion's annual pro-
...dings report, which contained some
racrants of sperahm and oct.ons *bon
got thot •norfing not m valuable 01,
hearing reports and speeches and Jo'.on
io discussions Personal shoring of
m..Øl. con be snutoorly enr.ching
Q How will this membership
benefit Pink'
A W. feei the university already 4,.,
achreves1 high I•vel of education, 04
shows by several Wogs, 
bidttiedcoo anprove ow standar s eartic
potion in the association should provide
▪ aith new idea. for futor• growth.
Q. What status did Fish hove
prior to admiration to membership
* the Southern •esoclation!
A. The Soethersi onociatioo, one of
sn regronal accredding ossociat roes.
Preview., hod a Medal comma. to
accredit Negro schools, but dal not
eranit omen to fall membership. FOI
ran Ow first Negro sclera atarromd
hy the *Oben rawciotion in 15*
Q Prior to the Southern •ssoont.
tion action of granting member-
our to 18 schnOls last month, did
otivr regional accrediting •gences
adrit Negro colleges to full mem-
bership/
A YY•'.rae, oratuately ?I of the
..ISI Neese .Mew .r. a e outside Me
Seek. Some of them ram accredited
sal ore members in If,. North Central
eti the Middle States associations.
1. in what was. CLD 1.0C D(..
m.mbership benefit .insk"
A 15w. w111 be increased OOP.-
It- ti•s to obto:n money from lowish,
?so The foundations are score likely
to giv• mono to on educational io-
ratution they beli•ve hos ow wooing
Nium.
Q What per cent of its budget
oedata Fels get from foundations"
A. Of the opprotimatery 51.100 ass
annual budget, some 5)00 (MO come, in
endowment income fhowmoney
oreinally gime Ira university try fan,.
ddolor.,
Q Will full association member-
alas increase other contributions,
also/
A It should, sinc• membership would
.
symbolise Me high quality of oar *du-
cat. hem.
Q What are your Sneed* needs'
A At peseta, we hod about •
343.000 deficit lost yew I. foci,
approsim thately 50 per cent of e no
boil private twinges ope owrate
d•ficit budget, We will need obrat
560 000 moot operoting ome rata
Q Could you **borate on so..
needs7
- staffphoto by Joe Rodin
Dr. Stephen J. Wright
".1 shorIng of experiences and ideas"
A W. need epraoserately 5100,000
fur remodeling hibilra ball, which u00,
Mitt in 1114, ..dd which gbh h4*,,.,110
women W• need 3500,000 to SOO DOI
for • new combinoten fine arts
Mg end auditorium. Fisk M. no
auditorium.
Q Will association membership
enhance the academic reputation ot
Fisk!
A Filk aeon ha. ramrod • firth
notional reputation However, Me
future contact 04 ow educator. •ith
Modem of white Srathern mhoots 01
Southern •ssociation meetings shoo, d
awe others learn more &raid and coo-
tra wetly respect 0111, wiversity the
mom.
Q. Dow Fisk hold membership in
any other ac melting agency'
A. Fes. Hee Notion* Associraio. of
SC DOWD 01
Q. Dora FP5.5plan so rant**
membership to the ASOOCIStIOD of
Colleges and Secondary Schools for
*sore. non-accrediting agency
for improving higher edunallon
•moog Negroes) /
A. 74., we rad en other I/ N,0.'.
▪ oramitted to membership le If..
Soother. associate.. ham decided to
sonless. io the Association of Colleges
end Secondary Schools for Negroes
W. fen so •••PON•ibility tor locoing
other memos* lih their 'tondo*. so
they ow become toll members. No
Negro secondary school, hove bee.
admitted to toll membersee m tee
Soothers ow« irairat mot.
haQ Are them other 
pa....'.continue. nicastmrship'
A Tee, we ivam sone comman prob.
wa thh off,., Negro schwas end
now to kelp thCW • Di thrat
Some ore roorng standards of Neste
toga schools Os soon as possible TA*
mos< late. has oast °isomer etraf
00 000 to decry the problem net
reflected in the PDor oerformeet• of
mow Negro students at certain stand-
ards tests. Taw them a the whet
to Woch hove to be concern.*
orth If,. problems of Negro ...Owls as
Snoop The verbal ability of Negro
itudonts who come rat of some of the
high schwas oor rno'. to IOW.
Q Whet teal be e,• rade of Flak
at this time!
A To tootle,., to *few* tag.qoomty
of 1150.00arts **cohort to words
traders at,. to, holp "Woe the difft-
oat problems of on, doe.
would give him $12,500 as compen-
sation for his unjust arrest and
conviction in Springfield, Mass.
Rodriguez said he has been de-
pendent on Mrs. Felicidad P. Pe-
rez of Boston for room and board.
He added:
'I am not bitter. All I ask is
Carey Says
Promotions
Rey Problem
Rev. Archibald J. Carey, jr.,
chi-iirman et the President's corn.
mittee to government employment
policy, said here Sunday there are
indications that more discrimina-
tion is practiced in the promotion,
not the hiring of Negro work,:s,
in government jobs.
Carey, a lawyer and minister,
made this disclosure on WNBQ-
TV's "City Desk" program. He
said that the results of a recent
survey of five cities, including Chi-
cago, showed that only five per-
cent of the Negro civilian govern-
ment employes have supervisory
positions. The president's commit-
tee is charged with eradicating dis-
crimination in government em-
ployment.
122,925 Arrested
SPRINGFIELD, - The Illi-
nois State highway police made
122,925 arrests during the first
10 months of 1957, according to
an annual report of activities of
the Department of Public Safety
to Governor William G. Stratton
from Director Joseph 13. Bibb.
CLASSIFIED
very ill this week. Mrs. Willie Phil-
lips is improving.
Albert Herron has returned
home from an extensive visit with
his daughters In Chicago, Mrs. Al-
bert Harris and Miss Shirley Her-
son.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Pratt were Suchors, 
general sales manager
Alverna Mays Sunday.
of UARCO Incorporated, whoSunday guests of Mr. and Mrs 
came up with the figures while!
We hope you like your new title. 
.
asm
htsircompany was devising a form
• s
Please call in your news to Dyer to 'implify 
the record keeping
3585. Papers are on sale at the
American Legion Club in Trenton
and at the school in Rutherford.
Mr. and Mrs. La Biserna (Blab)
Penn and son of Chicago and Mrs.
Verlene Elder of Gary, Ind., were
here for the funeral of the late
Mr. Ira Chatrnan of Milan. Mrs.
Eldr stayed for a visit with her
father, Mr. Louis Word and par-
ents in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Elder and other relatives. Mrs.
Elder has a baby set of twins
with her. Miss Lurlie Word is visit-
ing in Gary, Ind.
• e •
Mrs. Edmonia Skinner, pianist!
at the Baptist church is organiz-
ing a music club in Dyer. We'
New Expense
Account Ruling
15 Miles High
MUSIC LESSONS BY SOT A. D BIRO. Will give you details on this later
Piano. Voice. Trumpet. Saxophone. All
Band Instruments. The young neople's club soon-
. 
esti EDITEE • WH 6-1247 sored by Mrs. Addle M. Gentryl
 met with John Etta Jamiaon this,
ROBERT'S
Credit Clothiers
172 SOUTH MAIN ST.
Account, Solicited
EASY TERMS
FOR THE FINEST
Paint, Met-al Work
In Memphis
See JOHN T. FISHER
MOTOR CO.
211 S. Dudley RR 5-1143
week Next meeting will be with
Shirley, Annie B. and Benjamin
Fisher.
Until next week ADIOS AMI
GOS!
ROY GOOD
GENERAL ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
FURNITURE
HARDWARE-PAINTS
Kerr and Gaither on Mississippi
WHitehall 6-8345
MAIDS - $30 - $50
REST NEW YORK HOMES
T,tkets Sent - Free Registration- Free Room and Baird
EAT WELL - SLEEP WELL - SAVE MONEY
Come Alone or With Friends
ABCO AGENCY
251 W. 42 St., N. Y. C., Dept P-7
Livingstone Puts
7 In Who's Who
SALISBURY, N. C. - Seven
students were accepted to repre-
sent Livingstoii college in the 1957-
58 edition of Who's Who Among
Students In American Colleges
and Universities.
The students accepted were:
Miss Marshall Lofton, junior,
Kinston N. C.; Miss Shirley J.
Bell, senior, Lexington, N. C.;
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Burnette
Bernard Anderson, junior, Phila-
w 
deiphia. Pa.: Robert Gest, Ill.,
ere business visitors In Dyer this senior, Haines City, Fla.; Henry
the Dyer CME choir will start
week. Mrs Burnette, who plays for A. Moses, junior, Gastonia, N. C.;
Benjamin A. Floyd, smior; Clover,
teaching piano lessons in Dyer IS. C.; and Edward M. Patterson,
next week 
'senior, Cambridge. Mass.
With LEODA GAMMON
Pie is always a favorite dessert
with the man in the house. This
Buttermilk pie will be a favorite 
sIntegration
In Greensboro
RALEIGH, N. C. - (ANP)-The
Greensboro city board of educa-
tion was upheld, in its decision
to assign six Negro children to
previously all-white schools, by the
state supreme cot/ t here Friday.
The board's action had been
challenged originally in Greensbo-
ro superior court by several white
parents. The lower court dismiss-,
ed the suit, and the challengers1
then took the appeal to the state
tribunal.
In handing down the opinion,,
Justice William B. Rodman, ir '
wrote, "If a parent is dissatisfuil
with the operation of the school
because of the assignment of an-
other pupil to that school, his rem -
edy is to request reassignment of
his child, not, to appeal the as
signment of the other pupil."
NYAL PHARMACY
3109 So. Third-At Brooks Rd.
Phone EX 7-9511
Open 8 A.M. 'Til 10 P.M.
 
• 
Barton Heights Substation
U. S. POST OFFICE
For Your Convenience
 
• 
Says Cash Register Receipts Until
Totals $10.00 - Then Redeem Them
For A Valuable Gift.
Fast - Free Delivery Service
out the topping.
AI;RICOT GLAZED BUTTER-
MILK PIE
Pastry for 9-inch pie shell
2 cups buttermilk
3 eggs beaten slightly
cup flour
1-4 tsp. mace or nutmeg
1-4 tsp. cinnamon
1 1-lb. can apricot halves
termilk mixture. Bake pie shell in
center of hot oven (400 degrees)
5 minutes. Reduce beat to 300 de-
grees. Pour buttermilk mixture
into shcll.
Bake until filling is set, about
50 minutes. Do not overhake. Re-
move from oven and cool on rack
When cool, cover with glaze.
To make glaze, remove apricots
from sirup. Drain halves well on
paper towelling. Mix 1-4 cup apri-
cot sirup and corr.starch together
until smooth. Heat remaining sir-
up (about 3.4 cup) to boiling Add-
cornstarch mixture all at once,
stirring constantly. Cook until mix-
ture is clear and thickened. Re-
move from heat and blend in mar-
malade. Arrange apricot halves.
cavity side down on top of baked
pie and cover with glaze. Makes
1 9-inch pie
President Kincheloe has appoint-
ed Dean A. A. Branch to direct
the test administration.
LARGEST NUMBER
Chicago - American Farm Bu-
reau federation is the largest oft
farmer organizations.
Tougaloo Will
Give Tests For
Scholarships
President Samuel C. Kincheloe
announced last week that Touga•
loo Southern Christian college will
be one of the 28 colleges parti-
cipating In the testing of 3000 to
4000 scholarship and admission
candidates from more than 500
high schools distributed throughout
the United States and the Virgin
Islands.
Tougaloo Southern Christian col-
lege will cooperate in administer-
ing the Cooperative Intercollegiate
Examination between Feb. 24 and ,
March 8, which will be given in
some 175 test centers across the
' nation during this period.
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Funeral services for Mother.
Cora Fair were held on Sunday,
Jan. 12, at the Lake Grove M. B.
church in Waverly. Ark., where,
she was a faithful member for 40!
years, and a mother for 27 years. 1
Mrs. Fair was the mother of Mrs.
Lovia Weast, Mrs. Myrthel Church,
0. B. Fair, and Mrs. Everta Fair,
of West Memphis; Thomas and
Lawrence Fair, of Sikeston, Mo.;
Leo Fair, of Waverly, Ark.; and
Mrs. Cora Nunn, of Paducah, Ky.
Mrs. Fair is survived by three
brothers, Bob Brown, of Waverly;
and Percy and D. C. Brown. and
Mrs. Et Elf Spates, of Chicago, Ill.
She leaves 30 grandchildren, and I
18 great-grandchildren to mourn'
her passing, along with a host of
other relatives and friends.
Revs. W. W. Miller and W. T.
Grafton officiated at the services,
and Security Funeral Home was
in charge of arrangements. Inter-
ment was in the Lake Grove Ce-
metery.
• • •
The Adult Homemakers Class
held its meeting at Wonder High
school last Wednesday night, un
der the instructions of Mrs. L.
Morris.
The Wonder High school cagers
split a doubleheader in Blythe-
ville, Ark., last Tuesday night,
with the senior boys winning 68
to 59, and the senior girls losing
31 to 10. The boys' contest was a
hard game all the way, with the
first quarter score showing the
boys in the losing spot. They got
ahead in the fourth quarter to take
their second conference game of
the season. The Lions' only defeat
in conference play this season
has been suffered at the hands of
the Helena squad.
The Gospel Wonders of West
Memphis held their meeting last
Tuesday night in the Wonder High
school gymnasium, and enrolled
Williams Earl Mays into the or-
ganization. The Gospel Wonders
will release their first record next
month.
• • •
Miss Johnnie Mae Scott, of 134
S. 12th nt., has been a patient at
the Crittenden Memorial hospital,
and Is now improving. Miss Scott
is the daughter of Mrs. Rosiedell
Scott.
• • •
Mrs. Sallie B. Payne Brown,
of 577 Williams ave., Memphis,
convalescing at home after hay
ing spent six weeks in J oh
Gaston hospital.
Mrs. Mary Lee Neal and Mrs
Freak Wright motored to Park
in, Ark., last Sunday to visit
lattves and friends.
Mrs. Fannie "Doll" King,
228 S. 12th St., had Mrs. 011ie Ma
Guy, of St. Louis, Mo., as a
cent house guest.
Brotherhood Of
Baptist To Meet
The Memphis Baptist Broth
hood will hold a meeting at Owe
college on Friday night, Jan. 24
at 7-30 to make final arrang
ments for the program to be glv
en at the St. John Baptist chute
on Sunday afternoon, Feb. 2.
The brotherhood is comprised o
all of the Baptist churches in th
city, and all laymen and brothe
hood organizations are expected t
be in attendance at both meeting
STRAIGHT ROADS
Chicago - About 77 percent
all fatal motor vehicle accident
occur on straight roads, moat
them dry, during daylight.
Starts SUNDAY!
January 26
3 BIG DAYS 3!
ROARING, SCORCHING', WILD?I
JOEL VIRGINIA
McCREA • MAYO
IN TAIL
STRANGER
0,„.. av on Luxe
Starts Wednesday! 3 Big Days 3!
Rock Hudson TARNISHED ANGELS Dorothy Malone
MAIDS
NEW YORK AREA
$125.00 to $200.00 per
month - Transportation -
Advanced - Free Room &
Board. Send References &
exact age. For More Infor-
mation Write . . .
SELECT MAIDS
OF NEW YORK INC.
337 Central Avenue
Lawrence, N. Y.
SEE
ROYAL
FOR . .
, SECOND
MORTGAGE
LOANS
EVEN IF
YOU OWE
OTHERS
SEE ROYAL
SAVE
MONEY,
GET A
SECOND
MORTGAGE
LOAN
MONEY
ON
SIGNATURE
AUTO
FURNITURE
$50
$100
$150
$300
OR MORE
A. J. McConkey,
Manager
WE MAKE LOANS OTHERS REFUSE AND
EVEN IF YOU OWE OTHERS - YOU CAN
STILL BORROW FROM US.
HOUR FREE PARKING AT SHOPPERS GARAGE
OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS UNTIL EIGHT
ROYAL FINANCE co.
!iiii %brine Blilc ;Behind Lowenstein's,
111 '114,111'0e Ste.
JA 5-6701 JA 5-0483
5000 WATTS
TIME
4 00- 4 58
455- 5.00
500- 555
5 55- 5 00
8'00- 8 56
55- 7 00
7:05- 730
7 30- 8 00
8.00- 5 10
830' 043
8:45- II 00
900- 0.30
0'30-10 00
10 00-10-06
10 05-11.55
11:50.1200
12'00- Ian
100- 1 10
030- 200
2 00- 3 00
3 012- 400
4 00- 5 00
5 no. 015
400- 455
g55- s-00
5:00- 5-s5
55- 00
II 00. 6 55
6 55- 7 00
7.t0' 7s5
7:55- 050
8 00- 8 55
8.65- 0.00
000- I 35
5:55-10 00
1000-1055
10'55-11:00
11:00-1145
11..45-12 00
12:00-12:55
1255- 1,1*
1:00- 1:45
1,55- 2:00
200- 2-55
255- 300
3:00- 3:30
330- 355
3:65- 4:00
4:00- gas
4,55- 5:00
5-00- 5:10
5:10- 3:15
4 00. 4.55
4-Is. 5.00
5'00- 5:65
055- 6:00
6 00- 6:55
45s- 700
7.00- 753
755' 800
800- 8:55
II 55- 0.00
I 00- 1.55
II 55.10.00
1000-1055
Is 55-11:00
11'00-11-45
11'45-12:00
12.00-1055
1055- 100
1E0- 130
1:30- 2:00
2,00- 2:55
2:53- 3:00
3.00- 3.30
030- 3,55
355- COO
400- 4 30
4:30- 4'55
4:55- 000
1500- 5:10
6:10- 6 15
WLOK 1480 KCS
Memphis, Tennessee
January, 1958
SUN, 4Y
PROGRAM
Sloe On-SpitItual Momenr.
New.
!Manual Moment.
News
Spiritual Moments
?Teem
Jubilee Ttme
Spiritual Moments
Oral Roberto Helaine
SniritUal Moments
Sunday Matto
(*.olden Train
Christian Pellowshle Church
News
OK Wit Parade
News
Bishop Patterson
OR Hit Parade
Young Negro Speaks
Platter Party
1111shop McEtren
Bishop .1ohnson
News-Scrorts-fline Off
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
Sine O,,-StraltUal Moments
News
Spiritual flunbe•ms
News
Panay Dory Show
News
Dick Cole Shoe
News
Dick Cole Show
Newt
Sweet Chariot Tan.
New.
Sweet Talking Time
Nrars
Hooky Dore Show
Dixie La
Hunt* Dory Snow
Neat
Sweet Chariot Time
News
Flunky Dory Show
New.
Hunky Dory Shot.,
Cone Cole Club
News
Cone Cole Club
News
Cane Cole Club
News-gports-gino Off
SATURDAY
Sine On-Solritual Moments
News
Spiritual SOnbearns
News
Husky Dory Shoe
News
Dick Cole Shoe/
Nee*
Dick Cole Show
News
Sweet Chariot Time
Newt
Sweet Talking TM*
Newt
Hunks Dray Show
Dixie L11
Hunk) Dore Show
News
Sweet Chariest Tillie
Catholic Frontons
Flunky Dory Show
Hunk? Dory Show
Cane Cols Club
News
Music Clan
Cane Cole Club
News
Cane Cole Club
New.--Elports--Sine Off
Waters
ANNOUNCER
T. H. Gordon
I. H. Gordon
1. H. Gordon
I. H. Gordon
I. H. Gordon
I. H. Gordon
I. H. Gordon
5. If. Gordon
I. H. Gordon
I. H. Clorrion
T. H. Omar*
T. H. Gordon
Remote
Cane Cole
Cane Cole
Cane Coat
Remote
Cane Cole
R J. Kelly
Cane Cede
Remote
it J. sons
R. J. seas
T. H. Elora&
I. FT. Oradell
H. ClOrd011
I H Gordan
Hun*, DOT?
Hunk) DOFF
Dalt Colo
Dick Cole
Dick Colo
Dick Cole
S. 1-1 Gorden
I. It. Gorda.
Dick Cole
DIPS Co*
Hooky DIRT
Hanky Dote
Hunk), Do"
Hunky DMV
I. H. Ore**
H. Gordon
Honky Dore
Runty Dore
Hunky Dore
Dick Cole
Dick Cole
Dick Colo
Dick Cole
Dick Cole
Dick Colo
Ft Oordon
1 H. Gordon
H. Gordon
H. Gordon
Runty Dory
Hunk) Dory
Dick Cole
Dick Cols
Dick Cole
DICK Cole
H. Gordon
R. Gordon
Dick COI*
Dick COI,
Hunk! Dore
Hanky Dore
Monty Dore
Hunk), 1201T
I. H. Oordon
H Gordon
Honky Dore
Runty Dory
Hooky Dore
Dick Cole
Dick COW
Dirt Cele
Net Col*
Dirt Cole
Dtek COO
Diet Cole
If
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ion nastir
PAN • HELLENIC LEADERS
for 1958 pose for photographer
following installation services
directed by Atty. B. F. Jones.
The new officers are from left.
Miss Geraldine Diamond, chap-
Lain; John Outlaw, sergeant-at-
arms; Elmer Henderson. par-
/ liamentarian; Harold Osborne,
treasurer; Mrs. Teresa Frank-
lin, correspondent secretary;
Mrs. B. A. E. Callaway, secre-
tary; Mrs. Charles P. Ro-
land, vice chairman; and John
Parker, chairman. Presiding
officers of five Greek organiza-
tions who were present for the
services held at the YWCA
Poke Claims Life
Of Rev. A. L. Turner
' A stroke claimed the life of a
well-known Memphis minister, the
Rev. A. L Turner, at Riverside
Sanitarium and Hospital in Nash-
Ville, on Wednesday of last week
Bis widow, Mrs, Aubrey John-
son Turner, a Memphis public
school teacher, said she first learn-
ed of her husband's illness the
Tuesday prior to his death. He
had been in good health, and an-
nouncement of his serious illness
came as a surprise to her. She
took a plane to Nashville the same
day to be at his side. He died the
following afternoon around 3 13- m.
' Rev. Turner was widely known
In the Mid-South and over the na-
tion. He was presiding elder of the
Nashville District of the Christian
Methodist church. He maintained
residence in Mashville and in
Memphis. at 737 Neptune. He was
long actiive in the CME church,
having begun his religious work
as an evangelist in Detroit, Mich.,
in 1926. He also served there as a
were Mrs. Harriet Walker,
Delta Sigma Theta; Mrs. Mil.
dred Peace Horne, Zeta Phi
Beta; Mrs, Rita F. Robinson,
Sigma Gamma Rho; Eimer
Henderson, Kappa Alpha Psi,
and Rev. J. A. McDaniel, Ome.
ga Psi Phi. (Photo by Lyle.)
pastor. Upon coming to Memphis
he served as pastor of Grady
Chapel, Harris Memorial and Rock
of Ages CME churches.
GREATLY RESPECTED
While in Memphis he was great-
ly respected for his forthright
views on civic, religious and ra-
cial matters. He was widely popu-
lar among his Nashville follow-
ers.
A funeral was held for him in
Nashville and also in hlemphis.
The Memphis funeral was held
Sunday at Collins Chapel CME
church, where he had maintained
membership. Interment was in Mt.
Carmel Cemetery in Memphis.
He is survived by his widow, a
daughter by a former marriage,
Mrs. Loci!lee Wheeler of Detroit;
a grandson, Alexander W. Wheel-
er of Detroit], and othr relatives.
He was a native of Alabama, and
lived 16 years in Memphis andi
er of Detroit, and other relatives.'
ppoint 'A rew e aers I Crew leaders training began at-srpaenciail6.ceTnhseus c rheewa d clieuaadret er sr s woi lel
have a four-hour training session
For Special Census in the morning and then go out
• Appointulera of crew leadersi
who will direct the activities of
the approximately 450 enumerat-
ors needed to conduct the Memphis.
Special Census which starts Jan.'
2S, was announced last week by
Supervisor David M. Simmons, jr.,
of the temporary Census Bureaul
held office which has been estab-
lished in the Lauderdale Courts as
special census headquarters.
Each crew leader will supervise
about 15 enumerators in the spec-
ial census which has been request-
ed by the City of Memphis in or-
der to establish new official popu-
lation figures to be used in corn-
putting state aid payments.
into the field to check boundaries
of the 723 enumeration districts
into which Memphis has been di-
vided, mark route directions on
notes of any special situations that
might otherwise develop into a
problem for enumerators. T hi is
work continued through Jan. 20.
Additional classroom training plus
practice in the field will bee car-
ried out from Jan. 21 through Jan.
24
Kitchen and Bathroom Remodernizing
with
The Plastic Wall Tile with
the triple moistare-seal back!
Once on—Tr;-Bond STAYS!
•---
(,eaming New Kitchen Sinks
New Nall ( abinets
-
(111110
I
20 BEAUTIFUL DECORATOR COLORS Las atone'.( orn modes Bath Tubs'
We Do It All At One Low Cost...No Cash Down...FHA Terms
No Expenqi)e Middleman—No Delays—No Waste —All Work Done by Master Plumbers
Home Equipment Co.
OPEN 'TILI. 9 P.M.
2563 Poplar Ave.—FA 3-2651
NOW
Playing
Walt 'Disney's
"OLD
YELLER"
folz1•*
Boy Hurled 30
Feet To Death
d with, tim in the city 
.
and became the first traffic vie
Scholarship Examsat., was struck and kWed by anJames hIcCarroll, of 379 Ayers' ki 
automobile last Sunday evening,
power 
195a.Lane college will be one of the, We Sumner High school in Kan.las
d (3) . of of the car, 
for
N. A., Monroe, 38, told police that the 
1 colleges participating in the tea- City, Kans. On March 4., the test
A.. C. P., he is making more and' 
driver118 fing of 3,000 to 4,000 scholarship milli be given at the Merry High
, • Dr. Iggers strongly criticized ed the :)oy over the car hood and 
, and admission candidates Ira m school in Jackson, Tenn., at 9 a.m.,
more than 500 high schools in the and at the Easom High school in
's y rode his bicycle into the left
P0-icy those who have attempted te equ- into the windshield and threw 
United States and the Virgin Is- Corinth, Miss., on March 6, at
Speaking on civil rights Dr. Ig- 
more demands for equality. side of the car. The impact pitch-
which has existed in the South 
lands, Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, presi- 9 a.m.
introduction of slavery, 
dent of the school announced re- Application forms for the exami-gers traced the racial I
through the Civil War and Recoil- ' .
,such as the White Citizens Coon- Lcollege, hMr. Monroe, and his passenger, ane e said,
_  
will Cm), :nhaetihonighmsaiish,Gobise lisotbetdainaebdovefrobmy
from the 
cently.ate the NAACP to organizational him 30 feet into a curb.
- 1 specting law annd that its aim is shortly after the accident. 
erate by administering the Coop. writing to one of the participating
struction to the present day. 
cil. He said that the NAACP un- Mrs. Roberta Cohen, were treated'
The victim was the son of Mrs. 
endive Intercollegiate Examina• colleges, or by writing directly to
The speaker stressed the eco- 
like the WCC, is pledged to re- for shock at John Gaston hospital!
of segregation in the South in thel
- ' --- 1 the enforcement of the Constitu- It will be given in some 175 test 22 East 54th at.. New 
York 22,
lion between Feb. 24 and March 8. the office of the Director, CIEP,
nomic underlying the instigation
1900's. lie said that segregation 
(ion of the U.S. He stated that "
has resulted in the economic ex- 
lence which has occurred in some this period.
centers across the nation during New York.Vi O- Rosie Lee Johnson.
Admission to the examination
ploitation of the Negro as well as 
parts of the South is not the result 
of action taken by the NAACP, but A & I Chalks
of extreme gradualism and the
failure of federal authorities to 
Two Victoriesact quickly and strongly — which I
failure of act has encouraged The Tennessee A&I State mil-
southern demagogues to defy the
number of Negro professional men court.
versity Tigers picked up two vic-
tories
and skilled workers, the number He said that the complete end ed Central State 105 to 85, on Fri-
of Negro homeowners, and the life of segregation is dependent upon dry, and then polished off Kentue-
expectancy of Negroes is still far the Negro's determination to end ky State, 44 to 38 on Saturday.
below that of the whites, accord- segregation, and by a graduate The Tigers" have won 14 games
ing to stattistics cited by Dr. 1g- of the Univ. of Richmond and Univ• and suffered only two losses this Lexington, Ky., on Feb. 24. at 10
gers. He added that the reasons of Chicago. He received his PhD,
power is making him more and sac, and Dillard university. 
season. a.m, at the Lincoln High school in
had nothing but praise for his 9 a.m., and at Sumner High school
lads, for the double victory over at St. Louis, Mo., on Feb. 26, at
Tiger coach Johnny McLendon in Evanston, Ind., on Feb. 25, at
Negroes, Poor Whits'
Dr. George G. Iggers, prof. of,
history at Dillard university was
featured speaker at the Phi Beta
Sigma fraterninty's annual Foun-
ders's Day Program at Le Moyne
college recently.
in the depression of the hying
standard of poor whites.
BIG GAINS
In the last 15 years the Negro
has made real economic progress,
although the median wage, the
more a force to be recko.
(2) he is demonstrating h
In the political arena,
under the leadership of th
why the Negro has been making from the Univ. of Berlin, and
such strides in his fight for civil since that time has taught at Phi-
rights are: (1) his new economic !ander Smith, the Univ. of Arkan-
1 p.m.
The examination is a service of
the United Negro College Fund,
and is open to qualified high
school seniors, and to a limited
number of high school sophomores
and juniors of exceptional ability
and promise.
DEAN PERPENER
Lane college Dean J. 0. Perpen-
er has been appointed by Dr. Kirk-
endoll to direct the test adminis-
tration at Dunbar High school in
J. C. Donoho, Sr. Ready To Sell HomeFormer Postman,
Dies Suddenly
A retired Memphis mail carrier,
J. C. Donoho, Sr.. died suddenly
last Friday morning while enroute
to the hospital. Ile was apparent-
ly the victim of a stroke. He had
long suffered from high blood
pressure. He was 64.
Mr. Donoho carried mail here
for 36 years before his retirement.
He was the long-time organist for
Collins Chapel CME church, and
was widely known. He lived at
395 Decatur street.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Willie Mae Donoho, two
daughters, Mrs. Janice Harris of
New York, N.Y.., and Mrs. Mary
Robertson. a Memphis teacher,
and his son, James C. Donoho, jr.
Funeral services wert held at
Collins Chapel church Sunday, with
T. H. Hayes & Sons officiating.
Interment was in Mt. Carmel Ce-
metery.
Ought In White Area
A Negro couple who innocently
purchased a house in a white
neighborhood are looking for a
buyer to take the problem off of
their hands, but in the meantime
they are living in the house with
no peace of mind.
Mr. and Mrs. Thornton Warren
said that they purchased the home
at 2381 Lindbergh road with the
impression that it was in a color-
ed neigborhood, but were inform-
ed as they moved into the build-
inc that it was for white.
The real estate agent involved
in the sale, Mrs. Johnny Crawford
of the Walton Realty company,
said that she sold them the house
after the previous owner told her
that the house could be sold to
Negro neighborhood. When she
showed them the house, she said,
it was during bad weater, and
He was a native of Alabama, and nobody 
was in sight.
lived 15 years in Memphis and 
Interesting Factsthe Mid-South. •
Since moving into the communi-
ty, the Thorntons have been visit-
ed by neighbors who have been
disturbed by their presence, but
most of them, they say, have been
sympathetic and polite. Only one
man has threatened them with vio-
lence and he said that if they
do not move, the house will be
burned.
For the present the Thorntons
are sitting tight, with the windows
covered with cardboard, and the
telephone number of the police
handy in case something starts.
The real estate company has its
money, and Mrs. Crawford says
that the loan on the house has
g6ne too far to be stopped now.
The only solution to the prob-
lem seems to he for the white per-
son in the area to raise the money
and buy the property. The Thorn-
tons are ready to sell.
out 2 Toussaints
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Some people have confuesed
Pierre Toussaint with Toussaint L'
°overture, thinking that they were I
one and the same. They had many
things in common but were s ery
different.
Some of the things in common
were, both were born slaves on the
island of Saint Domingue now call-
ed Haiti. Both were Negroes, great
readers and well up on the Bible.
Some of the differences were,
while Pierre spent much time read-
mg the sermons of Bassinet and
Massilon, L'Ouverture spent a deal
of time reading about the military
methods of Alexander the Great
and Julius Caesar. Pierre reflected
on the Beatitudes such as "Blessed
are the peacemakers." L'Ouver-
lure reflected on the best method I
and time to break the peace and
liberate his people.
CONTRASTING PICTURES
Pierre did his work in New York
City; L'Ouverture on the island of
Haiti. Pierre's master took him to
New York as a slave. The master
later returned to Haiti to check his
estate, leaving his wife and her
two sisters in New York with Tous-
saint and his sister. (Both slaves).
The master found his estate gone
and he died while there. So, while
Toussaint L'Ouverture, Dessalines
and Christophe were plotting the
revolution, Pierre Toussaint was
taking over the care of his former
master's family in New York.
Pierre became a famous Ws-
dresser for high society, and very
rich. He not only took care of the
family that once owned him but
gave liberally to the poor of New
York. Pierre Toussaint built a re-
putation for being a real Christian.
MILITARY EXPERT
L'Ouverture built a reputation
for being one of the greatest mili-
tary experts the world has ever
known, and founder of the second
republic in the New World.
Pierre is remembered as a slave
who became a wealthy Christian
philantropist. L'Overture, as a
military genius who liberated
slaves (Himself included) and
founder of a nation.
A great social leader of New
York once said "I have known
gentlemen who were not Christ-
ians and Christians who were not
gentlemen, but I know one who is
both, Pierre."
'SERVE MY PEOPLE'
L'Ouverture once said, "I shall
always serve my people well, but
I shall never serve them against
my conscience."
The world would be much better
today if we had more Christian
Louisiana Bias
Laws Speeding
Up Integration
Segregation legislation which was
designed ,o keep races apart in
Louisiana has actually brought
about speedier "integration." ac-
cording to the February issue of
EBONY. The racist laws, it says,
has encouraged more Negroes to
"pass" for white,
In order to prove how easy It
is for light-skinned Negroes to pass
for white ia New Orleans. EBONY
sent Chicago Negro model Audrey
I Saunders to that city, accompanied
by a white photographer. He re-
corded her experiences in living on
both sides of the color line.
Also featured in the February
issue of the magazine is Dr. J.
Ernest Wilkins, a former child pro-
digy, now a top nuclear scientist.
the weekend pushed his life time
wins tin over the 400 mark. Dur-
ing his 18 years of cage coach-
ing, the Tiger mentor has had 401
wins and lost only 92.
Dean Perpener will conduct two
tests on Feb. 27. At 9 a.m., he will
give the test in Kansas City, Mo.,
at the Lincoln High school, and at
1 p.m., it will be administered at
will be by ticket only, and a tic-
ket will be sent to each candidate
who has filed application and paid
an examination fee of $2. Late reg-
istrants will have to pay a fee
of $2.50. Both applications a n d
fees must be mailed before Feb.
1, 1958.
OLDEST MASON IN
LOUISIANA DIES
NEW ORLEANS — (ANP1 —
Funeral services were held here
Sunday in Berean for Augustus G.
C. Joseph, 94 years of age and
reputed to be the oldest Prince
Hall Mason in the state from a
standpoint of membership in the
order.
POPULATION HUB
About 200 million persons live
in China's Yangtze river basin.
"I'll take a light smoke
a Lucky every time!"
ARTIST ROBERT PIOUS is a triple threat with a paintbrush: he
does portraits, book illustrations and murals. But for 20 years,
he's stayed with one brand of cigarettes: Lucky Strike. "A
Lucky's got all the taste you could ask for," he says, "and it's
light, too. That's an unbeatable combination!"
Doing homework, Bob Pious reads the script of
a new book (below), picks the scene he plans
to illustrate (right). He likes working at night,
keeps coffee and plenty of Luckies handy.
A Lucky ia all cigarette—all naturally light,
wonderfully good-tastingtobacco, toasted to
taste even better. Says Robert Pious, "It's
the best-tasting cigarette, I ever smoked!"
mass w r
Light up a light smoke—
Light up a LUCKY!
Prodwi of f. GeZetelf0-G007 -"GIZMO-Li oar meddle name.
MAU() THEATRE
NEWEST AND IMPROVED FACILITIES - - 1st BALCONY
FOR COLORED PATRONS
MEMPHIS' FINEST - - SAYS MARTHA JEAN - - DEEJAY WD IA
'Premium Stuff"
•
•
•
ONE FLIGHT UP --- COURTEOUS COLORED STAFF TO SERVE YOU
